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Abstract  
 
Every day millions of pedestrian move with different needs and objectives through spaces each of them with its 
functional specifications. An accurate design or revisiting of transport terminals, as for example railway stations, 
underway stations, airports, as well as complex buildings, open spaces and a deep analysis of public events with 
relevant pedestrian flows, would improve its usability at users benefit. To reach this goal is necessary a careful 
integration among architecture, engineering needs and transport disciplines, that, starting from the study of users 
behavior and pedestrian dynamics, provides the fundamental elements to be considered during design stage to 
ensure a major level of service. 
In literature nothing much is known about the optimal dimension of pedestrian transportation terminals. The aim of 
this study is to develop a methodology to size the functional terminal layouts, by the integration of analytical and 
simulative models submitted to generic algorithms, taking into account the dynamics and flows generated inside the 
terminals. 
In order to obviate the lack of requisite data for models calibration, validation and verification, as well as testing the 
process developed, an algorithm for data acquisition has been elaborated. It has a dedicated graphic interface, which 
allows to reveal the pedestrian dynamics and consequently to generate database; with these data is possible to obtain 
statistical and behavioral indicators about pedestrians detected. 
The use of analytical models, both to define the sizing of facilities inside the terminals and to model the user 
behavior during their paths, allows to define an objective function able to represent the performances of the terminal 
functional layout. Defined the dimensional ranges of each functional element inside the layout according a specific 
Level of Service, performed a design of experiments methodology and applied genetic algorithms to minimize the 
objective function, it is possible to obtain a set of optimal solutions for the terminal configuration sizing, in 
coherence with flows and dynamics generated inside the terminals itself.  
A further simulative approach, based on the application of the social force algorithm,  allows, through quantitative 
and qualitative parameters, to identify the best solution(s) inside the domain previously identified with genetic 
algorithm application.  
Starting from the motivation that inspired this work, analyzed the existing literature and the main methods for data 
acquisition, it will be introduced the algorithm for the automatic acquisition of data and pedestrian database 
generation. The application of this tool will be illustrated in order to manifest the potentiality of the instrument 
same. 
Subsequently introduced the tool developed for the definition of the characteristic elements sizing and the model 
chosen for the correct estimation of pedestrian travel times, it will be explored the structure of the objective function 
aimed to identify the right trade-off between infrastructure and pedestrian costs. Finally, the application of genetic 
algorithms, resulting in the identification of Pareto front, generates the domain of optimal solutions to sift through 
the simulation approach. 
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The developed methodology reveals a flexible and simple instruments, but, at the same time, accurate in the 
resolution of the problems for which has been structured. The potential of the developed methodology is highlighted 
in the course of the work thanks to a case of study. 
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Sommario 
 
Ogni giorno milioni di pedoni si muovono con esigenze ed obbiettivi diversi in contesti differenti, ognuno dei quali 
con le sue caratteristiche tecniche funzionali. Un’attenta progettazione o rivisitazione dei terminali di trasporto, 
quali stazioni ferroviarie, metropolitane, aeroporti, così come degli edifici complessi, degli spazi aperti ed una 
corretta disamina degli eventi pubblici con flussi pedonali rilevanti, consentirebbe di migliorarne la fruibilità a 
beneficio dell’utenza. Per raggiungere tale obiettivo risulta necessaria un’attenta integrazione tra esigenze 
architettoniche, ingegneristiche e le discipline trasportistiche, le quali, partendo dallo studio comportamentale degli 
utenti e dalle dinamiche pedonali, forniscano gli elementi fondamentali da tenersi in considerazione nella fase di 
progettazione per garantire un maggiore livello di servizio. 
Riscontrata in letteratura una carenza di approcci finalizzata alla determinazione del miglior layout funzionale dei 
terminali, attraverso l’integrazione di modelli analitici e simulativi sottoposti ad algoritmi genetici, è stata sviluppata 
una metodologia che, coerentemente con le dinamiche e i flussi che all’interno dei terminali stessi si generano, 
mirasse al dimensionamento ottimo dei terminali di trasporto pedonale. 
Per ovviare alla mancanza di dati necessari per i processi di calibrazione, validazione e verifica dei modelli così 
come per testare il metodo sviluppato è stato innanzitutto elaborato un algoritmo per l’acquisizione di dati, con 
interfaccia grafica dedicata, che consente di rilevare le dinamiche pedonali, generare database e conseguentemente 
ricavare dati statistici e comportamentali dei pedoni. 
L’utilizzo di modelli analitici, sia per l’identificazione dei range dimensionali degli elementi caratteristici presenti 
all’interno dei terminali che per la modellizzazione del comportamento degli utenti, permette di definire una 
funzione obbiettivo che rappresenti le performances dei layout funzionali dei terminali. Attraverso design of 
experiments calibrati sui range dimensionali dei singoli elementi funzionali presenti all’interno dei terminali e la 
successiva applicazione degli algoritmi genetici finalizzati alla minimizzazione della funzione obiettivo, è possibile 
definire un insieme di soluzioni ottime per il dimensionamento dei terminali, in coerenza con i flussi e le dinamiche 
che in esso si generano.  
Un’ulteriore approccio simulativo, basato sull’applicazione dell’algoritmo delle forze sociali, consente, attraverso la 
valutazione di parametri quantitativi e qualitativi, di identificare la/e miglior soluzione/i all’interno del dominio di 
soluzioni precedentemente identificate con l’applicazione degli algoritmi genetici.  
A partire dall’esplicitazione delle motivazioni che hanno alimentato questo lavoro, analizzata la letteratura esistente 
e le principali metodologie per l’acquisizione dati, verrà introdotto l’algoritmo per l’acquisizione automatica dei dati 
pedonali e la generazione di database contenenti i profili degli utenti rilevati. A seguire troverà spazio l’applicazione 
di questo strumento per manifestarne le potenzialità. 
Successivamente, introdotto il tool sviluppato per la definizione dei range dimensionali degli elementi caratteristici e 
il modello scelto per la corretta stima dei tempi di percorrenza pedonali, verrà esplorata la strutturazione della 
funzione obiettivo finalizzata alla ricerca del giusto trade off tra costi infrastrutturali e pedonali.  Infine, 
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l’applicazione degli algoritmi genetici, risultanti nell’identificazione del fronte paretiano, genererà il dominio di 
soluzioni ottime da vagliare attraverso l’approccio simulativo. 
La metodologia sviluppata si è rivelata uno strumento flessibile ed agevole, ma, allo stesso tempo, puntuale nel 
risolvere i problemi per cui è stata ideata. Le potenzialità della metodologia sviluppata vengono messe in risalto nel 
corso dell’elaborato grazie ad un caso di studio condotto.  
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1  Introduction 
 
Nowadays pedestrian dynamics are objective of an increasing attention, due to several factors, congestion problems, 
evacuation dynamics, traffic increasing, green policies, costs saving needs, users demanding etc.  
Every time that a consistent number of pedestrian moves through the same place as it could be a terminal like a train 
station, an airport, a subway, a complex building, a skyscraper, an exhibition, or open spaces as for example squares, 
commercial zone etc,  or convey into particular event, the functional characteristics of spaces are hardly tested.  
Right indications and requirement rising from user dynamics needs, translated from transport engineers into 
prescription for project drawing, could help to increase the level of service offered to users. 
The desire to develop a methodology able to provide the right trade off among the magnitudes affecting 
infrastructure and pedestrians and the need to identify a domain of optimal solutions for terminal layout 
configuration are the milestones of this work. 
In this brief introduction Chapter, it will be described the motivations that incited the research activities during the 
doctorate period, the objective chased in these years and a thesis outline will be provided.  
The aim is to provide a survey to the readers about the contents of the next Chapters. The innovations introduced 
will be discussed deeply Chapter by Chapter.  
The methodology was also applied to a case of study used as test. During Chapters exposition the application of the 
method, as well as magnitudes definition and results obtained will be commented. Due to the complexity of the 
approach used and its interdisciplinary some simplification are assumed. The phases of the process developed are 
linked from the transport engineering, disciplinary from which this research rose.  
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1.1 Focus 
Nowadays, it is given major attention to pedestrian dynamics. Day by day, millions of pedestrians move in the 
world for different purposes and with different behaviors. Various disciplines and research activities are dealing 
with these items. Pedestrian behaviors, reasons of their movement, paths selection and the necessity to model them, 
crowded phenomena, emergency situations etc, are very active sectors in transport engineering, in psychology, in 
economy as well as in computer vision techniques, biology etc. 
The complexity of pedestrian dynamics increases according to the intensification of the flow and, consequently, of 
the density. Interaction among pedestrians and their reactions to the objects present in the environment where they 
move are the motivation of numerous theories. The results are not only statistical data and qualitative 
considerations, but also analytical and simulative models. 
Transport engineering moving in this complex field needs to avail itself of other disciplines according to specifics 
necessities. 
Pedestrian dynamics conveys in area where interaction can increase and decrease rapidly as for example in urban  
environments -  squares, pedestrian zone, commercial streets - pedestrian infrastructures as well as complex and 
large buildings - skyscrapers, directional and recreational buildings, cinemas, theatres, city malls - stadium etc. 
Engineering, architecture and specialized techniques work every day very closely to project and realize the works 
above mentioned. As for engineering, the major disciplines involved are usually structural engineering, architecture 
engineering, project engineering, transport engineering, industrial engineering, topography, geology and technical 
economy. Specific application of other field of engineering are required according to specific needs. 
Pedestrian infrastructures are a very interesting field. Terminal, such as airport, subway station, railway station, bus 
station, cruise terminal etc, is a place where lot of pedestrians move inside for different purposes and in different 
ways, where interaction are relevant and where crowded phenomena and emergency possibility are ordinary items. 
 
 
Figure 1. Everyday situation inside pedestrian terminals 
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While the goals of functionality and flexibility have a primary importance, the planner must also consider ways of 
creating a building layout and environment that supports the highest levels of passenger services and facilities in 
balance with the size of the building envelope and available budget. Terminal building projects are an important 
commitment as for the investments, both for direct expenses in terms of rates and charges and for indirect costs 
especially if they are poorly planned and consequently under-utilized or too expensive to operate. 
Addressing in these different needs and challenges, the terminal planner must work closely and effectively with the 
clients, the customers, and other business stakeholders. 
The project of a new terminal or its analysis and renovation is a complex phenomena. Nowadays, architecture 
guidelines are the starting point for a new terminal project. Country by country, specific and large regulations as for 
example prescription about safety in public spaces, fire prevention, evacuation recommendations etc are 
consequently applied for project definition and verification. After a deepen and careful analysis of literature, appears 
that transport engineering interacts rarely with architects and structural engineers to realize optimal layout 
configuration solutions able to increase the level of service for users. The research of the right trade off among the 
magnitudes affecting infrastructure project and pedestrian needs is a great challenge. A global approach to identify 
optimal terminal layout configurations is uncommon in literature, even if a lot of global approaches were developed 
for its evaluation for example, as multi-criteria techniques. Contrarily deepen studies were carried out to analyze 
single facilities like escalators, elevators, walkways, doors performance, stairs etc., about which literature is large. 
From these considerations rose the will to apply transportation engineering to develop an approach able to define 
optimal terminal layout configurations according planners needs taking into account constrains and users 
requirements. 
 
 
1.2 Research objective 
The development of a methodology able to provide optimal terminal layout configurations compatible with 
pedestrian flow and level of service desired, identifying the right trade off among infrastructure and pedestrian costs, 
is the key objective of this research activity. 
A step by step process will led to define a domain of optimal solutions, inside which the user could select the best 
one according specific requirements, constrains and wills. The solutions belonging to the above domain will be 
compatible with the pedestrian flow estimation during useful life of infrastructure and with the L.O.S. - level of 
service - range desired as final result for terminal performances.  
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Figure 2. Possible terminal layout configuration solutions 
 
Some simplification during the process are assumed in order to avoid further technical and deepen discussions about 
items out of transport engineering.  
Moreover the need of data to be used in pedestrian behavior description, analytical and simulative models 
calibration, validation and verification, pursued to develop an innovative algorithm for pedestrian paths acquisition. 
This led to obtain a pedestrian database from which statistical magnitudes are derivable for further application. 
 
Figure 3. Data acquired use 
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The methodology developed was applied to a test case of study. The result leads to a set of solutions that held to 
consistent saving, guarantying performances required initially.  
 
 
1.3 Thesis outline 
In this Chapter will be introduced the step by step methodology developed to reach the above objectives, through the 
exposition of items explained in the different Chapters. The structure of this work follows the steps of the 
methodology developed, to conduct the reader in the full understanding of the process. The case of study above 
cited will be explicated and commented Chapter by Chapter. In Figure 4 follows a schematization of the loop 
developed to reach the objective of this research activity.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Methodology steps 
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In Chapter 2, after a deep analysis of major pedestrian data acquisition techniques, is commented the algorithm - 
PEDONI Algorithm - developed to acquire pedestrian paths and consequently derive data to describe pedestrian 
behavior. Data collected will be stored in a database for further analysis and statistical derivations. The G.U.I. - 
Graphical User Interface - is also described to manifest the simplicity into the utilization. Deeply descriptions about 
device selected to use algorithm and process output generation are also reported. The need of data, as manifested 
also in Figure 4, is necessary in all the process to calibrate, validate and verify the method.  
Consequently the application of PEDONI Algorithm is presented. Three different scenarios were recorded through 
device and elaborated to obtain statistical data. The results from statistical elaborations were compared with 
literature data to evaluate algorithm performances. Data collected will be used  into microscopic parameters models 
calibration. Qualities and lacks of the system developed are commented.  
The analytical tools used inside the methodology developed find its examination in Chapter 3. The first analytical 
tool, based into  H.C.M. - Highway Capacity Manual -  and T.C.Q.S.M. - Transit Capacity and Quality Service 
Manual - concepts, defined the Level of Service - L.O.S. - desired and the flow that will occur through terminal 
facilities, allows to identify for every single characteristic element affecting pedestrian dynamic, as for example 
platforms, stairs, escalators, elevators, walkways, doors etc., the dimensional range to grant the required L.O.S.. 
Moreover is deeply explained the analytical tool used to calculate the travel time of pedestrian through the space, 
considering interaction among pedestrians and facilities. Finally a deep analysis of literature about Macroscopic and 
Microscopic models is performed in order to motivate the selection of Social Force Model as microscopic model to 
evaluate layout’s configurations. 
The explication of the methodology developed find its exposition in Chapter 4. The analytical tools, defined the 
layout object of analysis, allow to structure an objective function. The goal of the function is to obtain the right trade 
off between infrastructure and pedestrian costs. Different dimensional ranges, defined through analytical tool based 
into H.C.M. and T.C.Q.S.M., imply various travel time for pedestrian and consequently a different cost for 
infrastructure. Sobol methodology allows to generate the population for M.O.G.A. - Multi Objective Genetic 
Algorithm - next application, that will led to identify the Pareto Front. Obtained the domain of optimal solutions, the 
application of Social Force microscopic model allows to obtain qualitative and quantitative parameters for 
decisional process. 
Conclusion, main results and future research objectives conclude this work. 
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2  Data Collection: PEDONI Algorithm 
 
Data collection is a big challenge in every research sector.  
Identified the objective of this research activity and analyzed the literature about methods to collect pedestrian data 
and their statistical derivations, it appeared a lack of uniformity. Moreover the majority of the results available rose 
from experiments performed under particular conditions.  
The need of data available during the methodology development for calibration, verification and validation 
processes and the realization that new pedestrian survey systems are nowadays object of a major attention from 
users, pursued to focus the attention in the development of a video technique solution for data acquisition. In this 
direction the algorithm was developed for data collection.  
The algorithm was applied through an electronic device of last generation, Xtio Pro - Asus. In order to increase the 
utilization of the algorithm developed was implemented a Graphical User Interface. This allows to the user to define 
some elements for recordings as for example area identification inside which detect and track pedestrians, counter 
section definitions etc. The algorithm developed, thanks to some specific functions, increases the reliable of the 
device. Recorded the videos, the algorithm allows to derive all the information necessary to describe pedestrian 
behavior and flow characteristics. These information loaded into an unique database generate statistical indicators. 
Data obtained were also compared with literature values to verify the reliable of the system.  
The tests performed manifest the useful of the algorithm developed and the wide range of applicability. In order to 
verify the innovation introduced into pedestrian survey methods, a patents research was also performed. 
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2.1 Literature review: Pedestrian data acquisition techniques   
Observing and recording moving pedestrian is not simple as it seems. A lot of problems emerge in detecting and 
tracking walkers because of their specific way of being. As a matter of fact, while all other vehicles do not change 
their shape because of their rigid structure, human beings, and therefore pedestrians, change their shape moving the 
different parts of the body. Moreover, if vehicles are very similar, pedestrians can differ a lot: it is easy to 
understand if is compared a baby with an elderly. Another problem emerges in the recognition of different 
pedestrians in crowded situations: often there are so many people in crowded places that is difficult to distinguish a 
person from another. 
Surely the advanced technical devices and techniques help researchers in exceeding the over – mentioned problems, 
nevertheless some detection and tracking approaches have been developed to improve pedestrian data recording. 
The main developed techniques are the following: 
-­‐ Manual counting; 
-­‐ Passive & Active infrared counters; 
-­‐ Piezometric sensors; 
-­‐ Laser sensors; 
-­‐ Video imagining; 
-­‐ Radar and GPS sensors; 
-­‐ Ultrasonic sensors; 
-­‐ In-pavement magnetic loop; 
In the following paragraphs each technique will be analyzed. 
 
 
2.1.1 Manual Counting 
Manual counting is the simplest counting method. It just needs personnel provided by the required material to 
perform a systemized counting. In particular it may include pens and pencils, time watches, instruction forms, count 
forms, location maps and clipboards, hand-counters, board-counters and tally sheets.[1] 
Normally manual counts are performed as following: the counting person stands on a side of the location and, 
imagining or signing a line on the pavement, it counts people passing over the line in each direction. Usually the 
information collected with this method are the direction of pedestrians, approximate age and gender. [1] 
Other manual methods are questionnaire surveys, that gather information about route choices, trip purpose, 
individual habits; also stalking has been used as manual method [2]. In the specific this way of gathering 
information consists in following each person in its trip.[2] 
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2.1.2 Passive & Active Infrared 
A passive infrared system is able to measure the energy emitted by the bodies in the field of view [3]. When an 
object enter the field of view, the change in emitted energy is used by the detector element to detect the object. [3]  
Passive Infrared systems can detect volume, presence, occupancy and speed within multiple detection zones.[4] An 
advantage of this technique is that can be used for classification purposes; the disadvantage is that its use is strictly 
dependant on good weather conditions and lighting stability[3,4]. 
Bertozzi et al. [5] used far Infrared tetra - vision added to visible one to detect pedestrians. The advantage 
underlined by the author is the independence of this method from illumination changes. The results found by 
Bertozzi et al. [5] are the possibility of detecting obstacles also when they do not appear completely in the images 
recorded by the camera and the ability of the system of detecting more than the 95% of pedestrians up to 45 m. 
An active Infrared system emits invisible infrared low-energy by light-emitting diodes or high-energy by laser 
diodes to the detection zone and it measures the time in which reflected energy returns to the detector. The presence 
of a moving object is denoted by a lower return time. Objects’ speed is measured by sending two or more beams and 
recording the time at which the object enters in the detection area of each beam. [3,4] 
Real- time signal processing is used to analyze the received signals and to determine the presence of objects in the 
detection zone [3,4]. Active Infrared systems are used a lot in pedestrian detection, because they allow a large range 
of surveys: counting, vehicle presence, speed measurements, queue measurements and classification. [3] 
 
2.1.3 Piezoelectric sensors 
Piezoelectric systems consist of paving slabs made of a weight sensitive rubber surface and incorporating piezo 
cables. This system is able to convert kinetic energy in electric one. As a matter of fact, when an object passes over 
the paving slabs, its weight sends an electric signal through the piezo cable. The features of the signal vary on the 
base of the object passing over the slab. [3,4] 
Piezoelectric methods permit to collect a large amount of information: traffic volume, vehicle classification, speed 
and weight.[3,4] 
 
2.1.4 Laser 
Recently laser techniques, also known by the names of LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) or LADAR (Laser 
Detection And Ranging) have been developed. These techniques use laser beams to determine the distance of the 
objects: the detector sends a laser impulse toward the detection area, that is reflected by the objects. The distance is 
determined by measuring the time gap past from the sending to the receiving. [6] 
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Fod et al. [7] have developed some studies about pedestrian detection and tracking using lasers. In particular they 
experienced a real time method of laser based tracking of objects. They performed four experiments to measure the 
accuracy in positioning of the tracker: the first one compares the scatter in positioning with a beacon of known 
diameter; the second one shows that the tracker is stable and no errors  develop over time; the third experiment 
measured the performance in determining the state of the object and the fourth one was used to define the accuracy 
of the laser in measuring the number of people in the room [7]. All the experiments were carried out in a laboratory 
and gave several results. As advantages were noticed the large area covered by a single laser, the computationally 
cheap obtained data, the high accuracy and the non sensitiveness to natural noise [7]. Disadvantages were also found 
by Fod et al.: specially, the sensitiveness to occlusions and the tracking of non-human moving objects. [7] 
A method similar to Fod’s one has been developed by Zhao and Shibasaki [8]. They used multiple single row laser 
range scanners to detect and track pedestrians. Differently from Fod, who located his tools at a height of 80 cm, the 
two researchers have positioned their lasers at 20 cm above the ground. In this way they could detect pedestrians’ 
feet motion. To evaluate their system the authors have performed an experiment, conducted in an exhibition hall 
near to one of its entrances [8]. Zhao and Shibasaki finally noticed the following advantages: the method allows 
direct measurements,  laser scanner coordinates system can be easily converted in the rectangular one, it is easy to 
calibrate multiple laser scanners and it has a low computation cost. 
Cinaz and Kenn [9] elaborated another detection method based on lasers. It consists in the use of scanners mounted 
on helmets, wear by test persons. The persons have then to walk in two different environments, permitting the 
performance of two experiments: the first was developed in a corridor and the second one has been carried out in a 
room where some obstacles were put. [9] The first experience shows the accuracy of the estimated positions, the 
second experiment shows that there is a need for some obstacles to  decrease the pose uncertainty. Moreover the 
authors noticed that the presence of obstacles improves the performance of the system. [9] 
Also Premebida et. al.[10] used LIDAR techniques added to video cameras as detection system. They mounted the 
detectors on an electrical vehicle  and carried out an experiment in a University Campus. As conclusions the authors 
noticed that as farther the object from LIDAR detector is, the less range information is available [10]. Moreover, 
missing detections originate when pedestrians are very closed to each over. [10] 
 
2.1.5 Video 
Video Image Processing started in the U.S.A. between ‘70s and ‘80s, when also in several European States and in 
Japan the same methods were investigated. Researchers were attracted by Video Image Processing because of the 
opportunity of detecting multiple lanes and zones.  
A Video Image Processing is typical made of one or more video cameras, a microprocessor – based equipment for 
processing the imagery and a software, an algorithm, to elaborate data and outputting information. [3,4] 
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A disadvantage of this technique is that it suffers from environmental changes, such as light variation, shadows, 
wheter conditions and difficult into use algorithms [4]. Various authors have used this method to examine pedestrian 
behavior.  
Pai et al. [11] used Video Image Processing to detect and track pedestrians at crossroads. They used a pedestrian 
model and a walking rhythm test to distinguish pedestrians from non pedestrians. Moreover, with their method the 
authors could also identify pedestrian crowds from vehicles. 
Papanikolopoulos et al. [12] also used videos to detect people.  In particular, their way of proceeding was to 
estimate pedestrian motion on the basis of walking speed and pedestrian position [12].  The system was tested in an 
outdoor courtyard where there was a continuous flow of people. Problems highlighted by the author were the 
significant dependence on light changes, that introduce errors in tracking and the limitation due to the non 
distinction of objects moving at the same speed through different means. [12] 
Teknomo et al. [13,14] used Video Image Processing to predict the effects of proposed changes in the design of 
facilities. Specifically they used video tracking to determine pedestrian flow. Images are taken by a video camera 
positioned on top of pedestrian facilities. From elaborated images are obtained files, through them several 
information can be found. In particular the authors calculate the Flow Performance Index. The lower this index is, 
the better the facility is designed. [13,14] 
Also Lipton et al. [15] used videos to track walking people. They used a system that can detect, classify and track 
targets at 14 frames/s. The system has been tested in an unstructured environment where both humans and vehicles 
move. The results underline the correct rejection of blowing trees elements, but the misclassification of pedestrian 
crowds as vehicles [15]. Moreover the system rejected very small targets.  Besides that, the authors noticed 
problems in vehicle recognition when they were partially occluded.[15] 
Finally Sidla et al. [16] have used video tracking to count people in crowded situations. Extremely interesting is that 
they do not used a top-view to avoid occlusions. On the contrary they used lateral cameras and an algorithm able to 
track human head-shoulders regions. They developed two real world tests: an indoor experiment was carried out in a 
subway platform area in front of a three way escalator, the second one was set up at a junction of public transport in 
the city of Graz [16]. 
The two experiments let observe that is possible to create a crowd counting method, that the error decreases with 
increasing counting intervals and it can be decreased till 5% with a correction factor of 0.89 and that conventional 
cameras perspectives can have accuracies up to 98% . [16] 
 
2.1.6 Radar and GPS 
Their working way is to transmit electromagnetic radiation toward the interested area from an antenna mounted 
overhead or on the side, that illuminates arriving objects. When an object passes the beam, a part of the radiation is 
reflected back to the antenna [3,4]. Two types of radar detectors exist: one transmitting continuous wave of constant 
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frequency and the second transmitting a saw-tooth waveform [3,4]. The firsts uses frequency changes to determine 
the speed of the objects on the basis of the Doppler principle; this kind of radars cannot find motionless objects. The 
seconds, also known as FCWM (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave), uses continuously changing frequency. 
They can individuate both the presence and the passage of objects. 
 
2.1.7 Ultrasonic 
Ultrasonic detectors can be active and passive. Active ultrasonic detectors transmit sound waves towards the 
detection zone; the objects passing in the zone reflect the sound waves, that are sensed by the detectors.[3,4] 
Passive acoustic detectors measure the audible sounds or the acoustic energy produced by passing objects. Sound 
energy increases when an object enters in the detection zone and decreases when it goes out. [3,4] 
 
2.1.8 In-pavement inductive loops and magnetic loops 
In pavement inductive loops are constituted of several parts. They use frequency change to determine the presence 
of an object. As a matter of fact, when an object passes on a loop or is in a loop area, loop inductance reduces and 
oscillator frequency increases [3]. Three kinds of loops exist: saw-cut, trenched in and preformed. [3] To install 
saw-cut loops it is required the cutting of the loop shape with a concrete saw, laying the loop wire in the slot, filling 
the slot and protecting the wire. [4] Trenched-in loops are put below the pavement, differently from preformed 
loops. In fact the latter are encased in PVC pipes. [3,4] 
Magnetic loops individuate objects by measuring the changes in the Earth’s magnetic field due to the passage of 
vehicles metal components. Magnetic micro loops have been used in pedestrian and bicycle detection, in particular 
for metal bicycle individuation. [3,4] 
 
2.1.9 Focus into video data collection literature 
Due to high range of applications possibilities video systems were subject to a big development in the last years. 
Transport literature reports a lot of experience in this field but more progresses must to be done in order to provide 
for users not sophisticated means able to satisfy requirements in a reliable way. 
Video tracking system raises a wide possibility in today’s society. This system is used in various field such as 
security - AmI (Ambient Intelligence), surveillance, monitoring, robotic, content retrieval and nowadays in day-to-
day applications. However the video tracking systems still have many open problems and many of research 
activities in a video tracking system are explored.[24] 
There are three reasons why video processing is a prominent tool to collect microscopic pedestrian data. First, video 
as vision sensor has traditionally been used to collect macroscopic pedestrian data. Second, the cost of video is 
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relatively cheap and it is getting cheaper. The technologies of video processing is growing very rapidly and tend to 
automate the system. Third, since we need to track the movement of pedestrians over a relatively wide area instead 
of simply counting the number of pedestrians, it makes other types of sensors too costly to implement. 
The number of publications on detection and tracking of moving objects from video images is large. Some examples 
are found in [28-32]. Most of the approaches use an approach that can be summarized as follow.  
First, the raw images are corrected (correction for lens distortion, orhtorectification, and radiometric correction).  
Next, after motion segmentation as background sub extraction, temporal differencing and optical flow, the objects 
are detected, frequently by first determining the empty scene, which is then subtracted from the images from which 
the objects are to be detected.  
Then, objects are detected and tracked through a sequence of images. Different technologies can be used for 
detection and tracking as bottom up process, blob detection, kernel based tracking and contour tracking. The 
techniques can be continues or single. Finally the filtering step and data association can be put on place trough top 
down process, as well as Kalman Filters and Particle Filters.  
Currently, researchers have proposed various methodology of tracking applications. Alper Yilmaz et al. concluded 
on their survey that three components are important tasks in tracking systems: detection, tracking and object 
representation [40]. However, some of researchers identified that besides these three components, another important 
component should be considered as to recognize understand an object behavior or object activity. 
Detection means process of localization of object movement or allowing the system to extract and log the person’s 
(object) appearance in the repository. Normally, detection process is required during detecting the first object enters 
in the frame or needed to detect an object in every frame [41]. Various detection methods have been proposed for 
tracking systems. Based on Robert T. Collins et al. the moving target detection can be divided by three conventional 
approaches: temporal differencing, background subtraction and optical flow [42]. Meanwhile based on Alper 
Yilmaz et al. it is popular that four categories of a detection method are used in tracking systems which are point 
detectors, segmentation, background subtraction and supervised learning [40]. Generally, background subtraction is 
mostly used in tracking systems. Even though, this method is extremely sensitive to dynamic scene changes for 
example lighting or inappropriate event. Many of researchers have their own methods to solve the problem of object 
detection. For examples David Beymer and Kurt Konilige used disparity templates for the detection process of 
humans [41]. Robert T. Collins et al. used dynamic background subtraction method to detect the movement of 
objects at urban area [42]. Chia Jung Pai et al. are focusing on pedestrian detection and tracking at crossroads. Their 
research has used a pedestrian model and walking rhythms to recognize a single pedestrian [43]. Meanwhile, Zhijun 
Qui et al. have proposed corner feature extraction, motion matching and object classification for the detection of a 
pedestrian and bicycle on a road [44]. Meanwhile, in robust real-time upper body limb detection, they used color 
skin and edge information as a visual feature to detect the limbs of a human [45]. Musa et al. used a shadow based 
method to recognize the location of vehicles in a highway. In other researches on the multi-camera tracking system 
for human motions in an outdoor environment, they used histogram method to identify the location of humans [46]. 
Nowadays, hybrid methods have been used to solve the problem of object detection. 
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Tracking an object in an image sequence as feature points can be divided into two major steps: tracing and 
matching. Video tracking can be defined an action to estimate the trajectory of an object in the image plane as it 
moves around a scene. The tracing step is done to search which objects and which frames in the image sequence are 
to be considered for matching. It is also done to mark and to follow the matched object. Matching compares the base 
object with the matched object based on proximity and similarity. Although the heart of tracking is the matching 
step, matching step alone is only able to detect the objects that are already in the scene and continue in the scene.  
 
As reported into [47] different techniques for the detection and tracking of pedestrians are classified into:  
 1. Tracking by detection: detection of objects is done using background modeling and subtraction with the 
current image [48,49,50,51], or deformable templates, i.e. a model of image appearance using color distribution, 
edge characteristics, and texture. Image classifiers can be trained on labeled data to detect pedestrians [52]. In many 
cases, especially if the objects are well separated, this approach works well.  
 2. Tracking using flow: selecting good interest points, features, and matching them between successive 
images provides feature tracks that can be clustered into object trajectories. This approach is also called feature-
based tracking and has been applied to traffic monitoring in [50], and pedestrian counting. 
 3. Tracking with probability: it is convenient to see tracking as a probabilistic inference problem in a 
Bayesian tracking framework. In simple cases, independent Kalman filters can be run successfully for each target. 
Extended Kalman Filters are used for individuals and groups of pedestrians in [54], but will fail in scenes where the 
objects interact and occlude each other. This is called the data association problem and can be addressed using 
particle filters and Markov chain Monte Carlo methods for sampling.  
  
A. Yilmaz et al. have classified object tracking methods into three categories: firstly point tracking, secondly kernel 
tracking and lastly silhouette tracking [40]. 
A deeply analysis into matching techniques is reported into [20]. Techniques to solve the correspondence problem 
are known as stereo matching (or disparity estimation or correspondence) algorithms and their development 
constitutes one of the most active research areas in computer vision. Robust disparity estimation, however, is 
difficult to achieve, especially in areas of homogeneous color or occlusion. As an output, most stereo 
correspondence methods compute a disparity map with respect to a reference image, which could be one of the input 
images, or a reconstructed cyclopean image positioned between the two images [58]. Each point in this disparity 
map, d(x, y), encodes the correspondence point for each pixel (x, y) in the reference image. In [58] the ideal 
disparity map is described as smooth and detailed; continuous and even surfaces should produce a region of smooth 
disparity values with sharp and accurate boundaries, while small surface elements should remain and not be 
eliminated. However, it is not easy for a stereo algorithm to satisfy these two requirements. Algorithms that can 
produce a smooth disparity map tend to miss the details and those that can produce a detailed map tend to be noisy 
[58]. 
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In order to obtain pedestrian path coordinates, as reported into [36] two possible methods can be applied: 
1. Pedestrian-Based Tracking, for manual and semi automatic survey in which every object that enter in the 
scene is followed from the instant in which it enters until it exits; 
2. Frame-Based Tracking, for automatic survey in which frame by frame the position of all pedestrians are 
recorded and matched between frames. 
 
Anyway automatic data collection can adopt both. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Collection of path coordinates 
 
As reported into [25] should be noted that extracting trajectory data from pedestrians is not new. It has been done in 
the past with infra-red sensors [26] or video recordings [27]. The major difficulty is to develop an independent 
method, not subject to specific conditions, from which automatically generate a database with pedestrian profiles to 
allow the derivation of statistical index and measurements.  
Taking into account previous items and challenges, the need to have data available to describe pedestrian behavior 
and flow characteristics to be used into calibration, validation and verification processes for analytical and 
simulative models, as well as the will to obtain statistical indexes, pursued to develop a specific algorithm. 
Specific literature about transport disciplines and image processing was deeply analyzed, as above reported. The 
majority of the experiments and studies were performed into particular conditions [17] and for well defined 
objectives. Considered all these items the direction held into algorithm development was to create an independent 
algorithm with large applicability, not subjected to particular conditions.  
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Figure 5. [18] Specific case 
 
In [18] during the first phase of the pedestrian tracking process, different image processing operations, such as 
radiometric correction and correction for lens distortion were applied. Next, the pedestrians were detected by 
identifying the special colored caps the pedestrians were wearing during the experiment. This detection occurs in a 
special zone where conditions were such that pedestrian detection is optimal. Next, pedestrian tracking is achieved 
by application of a newly developed tracking technique. This was achieved by minimizing the so-called merit-
function. A Kalman filter was applied to reduce the errors made during tracking. 
Moreover as in [19] there are some limitations due to not considering phenomena of interaction with other moving 
object as vehicular for example. For a literature review about the most characteristic categories of techniques in both 
areas and about the most interesting and promising techniques in each category [20] is suggested. In [20] not attempt 
to cover all aspects of pedestrian detection and tracking is pursued but it represent a detailed literature review of the 
vast amount of work published in these fields, even if, it restricts itself to a discussion of the main techniques using 
both traditional 2D image processing and 3D stereo techniques. 
For all this reasons rose the will to develop an independent mean, user friendly able to support users to generate 
pedestrian database starting from video detection and tracking. These means are very helpful in order to avoid 
manual procedures for collecting trajectory data that are very time-consuming and usually not sufficiently accurate 
in space and time. 
As described in [20,21], the available database for collective motion of pedestrians is small, inaccurate and highly 
contradictory. A progress can be represented by PeTrack. [23]. This is a software that automatically extracts 
trajectories from normal video recordings with high accuracy in space and time with the aim to obtain a reliable 
database for the analysis and verification of models of pedestrian movements. This was tested through corridors and 
bottlenecks. The software package contains all relevant steps, like calibration of the video, recognition, tracking and 
height detection of the pedestrians. It can deal with normal video recordings, wide angle lenses and a high density of 
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pedestrians. Even if the future development is to apply the algorithm without pedestrian markers, the database was 
generated through the use of  markers on the pedestrians’ heads which also indicated their height.  
 
 
Figure 6.  [23] Specific case 
 
Nowadays many of researchers have proposed their own method. For example, in real-time tracking of plural people 
using continuous detection, David Beymer and Kurt Konilige used Kalman filtering technique to track people’s 
movement [41]. However, based on Isard and Blake, this technique has limited use because they are based on 
unimodal Gaussian densities that cannot support simultaneous alternative motion hypotheses [55]. Hwasup Lim et 
al. have studied dynamic appearance modeling for the human tracking system. This method used identification of 
the robust system dynamics and nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique to track a human [56]. In robust real-
time upper body limb detection and tracking, Matheen Siddiqui and Gerard Medioni have designed a real time and 
robust system to detect or track the limbs of a person and then track the forearms of the found limbs [45]. In the 
research, information of color’s skin and edge is used as a visual feature to detect the limbs of a human. After the 
detection process, in order to track the limbs in the next frame they used smoothness assumption that the limb in the 
next frame must be near to the limb found in the previous frame. Meanwhile Robert T. Collins et al. used a simple 
approach based on a frame-to-frame matching cost function to track the object movement such as humans and 
vehicles [42]. Chun Che Fung and Nicholas Jerrat proposed a neural network based intelligent intruder’s detection 
and tracking system using CCTV images used barycentre calculation technique in a tracking module. This technique 
can be loosely compared to the center of gravity of an object [57]. 
Application of these techniques to the problem at hand will not yield optimal results, due to its specific 
characteristics. For one, on the contrary to most of the objects that are tracked, the shape of the pedestrians changes 
as they walk due to the movement of the limbs. Secondly, when traffic conditions become congested, the detection 
of individual pedestrians becomes very complicated. As a result, dedicated techniques are to be developed for a 
large applicability. 
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Much progress has been made in the detection and tracking of individuals in groups, where the algorithms are often 
tested with small amounts of people in laboratory settings [33]. Automated pedestrian data remains a largely 
unsolved problem in the field of computer vision. Most published work is limited to idealized conditions using small 
datasets [34]. From all these motivations the research activities moved. 
May (1990) suggested that traffic flow characteristics should be divided in microscopic level and macroscopic level 
as reported in Figure 7. This imply that due to time progress macroscopic level is well advanced compared to the 
microscopic one and so in this last direction more improvements must to be done. Obtain macroscopic data as flow, 
density, speed as suggested by Fruin (1971) etc are well known parameters presents into H.C.M. - Highway 
Capacity Manual - as well as T.C.Q.S.M. - Transit Capacity and Quality Service Manual - , while microscopic data 
able to represent behavior of single pedestrian is more complex. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Pedestrian Studies in the time. Automatic systems May (1990), [35] 
 
In microscopic field there are different example. Henderson (1974) and consequently Helbing (1992) worked on 
fluid dynamic model to represent pedestrian motion. Due to mathematical difficulties consequently different 
MPSM, Microscopic Pedestrian Simulation Model was developed, in which the movement of every pedestrian is 
treated as individual; some example can be Gipps, P.G. et al (1985) and Okazaki (1979) which use cost and benefit 
cell or magnetic force model, Helbing, D. et al (1999) developed the social force model, while Blue, V.J et al (2000) 
developed a cellular automata model for pedestrians, Watts (1987), Lovas (1994), Thompson, P.A et al (1995) 
worked into evacuation microscopic models and used queuing network models. 
Most of MPSM were not calibrated statistically and none of them have been calibrated using microscopic level data 
[35]. Such calibration was not possible without the ability to measure individual pedestrian-movement data. Since 
large amounts of data are needed for calibration purposes, automatic data-collection procedures should firstly be 
developed.  
As expressed by [35] the literature manifest expressly that traffic engineering and computer vision must to work 
closely to develop a microscopic pedestrian data collection system able to collect data in a simple way, not easily 
influenced from sources of errors as lighting changes for example to generate database with pedestrian profiles.  
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To complete description about collection of pedestrian data from video tracking devices, as described in [36] the 
counting can be manual, semi automatic and automatic. Even if automatic method at the moment are complicated in 
term of development for what concern algorithm for example, when developed they allow to realize survey 
independently only under supervision and allow to considerate a lot of parameters with high precision. The manual 
works are not only expensive and exhaustive but also reduce the accuracy of the data due to manual search. The 
same person using the same data may obtain different results so is difficulty affordable for high precision survey. To 
improve the accuracy and speed of manual data collection, semi automatic data collection were developed. The user 
simply follows the movement of pedestrian as the pedestrian moves (the speed can be adjusted for the user’s 
convenience). When the pedestrian is about to go out of the screen, the user simply clicks the screen again to stop 
the data collection.  
Q. Cai and J. K. Aggarwal have developed a tracking human motions using a plural fixed camera in an indoor 
environment. They have focused on an indoor environment and multivariate Gaussian models are applied to find the 
most likely matches of human subjects [37]. Furthermore, Sarma and Jakup developed a human tracking system in 
two approaches of a method. The first approach is to compare the computed motion trajectories to the reference 
trajectories. Meanwhile, in the second approach they identified specific discrete events such as line crossings and 
compared sequences of these events to reference sequences.  
But in their research, they tested their proposed method in an indoor environment [38]. Basically, tracking a human 
motion in an indoor environment is easier than in an outdoor environment. This is because, the indoor environment 
has other features such as polygons, lines or other line structures in the background that can be used for simplifying 
the process of recognition [39], than ideal lighting conditions. 
 
 
2.2 The new data acquisition technique: PEDONI Algorithm  
PEDONI Algorithm was developed in Matlab environment. The code, subsequently implemented into a G.U.I. – 
Graphical User Interface -, as will be explained in Chapter 2.2.1, allows the use of a Prime Sense patent device 
sensor, applied from Asus into Xtion Pro. 
The algorithm was developed in order to acquire video images of pedestrians moving through specific areas, to 
manipulate the video allowing to cut and extract subsequences for data extraction, to analyze each frame, to select 
specific area from which extrapolate trajectories, to define counter through which count pedestrian flow and finally 
collect data as will be described in Chapter 2.2.3.   
The information provided from Xtion Pro are RGB – D and time data, that allow to work on them for pedestrian 
behavior analysis. 
The Frame rate or Frame frequency, the frequency (rate) at which the imaging device produces unique consecutive 
images called frames was about 25FPS - Frame per second. The term applies equally well 
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to film and video cameras, computer graphics, and motion capture systems. [70] In order to correct the images video 
acquisition the algorithm consists of different steps finalized to increase the accuracy of final results. These steps 
help to amend some lacks of Xtion Pro device, usual in any kind of instrument based on structured light,  as 
problems connected with outdoor illumination and orthogonality of acquisition that affect detection in crowded 
situation and tracking uniqueness. 
Firstly least squares floor fitting is applied in order to have the same depth for all the points of the floor.  
To perform this task the real floor was mould into a virtual plan trough an interpolation of all the data information 
detected with Xtion Pro using least square approach. 
 
 
Figure 8. Original RGB Image 
 
Figure 9. Original Depth Image – blue zones represent NaNs 
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The method of least squares is a standard approach to the approximate solution of over determined systems, i.e., sets 
of equations where there are more equations than unknowns. "Least squares" means that the overall solution 
minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors made in the results of every single equation. 
Considered the following equation 
0=+++ dczbyax iii , 
 
taking into account that the plane does not pass through the origin (since the origin is located in the center of the 
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The best fit in the least-squares sense minimizes the sum of squared residuals, a residual being the difference 
between an the observed value and the fitted value provided by the model.  
Least squares problems fall into two categories: linear or ordinary least squares and non-linear least squares, 
depending on whether or not the residuals are linear in all unknowns. In our case was applied linear approach. The 
linear least-squares problem occurs in statistical regression analysis; it has a closed-form solution. A closed-form 
solution (or closed-form expression) is any formula that can be evaluated in a finite number of standard operations.  
 
 
Table 2. Image matrix without floor fitting 
 
 
Table 3. Image matrix with floor fitting 
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Before proceeding into detection stage some filters to improve the results of later processing were applied.  
In signal processing, the application of median filters, that was implemented also in this case, is often desirable to be 
able to perform some kind of noise reduction on an image or signal. The median filter is a nonlinear digital 
filtering technique. Median filtering is widely used in digital image processing because, under certain conditions, it 
preserves edges while removing noise. The main idea of the median filter is running through the signal entry by 
entry, replacing each entry with the median of neighboring entries. The pattern of neighbors is called the "window", 
which slides, entry by entry, over the entire signal. [72, 73] 
 
 
Figure 10. Image without NaNs with applied median filter 
 
Moreover, due to solar light sensor, in the images were noticed the presence of few dense maps, such that the frames 
were composed by a lot of “holes”, i.e. that the matrix associated to the image had a lot of NaNs.  
Therefore, found NaNs through specific function, it was been necessary to fill the holes through the “Inpaint Nans”, 
Matlab function: this method allows to interpolate and extrapolate holes in an array, solving a direct linear system of 
equations for NaN elements. A graphical representation of the filled image is shown in the following figures. 
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Figure 11. Image processed without NaNs 
 
In order to detect the Pedestrian a Dog Algorithm – Difference of Gaussian - was applied. 
In imaging science, Difference of Gaussians is a feature enhancement algorithm that involves the subtraction of one 
blurred version of an original image from another, less blurred version of the original. In the simple case 
of grayscale images, the blurred images are obtained by convolving the original grayscale images with Gaussian 
kernels having differing standard deviations. Blurring an image using a Gaussian kernel suppresses only high-
frequency spatial information. Subtracting one image from the other preserves spatial information that lies between 
the range of frequencies that are preserved in the two blurred images. Thus the difference of Gaussians is a band-
pass filter that discards all but a handful of spatial frequencies that are present in the original grayscale image.[74] 
 
 
Figure 12. Image with DOG applied 
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The exact pedestrian location was detected by means of a Non Max Suppression Algorithm (NMS). A NMS can be 
described as a method for Local Maximum Search, where a local maximum is greater than all its neighbors 
(excluding itself). For a given n, the neighbors of any pixel consists in the 1D case of the n pixels to its left and right 
side (referred to as (2n+1) – neighborhood) and in the 2D case of the quadratic (2n+1) x x(2n+1) region centered 
around the pixel under consideration.  
Let’s consider the following 3x3 matrix:  
 
I(i-1,j-1) I(i-1,j) I(i-1,j+1) 
I(i,j-1) I(i,j) I(i,j+1) 
I(i+1,j-1) I(i+1,j) I(i+1,j+1) 
 
For NMS follow, 
I(i,j) > I(i-1,j-1) 
I(i,j) > I(i-1,j) 
I(i,j) > I(i-1,j+1) 
I(i,j) > I(i,j-1) 
I(i,j) > I(i,j+1) 
I(i,j) > I(i+1,j-1) 
I(i,j) > I(i+1,j) 
I(i,j) > I(i+1,j+1) 
 
Where in the same time     I(i,j) > Threshold. 
 
The threshold used was necessary to reduce false positive identification. To reduce the number of cases where a 
person was identified with multiple local maxima (that is due to the identification of backpacks, long hair, etc), it 
has been chosen only one of these maxima, i.e. the center. 
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                                    Figure 13. Local Maximum identification  Figure 14. Maximum selection 
 
Pedestrian tracking was performed working into color pedestrian representation. Firstly was calculated the color 
distribution (color histograms) of the selected rectangle chosen for the tracking, in a way to associate, with a 
statistical relevance, the maximums calculated in each frame: the marker at frame i + 1 has been selected computing 
the minimum distance (Euclidean distance) between all of the histogram found at frame i. In image 
processing and photography, a color histogram is a representation of the distribution of colors in an image. It 
represents the number of pixels that have colors in each of a fixed list of color ranges, that span the image's color 
space, the set of all possible colors. 
The color histogram can be built for any kind of color space, although the term is more often used for three-
dimensional spaces like RGB or HSV. For monochromatic images, the term intensity histogram may be used. For 
multi-spectral images, where each pixel is represented by an arbitrary number of measurements (for example, 
beyond the three measurements in RGB), the color histogram is N-dimensional, with N being the number of 
measurements taken.  
Like other kinds of histograms, the color histogram is a statistic that can be viewed as an approximation of an 
underlying continuous distribution of colors values.[77] 
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Graphic 1. Example of 2D RGB color histogram Green 
 
 
 
Graphic 2. Example of 2D RGB color histogram Blue 
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Graphic 3. Example of 2D RGB color histogram Red 
 
 
 
Graphic 4. Example of 2D RGB color histogram 
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Graphic 5. Example of 3D RGB color histogram 
 
Through the above steps, it is possible to identify univocally the pedestrian and track its movement. 
From the structure of the data available, RGB – D and time, processed the video collected in the way above 
described is possible to obtain as an output a .csv file that is easily analyzable with Microsoft Office Excel, with 
information that will be described in Chapter 2.2.3.  
 
2.2.1 The GUI - Graphic User Interface 
In order to assure a simple interaction between algorithm and users, a specific GUI - Graphical User Interface [78] 
for algorithm use was developed. 
GUIs - also known as graphical user interfaces or UIs - provide point and click control of software applications, 
eliminating the need to learn a language or type commands in order to run the application. GUI is a graphical 
display in one or more windows containing controls, called components, that enable a user to perform interactive 
tasks. Unlike coding programs to accomplish tasks, the user of a GUI need not understand the details of how the 
tasks are performed. GUI components can include menus, toolbars, push buttons, radio buttons, list boxes and 
sliders. The environment in which GUI was developed is Matlab. 
Each control, and the GUI itself, has one or more user-written routines (executable Matlab code) known as 
callbacks, named for the fact that they “call back” to Matlab to ask it to do things. The execution of each callback is 
triggered by a particular user action such as pressing a screen button, clicking a mouse button, selecting a menu 
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item, typing a string or a numeric value, or passing the cursor over a component. The GUI then responds to these 
events. This kind of programming is often referred to as event-driven programming. In the case of Matlab GUIs, 
most events are user interactions with the GUI, but the GUI can respond to other kinds of events as well, for 
example, the creation of a file or connecting a device to the computer. The callbacks can be code in two distinct 
ways: 
- As Matlab language functions stored in files 
- As strings containing Matlab expressions or commands 
Using functions stored in code files as callbacks is preferable to using strings, as functions have access to arguments 
and are more powerful and flexible. [79] 
 
Through the use of this GUI, the user has access to the following applications: 
- Record a video and save it; 
- Review the videos recorded at acquisition speed as well as frame by frame speed; 
- Extract sub sequences from video recorded for post analysis: the user, loaded the video collected, can see 
the video frame per frame in order to analyze every single movement of pedestrian. Through specific 
button, the User can select starting frame and closing frame interesting for his analysis and through Tool 
Menu with command Extract Sub Sequence finally can extract the sequence desired; 
- Define recording area inside which play the algorithm for data generation modifying the size of the 
rectangular as manifest in Figure 15; 
- Identify section through which count pedestrians: they can be counted from right to left or left to right, or 
from up to down or down to up. In menu Tools there is the Sub Menu Counters, that allows to create or 
delete counter sections. The sections can be defined directly into the picture as horizontal line, vertical line 
or oblique line, in every position and with every orientation according users need, see Figure 16; 
- Process the subsequences in order to generate .csv file with pedestrian data collected as will be described in 
Chapter 2.2.3. 
 
Here follow some picture about the GUI developed.  
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Figure 15. Area selection inside GUI 
 
 
Figure 16. Counter section definition inside GUI 
 
 
2.2.2 Device used 
2.2.2.1 Motion detection 
Motion detection is the process of detecting a change in position of an object relative to its surroundings or the 
change in the surroundings relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved by 
both mechanical and electronic methods.  
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The most basic form of mechanical motion detection is in the form of a switch or trigger. [59] 
The principal methods by which motion can be electronically identified are optical detection and acoustical 
detection. Infrared light or laser technology may be used for optical detection. Motion detection devices, such 
as PIR - Passive Infra Red - motion detectors, have a sensor that detects a disturbance in the infrared spectrum, such 
as a person or an animal. Once detected, an electronic signal can activate an alarm or a camera that can capture an 
image or video of the motioner.[60,61] 
In general, as reported into Chapter 2.1.9, different algorithms deal with motion. A simple algorithm for motion 
detection by a fixed camera compares the current image with a reference image and simply counts the number of 
different pixels. Since images will naturally differ due to factors such as varying lighting, camera flicker, and CCD - 
Charge Coupled Device - dark currents, pre-processing is useful to reduce the number of false positive alarms. 
More complex algorithms are necessary to detect motion when the camera itself is moving, or when the motion of a 
specific object must be detected in a field containing other movement which can be ignored or anyway whenever 
specific goal are required. 
When motion detection is accomplished by natural organisms, it is called motion perception. 
Motion can be detected by: 
1. Infrared (passive and active sensors) 
2. Optics (video and camera systems) 
3. Radio Frequency Energy (radar, microwave and tomo graphic motion detection) 
4. Sound (microphones and acoustic sensors) 
5. Vibration (seismic, and inertia-switch sensors) 
6. Magnetism (magnetic sensors and magnetometers) 
 
 
2.2.2.2 Xtion Pro - Asus 
The application of the algorithm developed, described in Chapter 2.2, was tested and verified through a camera 
developed from Asus, that licensed Prime Sense technology, the same of Kinect, that Microsoft developed licensed 
Prime Sense. [71] This device is called Xtion Pro and use Prime Sense technology. This electronic device is 
a motion sensing input device that nowadays is becoming an important 3D sensor in the market.  
This devices are  receiving a lot of attention thanks to rapid human pose recognition system developed on top of 3D 
measurements. The low cost, reliability and speed of the measurement promises to make Prime Sense technology 
the primary 3D measuring devices in indoor robotics, 3D scene reconstruction and object recognition, as expressed 
[62],[63]. 
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Xtion Pro  is the world’s first and exclusive professional PC motion sensing development solution. The Xtion PRO 
development solution allows developers to apply the latest motion-sensing technology in various applications and 
industries to stand out from the competition. 
The Xtion PRO development kit is widely open. Anyone can develop their own apps, according its needs. Xtion 
PRO uses Infrared sensor and adaptive depth detection technology to capture users' real-time body movements, 
making body tracking more precise.  
The mean is very lightweight, flexible and with restrained dimensions. This imply that the instrument can be used 
with great manageability for large range of application and in different situations with some limitation that will be 
explicated later.  
 
 
Figure 17. Xtion Pro – Asus 
 
Here follow some picture about the device used.  
 
 
Figure 18. Xtion Pro – Asus Dimensions 
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Figure 19. Xtion Pro – Asus Structure and components 
 
The device dimensions are: 18 x 3.5 x 5 cm. Apply this instrument to a support device, taking into account its 
characteristics, is simple. The choice of the support is connected only to the constrains, as for example area, 
orientation, distance etc., related to the surface that the device must record. Standard device for camera support can 
be used also for this device. 
 Here there is a list of main technical characteristics of the device: 
 
Power Consumption below 2.5W 
Distance of Use between 0.8m and 3.5m 
Field of View 58° H, 45° V, 70° D  - (horizontal, vertical, diagonal) 
Sensor Depth 
Depth Image Size VGA (640x480): 30fps – QVGA (320x240): 60fps 
Platform Intel X86 & AMD 
OS Support Win 32/64: XP / Vista/7 
Linux Ubuntu 10.10: X86, 32/64bit 
Android (by request) 
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Interface USB2.0 
Programming Language C++ / C# (Windows) - C++(Linux) - JAVA 
Dimensions 18 x 3.5 x 5 cm 
 
Table 4. Xtion Pro – Asus Technical Data 
 
Device Key factors: 
1. Gesture detection: the Xtion PRO development solution tracks people's hand motions without any delay. 
It allows to push, click, circle, wave and much more perfect for use controlling a hand user interface.  
2. Whole body detection: the Xtion PRO development solution allows developers to track a users' whole 
body movement, which makes it ideal for whole body gaming, while also supporting multiple player 
recognition.  
 
 
Figure 20. Image captured from Xtion Pro Asus 
 
2.2.2.3 Technology & Functionality 
An active light sensor (RGB-D-sensor) is a special kind of measuring instrument that is able to provide a color 
image (RGB) and a depth map (D) of the scene, as exposed into [71]. As Kinect sensors, also Xtion Pro consists of 
an infrared laser emitter, an infrared camera and an RGB camera. The inventors describe the measurement of depth 
as a triangulation process [64].  
The laser source emits a single beam which is split into multiple beams by a diffraction grating to create a constant 
pattern of speckles projected onto the scene. This pattern is captured by the infrared camera and is correlated against 
a reference pattern. The reference pattern is obtained by capturing a plane at a known distance from the sensor, and 
is stored in the memory of the sensor. When a speckle is projected on an object whose distance to the sensor is 
smaller or larger than that of the reference plane the position of the speckle in the infrared image will be shifted in 
the direction of the baseline between the laser projector and the perspective center of the infrared camera. These 
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shifts are measured for all speckles by a simple image correlation procedure, which yields a disparity image. For 
each pixel the distance to the sensor can then be retrieved from the corresponding disparity. The next figure 
illustrates the depth measurement from the speckle pattern.  
 
Figure 21.  (a) Infrared image of the pattern of speckles projected on a sample scene / (b) The resulting depth 
image. 
 
 
2.2.2.4 RGB & D 
The RGB color model is an additive color model in which red, green, and blue light are added together in various 
ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. The name of the model comes from the initials of the three additive 
primary colors, red, green, and blue. 
The main purpose of the RGB color model is for the sensing, representation, and display of images in electronic 
systems, such as televisions and computers, though it has also been used in conventional photography. Before the 
electronic age, the RGB color model already had a solid theory behind it, based in human perception of colors. 
RGB is a device-dependent color model: different devices detect or reproduce a given RGB value differently, since 
the color elements (such as phosphors or dyes) and their response to the individual R, G, and B levels vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer, or even in the same device over time. Thus an RGB value does not define the 
same color across devices without some kind of color management. 
Typical RGB input devices are color TV and video cameras, image scanners, and digital cameras. Typical RGB 
output devices are TV sets of various technologies (CRT, LCD, plasma, etc.), computer and mobile 
phone displays, video projectors, multicolor LED displays, and large screens such as JumboTron. Color printers, on 
the other hand, are not RGB devices, but subtractive color devices (typicallyCMYK color model). [65] 
A RGB-D [66] sensors combine RGB color information with per-pixel depth information. Sensors that provide such 
data have existed for years.  The per-pixel depth sensing technology that is used in consumer RGB-D cameras was 
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developed by PrimeSense, an Israel company founded in 2005 based in Tel Aviv with offices in Israel, North 
America, Japan, Singapore, Korea, China and Taiwan. PrimeSense is a fables semiconductor company which design 
and sale hardware devices and semiconductor chips while commit the fabrication or "fab" of the devices to a 
specialized manufacturer called a semiconductor foundry [67] and provides products in the area of sensory inputs 
for consumer and commercial markets. [68] 
The technology is patented (United States Patent US7433024). The technology is licensed for use in the 
commercially-available Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion PRO sensors. Both were created as consumer products for 
NUI - Natural User Interface - applications. The PrimeSense sensor projects an infrared speckle pattern. The 
projected pattern is then captured by an infrared camera in the sensor, and compared part-by-part to reference 
patterns stored in the device. These patterns were captured previously at known depths. The sensor then estimates 
the per-pixel depth based on which reference patterns the projected pattern matches best. 
The depth data provided by the infrared sensor is then correlated to a calibrated RGB camera. This yields an RGB 
image with a depth associated with each pixel. A popular unified representation of this data is a point cloud: a 
collection of points in three dimensional space, where each point can have additional features associated with it. 
With an RGB-D sensor, the color can be one such feature. Additionally, approximated surface normal are also often 
stored with each point in a point cloud. Because consumer RGB-D sensors were created as NUI devices, they have 
certain characteristics that limit their utility for mapping applications. In particular, the field of view is much smaller 
than mapping specialized sensors, and the depth resolution deteriorates notably with depth .  
The accuracy of the depth data provided by consumer RGB-D sensors deteriorates as the objects in the scene get 
further away from the sensor. This is not a significant issue for NUI applications, where the user can stay at a range 
that is suitable for the sensor, but it is important for mapping applications, as in this case. 
The resolution of the infrared camera, or more precisely the pixel size of the disparity image, determines the point 
spacing of the depth data on the XY plane (perpendicular to camera axis). Since each depth image contains a 
constant 640 × 480 pixels, the point density will decrease with increasing distance of the object surface from the 
sensor. Considering the point density as the number of points per unit area, while the number of points remains 
constant the area is proportional to the square distance from the sensor. Thus, the point density on the XY plane is 
inversely proportional to squared distance from the sensor.  
 
 
2.2.2.5 Source of errors 
Error and imperfection into data may originate from three main sources:  
1. The sensor;  
2. Measurement setup;  
3. Properties of the object surface.  
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The sensor errors, for a properly functioning device, mainly refer to inadequate calibration and inaccurate 
measurement of disparities. Inadequate calibration and/or error in the estimation of the calibration parameters lead 
to systematic error in the object coordinates of individual points. Such systematic errors can be eliminated by a 
proper calibration. Inaccurate measurement of disparities within the correlation algorithm and particularly the 
quantization of the disparities also influence the accuracy of individual points.  
Errors caused by the measurement setup are mainly related to the lighting condition and the imaging geometry. The 
lighting condition influences the correlation and measurement of disparities. In strong light the laser speckles appear 
in low contrast in the infrared image, which can lead to outliers or gap in the resulting point cloud. The imaging 
geometry includes the distance to the object and the orientation of the object surface relative to the sensor. The 
operating range of the sensor is between 0.5 m to 5.0 m according to the specifications, and, the random error of 
depth measurement increases with increasing distance to the sensor, both for Kinect as well as for Asus Xtion Pro. 
 
 
Figure 22. Example of correlation depth resolution vs. depth (Khoshelham & Elberink 2012). Theoretical random 
error is shown in red (bottom curve), while the theoretical resolution is shown in blue (top curve) [69] 
 
Also, depending on the imaging geometry, parts of the scene may be occluded or shadowed. In Figure 21, the right 
side of the box is occluded as it cannot be seen by the infrared camera though it may have been illuminated by the 
laser pattern. The left side of the box is shadowed because it is not illuminated by the laser but is captured in the 
infrared image. Both the occluded areas and shadows appear as gaps in the point cloud.  
The properties of the object surface also impact the measurement of points. As it can be seen in Figure 21, smooth 
and shiny surfaces that appear overexposed in the infrared image (the lower part of the box) impede the 
measurement of disparities, and result in a gap in the point cloud.  
Anyway from the results of calibration and error analysis done from Kourosh Khoshelham  and Sander Oude 
Elberink [69] the following main conclusions can be drawn:  
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- The random error of depth measurements increases quadratically with increasing distance from the sensor 
and reaches 4 cm at the maximum range of 5 meters;  
- The depth resolution also decreases quadratically with increasing distance from the sensor. The point 
spacing in the depth direction (along the optical axis of the sensor) is as large as 7 cm at the maximum 
range of 5 meters.  
 
In general, for mapping applications the data should be acquired within 1–3 m distance to the sensor. At larger 
distances, the quality of the data is degraded by the noise and low resolution of the depth measurements. Taking into 
account all these information the algorithm developed to acquire and post analyze data video collected was studied 
to complete and support the lacks and limits above described, as explained in Chapter 2.2. Lighting and distance 
from sensor are the two main limits of this system. The test done with Xtion Pro anyway manifests a good reliability 
of the device as will be explained in Chapter 2.3. 
 
 
2.2.3 Outputs generation 
For every subsequence processed with algorithm a .csv file with all the informations following described is 
generated. Through an Excel Office command, the files .csv can be easily transformed into .xlsx file. 
The file .xlsx is formed from two Papers, easy to be used. The data obtained for every single subsequence can be 
easily imported into an unique .xlsx file or .db file to obtain database for further derivations. 
In the two Papers the user has at its disposal the following information: 
• Area [sqm]: surface inside which pedestrians were tracked; 
• I: x_coordinate of Local Maximum inside Pixel Matrix 320x240; 
• J: y_coordinate of Local Maximum inside Pixel Matrix 320x240; 
• Depth [mm]: distance from camera to object tracked; 
• nframe_time: number of frame with time - year/month/day/hour/minute/second/millisecond – definition; 
• xmetri [m]: x coordinate pedestrian position, according the reference system reported in Figure 23;  
• ymetri [m]: y coordinate pedestrian position, according the reference system reported in Figure 23;  
• zmetri [m]: z coordinate, pedestrian distance from camera; 
• label: label that identify object that must be tracked frame by frame; 
• pathsequence: reference to the sequence video file; 
• rectangle: coordinates – right down corner and left up corner - of rectangular area recorded;  
• nframe_elapsedtime [s]: second passed from previous frame; 
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• nframe_dxmetri [m]: distance on x axis course from pedestrian between two consecutive frames; 
• nframe_dymetri[m]: distance on y axis course from pedestrian between two consecutive frames; 
• nframe_vxmetri[m/s]: average x speed calculated between two consecutives frames during pedestrian 
course; 
• nframe_vymetri[m/s]: average y speed calculated between two consecutives frames during pedestrian 
course; 
• nframe_vxymetri[m/s]: speed calculated between two consecutives frames during pedestrian course; 
• r2l: number of pedestrian going from right to left - if counters section are defined; 
• r2l_targetCol_id: pedestrian identified with consecutive numbers going from right to left; 
• r2l_frames_ids: starting and ending frame in which pedestrian pass the counter from right to left; 
• l2r: number of pedestrian going from left to right - if counters section are defined; 
• l2r_targetCol_id: pedestrian identified with consecutive numbers going from left to right; 
• l2r_frames_ids: starting and ending frame in which pedestrian pass the counter from left to right; 
• pos2D e pos3D:  counters coordinates.  
 
The logic in which these papers are readable into Excel is very simple. Considered n pedestrian in the recorded 
window, for every single parameter above introduced, as for example xmetri, there are n columns, one for every 
single pedestrian,  reporting xmetri datum about each human beings tracked. 
Starting from these files, one for every Sub Sequence, a manual analysis take place to identify and obtain the 
following information for every single pedestrian, that will be storage in an unique database for further statistical 
considerations: 
1. Trajectories identification and plotting: for every single pedestrian, (x, y) position was collected in order to 
identify the trajectories and plot them for qualitative and quantitative evaluations through a Matlab simple 
code specifically developed;  
2. Average Speed [m/sec] calculation, obtained in the following way:  
 
SF
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, 
in which XF and YF are the coordinates of pedestrian exit point, while XS and YS are the coordinates of 
pedestrian enter point, entered at TS and exited at TF  istant; 
3. Minimal e Maximal Distance [m] from Walls, calculated for each frame as follow:  
 
)( ___ upperwalliframepedestrian YY −  and )( ___ lowerwalliframepedestrian YY − , 
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where Ypedestrianframei is the Y coordinate of pedestrian at frame i and Ywall_upper and Ywall_lower are Y coordinate 
of walls respectively upper wall and lower wall; 
4. Average speed calculated as arithmetic mean among nframe_vxymetri [m/sec] 
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5. Median, Maximal and Minimal value of nframe_vxymetri [m/sec]; 
 
6. Density [ped/sqm] calculated as 
Area
rl2 or/and 
Area
lr2 ; 
7. Flow [ped/min]; 
8. Area Surface [sqm]. 
 
 
Figure 23. GUI with Reference System identification 
 
All the above data were reported into a unique .xlsx file, a database, with two papers; the first one with one record 
for every single pedestrian detected and tracked and the second with one record for every single subsequence 
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analyzed. About pedestrians where reported information expressed in previous points from 1 to 5, while about 
subsequence information explicated in points 6,7 and 8.  
 
 
2.3 PEDONI Algorithm Application 
Developed the algorithm described, after some laboratory tests, were scheduled real surveys. In order to verify the 
functionality of the system developed, its reliable and behavior in outdoor environment, was selected an accessible 
location. The place in which surveys took place was a walkway inside University of Trieste Area. Through this way, 
every day, during some particular windows time, takes place a variable and heterogeneous flow of pedestrian. 
Due to dynamics observed, congestion situations detected and different light conditions, the surveys performed 
appeared a complete testing situation. Moreover the surveys were performed with different weather conditions and 
temperature.  
To verify the reliable of the instrument also with high density values, some particular scenarios were arranged to 
generate bottlenecks. Acquired the video, it was performed the post processing stage. This process, after the 
extraction of significant video sequences, allowed to collect for every single pedestrian detected and tracked its 
behavior characteristics than magnitudes connected with flow description.  
Starting from these data, a database was generated to obtain statistical derivations. The data collected was compared 
with literature values. Fundamental diagrams about pedestrian were also elaborated and verified according to 
literature relations. The observations manifest an alignment of the values. The data collected were also used to 
define particular parameters inside simulative microscopic models. The results show the utility of the output 
collected for calibration, validation and verification processes, more than its intrinsic value. 
Source of errors, particular problems, time consuming stages and device performances were also explored during 
testing processes. The results manifest that the algorithm developed is reliable and punctual. Some improvements 
could be realized to increase its applicability, precision and save time.  
 
2.3.1 Survey location, time and general conditions  
The location where the trial was set up was the University of Trieste. Trieste is the capital of Friuli Venezia Giulia, 
an Italian region, situated in the north - east of Italy. 
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Figure 24. University of Trieste, Italy 
 
The particular place chosen for the experience is a passage between two main buildings of the Department of Civil 
Engineering and Architecture, named C8 and C9, inside the University. 
 
 
Figure 25. Building location inside University of Trieste 
 
In this passage takes place the C8 building enter, a vehicle transit and a considerable pedestrian flow of students, 
researchers, professors, administrative employees that during lunch and dinner time go to canteen. Through this 
passage pedestrian and vehicles can pass, however the most frequent movement is that one of pedestrians, while cars 
pass just rarely. 
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Figure 26. Passage object of the survey 
 
The video were collected in full respect of Italian Privacy Law, Art. 13, DLG. 196/2003. The advice was manifested 
in the are recorded in order to advise pedestrians that were moving forward a specific area. The videos were 
collected and consequently elaborated trough PEDONI Algorithm.  
For the surveys the camera was situated on the top of the interested area, allowing a global view of the zone. The 
camera through USB connection was connected to a Laptop with Matlab software and Algorithm implemented in 
order to collect data and process sequences. 
 
Figure 27. Camera installation and devices 
 
The survey was collected in two different days: 
- February  20th  2013  from 11.15am to 2.30pm 
- October  9th  2013  from 12.00am to 2.30pm 
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The experiments were performed inside the windows time from 11.00am to 3.00pm, because during this period 
there is a relevant pedestrians flow. As a matter of fact, beginning from about 12.00 students tend to leave their 
lessons to go eating in the university canteen. Since classrooms are on a side of the passage and the canteen is on the 
other one, the flow of students during these hours has to be higher than in other periods. 
From these windows time were extracted 302 sequences in which pedestrian movements and interactions took place. 
These allowed to get a database with 1579 pedestrians profiles. 
During experiments was cloudy and there weren’t many light changes, with an average temperature of 8°C. 
Constant lighting conditions generally help instruments to reach best performances, being sensible to enlightenment 
changes as explained in Chapter 2.2.2.5; the case of studies done, led to affirm that the algorithm help the device to 
maintain performance also in not favorable light conditions, thanks to the different steps implemented in the 
algorithm same. 
The pedestrian recorded were both male and female, with an age between 19 and 35 of different nationalities. The 
type of movement recorded can be defined as commuting transfer. [80] 
 
 
2.3.2 Typologies of survey  
In order to acquire different kind of pedestrian behaviors and test the algorithm into congestion situations also, three 
different scenarios were simulated. 
The first experiment was a passage between the buildings previously identified, without any obstacles for a total 
width available for pedestrian pass of 4.00m. During this test different pedestrian behaviors were observed; single 
pedestrian in condition of free flow speed, groups of people, couple of people, interaction between opposite 
pedestrian flow were analyzed. Moreover different cases of pedestrian collisions were also detected. 
 
Figure 28. Scenario 1 
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In the second scenario an obstacle was inserted in order to reduce the width available for pedestrian pass to 2.70m. 
This reduction allowed to generate first phenomena of congestion and than a consequential increase into 
conflicts/interaction among pedestrians. 
 
 
Figure 29. Scenario 2 
 
To stress mainly the flow through section analyzed,  a third scenario with double obstacles was realized, in order to 
create a bottlenecks for pedestrian flow, to force its pass through a width equal to 1.35m. This scenario allowed to 
test algorithm in crowded situation, with particular attention into pedestrian behavior in bottlenecks approach. 
 
 
Figure 30. Scenario 3 
 
Here follow some pictures about surveys recorded. 
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Figure 31. Phases from Scenario 1 
 
Figure 32. Phases from Scenario 2 
 
Figure 33. Phases from Scenario 3 
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Figure 34.  RGB Image & Depth Image 
 
 
 
Figure 35. Interaction 
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2.3.3 PEDONI Database Generation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Process to generate database 
 
In Table 5 is explicated the process to generate database and to obtain statistical data about pedestrian behavior and 
flows detected and tracked. These data are of relevant applicability for micro and macro models. 
Selected the area in which pedestrians must to be recorded, the camera should be set up into a right rigid support and 
connected through USB technology to a laptop with Matlab installed and with PEDONI Algorithm implemented. 
The first important care that operator need to have is to set up the instrument more central is possible inside the area 
that must to be recorded. Orthogonal position of the camera in respect to the area that must be recorded is preferred. 
The attentions into set up the instrument in the best way is possible according previous suggestions imply 
consequences into results. Moreover is preferable to set up the center of reference system inside which pedestrian 
will be tracked in correspondence of the camera.  
SURVEY AREA SELECTION 
CAMERA, SUPPORTS AND LAPTOP SET UP 
VIDEOS RECORDING 
SIGNIFICATIVE SEQUENCES EXTRACTION 
SEQUENCES PROCESSING 
SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
.CSV MATLAB OUTPUTS CONVERSATION INTO .XLSX 
DATA IMPORTATIONION INTO UNIQUE DATABASE 
STATISTICAL DERIVATIONS 
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Figure 36. Reference system 
 
Consequently the video are recorded according user will and in a second stage processed. During this process 
subsequences are subtracted in order to obtain portion of video collected only with flow, deleting minutes in which 
no pedestrian flow occurs. Video can be also divided in sequences according duration time desired. In the sub 
sequence analysis process, the operator can draw in the video recorded bar through which algorithm counts the 
pedestrians, define area inside which the data will be collected and finally wait the .csv output file with the 
information described in Chapter 2.2.3. Consequently obtained the data for every single subsequence, through an 
Automatic Macro, macroscopic data as flow, density and area and microscopic data about pedestrian behavior are 
imported into an unique file. The Macro was elaborated with commercial software used to automate data transfer 
from sub sequence output file to database. 
 
 
2.3.4 Data collected, literature review and analysis 
In the next Chapter will be reported some outputs of data collected as well as statistical elaborations for some of 
them. The data will be also compared with values available in literature to evaluate reliability of the same one. 
Fruin, Weidmann, Hankin and Wright, Polus and many other researchers have fixed their studies on the concepts of 
flow, density and speed, finding relationships among the three magnitudes.[81,82,83] 
Besides that, many experiments have been performed to understand complex phenomena like crowd, lane formation, 
jamming, clogging at bottlenecks and pedestrian behavior. All these experiences have played an important role in 
studying pedestrian dynamics, because they have supported theoretical studies giving empirical data that can 
complete principal diagrams and relationships as well as used for calibration, validation and verification of models. 
Amongst the other the following researchers must be named: Hoogedorn and Daamen [84,85,86,80], that used 
similar experiments to analyze different feature of pedestrian dynamics, such as the free speed distribution; Polus et 
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al. [83] that focused their experiments on finding a classification of levels of service; Kretz [93,87,88], whose work 
dealt with pedestrian behavior at bottlenecks; many authors like Zhao et al. [96,97], Premebida et al.[98], Enzweiler 
and Gavrila [99], Gartner and Millonig [2] that experienced new tracking techniques, trying to improve pedestrian 
detection. 
 
2.3.4.1 Trajectories 
In order to collect pedestrian trajectories for quantitative and qualitative analysis was developed a simple specific 
Matlab algorithm. Known for every single pedestrian (x,y) coordinates, during time progress, the trajectories can be 
automatically plotted. 
 
Graphic 6. Trajectories 
 
Through the analysis of the trajectories was possible also studied the maximum and minimum distance that 
pedestrians held from walls, in Scenario 1. These parameters can be set up into different microscopic models, as for 
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example in the social force model. These magnitudes influence the way in which pedestrian interact with obstacles. 
Further consideration will be done in Chapter 2.3.5. 
 
Graphic 7. Maximal distance from South wall, distribution 
 
Graphic 8. Maximal distance from North wall, distribution 
 
Graphic 9. Minimal distance from South wall, distribution 
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Graphic 10. Minimal distance North wall, Distribution 
 
2.3.4.2 Speed 
Pedestrian speed is the average pedestrian walking speed, expressed in [ft/s] or [m/s] [106].  Speeds and their 
distribution play an important role in many traffic flow models, but are also relevant in other applications, such as 
the design of pedestrian facilities and public transport timetables. The fact that lots of observations on pedestrian 
speeds are described in literature stresses its importance. [101,126,93,94,89,90,91]. 
The speed differs among pedestrians, among types of walking infrastructure, and among external conditions. This is 
due to the characteristics of pedestrians (age, gender, physical abilities), characteristics of walking infrastructure 
(grade, length, width, type of pedestrian facility), weather and other external conditions. Since the exact relation 
between these characteristics is not known, free speeds usually are described as a stochastic variable with a 
distribution. Speed and its distributions play an important role in many traffic flow models, macroscopic, 
mesoscopic and microscopic ones. Speed distribution is an important input for gas-kinetic models, as well as 
microscopic simulation models [104,105].  
Much literature has been found on pedestrian walking behavior, stressing the importance of real-time observations 
of pedestrian traffic characteristics, such as speed, flow, and density. An overview of speeds observed in literature is 
shown in Table 6 and in the following sentences. 
Fruin  [106,107] made several works about pedestrian speed analysis, discovering the mean free flow speed in 
different terminals. Also Fitzpatrick et al. [108] focused their attention on the study of velocities, and specially on 
speed variation due to different age. To develop the research they collected data from different cities and under 
various types of pedestrian crossings.  The findings show on a side that elderly are the lowest pedestrians and on the 
other that people from 19 to 30 years old are the speediest. The average walking speed found by Fitzpatrick et al. is 
about 1.30 m/s for older pedestrians and about 1.44 m/s for younger one.  
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Different authors focused also on pedestrian speed in Asian cities. Lam et al. [109] developed a study in Hong Kong 
to find pedestrian speed/flow relationships and Tanaboriboon et al. [110] made some experiments in Singapore to 
analyze pedestrian characteristics. Is interesting to underline the differences they have found between Western 
Countries people walking speeds and that one of Asian pedestrians. 
 Tanariboon [110] found that free flow walking speed for Asian population was about 1.23 m/s, that is sensibly 
lower than that found by Fruin [106,107]. It can be notice the higher speeds found in Western Countries 
experiments. 
The author also classified pedestrian for age and gender, finding different speeds for each feature [110]. Specially he 
found that Singaporean males walk faster than women and that children and adults have a comparable walking 
speed, while elderly walk with a considerably lower speed.  
On the other side Lam [109] developed his experiments in different conditions: commercial areas, walkways, 
crosswalks and walking facilities in railway stations. Considering the commercial area, the author found a free flow 
speed that results higher than the Tanaboriboon’s [110], about 1.31 m/s, that is more similar to Fruin’s. [106,107] 
 
The average speed and corresponding variance (if available) are shown, as well as the country where the study has 
been performed. 
 
Source 
Mean 
speed 
[m/s] 
Standard 
deviation 
[m/s] 
Location 
CROW [112] 1.40  Netherlands 
Daamen [111] 1.41 0.215 Netherlands 
Daly et al. [113] 1.47  United Kingdom 
FHWA [114] 1.20  United States 
Fruin [107] 1.40 0.15 United States 
Hankin and Wright [115] 1.60  United Kingdom 
Henderson [81] 1.44 0.23 Australia 
Hoel [82] 1.50 0.20 United States 
Institute of Transportation Engineers [83] 1.20  United States 
Knoflacher [106] 1.45  Austria 
Koushki [116] 1.08  Saudi-Arabia 
Lam et al. [126] 1.19 0.26 Hong Kong 
Morrall et al. [117] 1.25 1.40  Sri Lanka Canada 
Navin and Wheeler [118] 1.32  United States 
O’Flaherty and Parkinson [93] 1.32 1.00 United Kingdom 
Older [94] 1.30 0.30 United Kingdom 
Pauls [95] 1.25  United States 
Roddin [119] 1.60  United States 
Sarkar and Janardhan [120] 1.46 0.63 India 
Sleight [121] 1.37  United States 
Tanariboon et al. [89] 1.23  Singapore 
Tanariboon and Guyano [89] 1.22  Thailand 
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Tregenza [90] 1.31 0.30 United Kingdom 
Virkler and Elayadath [91] 1.22  United States 
Young [92] 1.38 0.27 United States 
Estimated overall average 1.34 0.37  
 
Table 6. Pedestrian mean speed and standard deviation 
 
The speeds of individuals appear according the studies reported into literature to follow a normal distribution, with 
an estimated mean of 1.34 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.37 m/s (see Table 6). The standard deviation has been 
calculated as a mean of the speeds using the co-efficient of variance. Weidmann [123] performed a literature study 
on pedestrian speeds in 1993. He found a mean speed of 1.34 m/s, with speeds varying between 0.97 m/s and 1.65 
m/s. Under specific circumstances, the normal distribution can have a positive asymmetry. The median speed, 
considered to be more representative than the average speed since it omits outliers, is found to be 1.2 m/s [124]. The 
average speed in European studies appears to be 1.41 m/s, 1.35 m/s in studies in the United States, 1.44 m/s in an 
Australian study and in Asian studies 1.24 m/s.  
In the following graphic are reported for scenario 1,2 and 3 the speeds derived from analysis for all the pedestrian 
tracked.  
 
 
 
Graphic 11. Pedestrian Speeds; Blue indicators Scenario 1 - Red indicators Scenario 2 and 3 
 
 
In order to evaluate and compare the data of the surveys with literature data, a statistical analysis was performed as 
manifest in next graphics. 
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Graphic 12. Average of instantaneous speeds distribution 
 
Analyzed the distribution of instantaneous speeds, was obtained the average value of 1,25m/s with a standard 
deviation of 0,35m/s and a variance equal to 0,12m/s. The values are completely compatible with literature data 
reported previously. This fact testify the accuracy of the algorithm developed. The best distribution, to represent the 
data subjected to Chi Quadro Test, was Burr distribution that in this case show a best behavior than Normal 
distribution, used in the majority of statistical derivation about average speed. Here follow the parameters value of 
the distributions. 
 
Burr k = 0.626496246214545;  a = 10.7377131840685;  b = 1.11361188288354 
Normal s = 0.279129456532275;  m = 1.23468584405753 
 
Table 7. Values of distributions for average of instantaneous speeds 
 
Moreover also the average speed was analyzed. Due to the way in which this data is calculated, see Chapter 2.2.3, 
the outputs obtained are less reliable into describe pedestrian behavior. 
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Graphic 13. Average Speed distribution 
 
 
In this last case the following values were derived: average speed 0,89m/s with a standard deviation of 0,26m/s and 
variance equal to 0,06m/s. The best distributions, to represent the data according Chi Quadro Test, were Dagum 
and  Normal distribution. Here follow the parameters value for the distribution. 
 
Dagum k = 0,50430328178931;  a = 12,7314852459065;  b = 0,99219720133672 
Normal s = 0,185626960836419;  m = 0,911410756040535 
 
Table 8. Values of distributions for average speed distribution 
 
Minimum and maximum speeds held from pedestrians during their passage were also measured. A threshold was 
applied to eliminate foolish values too high or low due to device errors, that sometimes occurred.  
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Graphic 14. Maximal Speed distribution 
 
 
About maximal speeds was derived the average value of 3,64m/s, with a standard deviation equal to 1,62m/s and 
variance  of 2,63m/s. According test Chi Quadro Test, Pearson 4P distribution best approximate data. 
 
Pearson 6 (4P) a1=29,6936823099267  a2=6,70893004832743 b=0,625101761449213  g=0,380269459847352 
 
Table 9. Pearson 4P parameters for Maximal Speed 
 
 
For minimal speeds was obtained an average value equal to 0,50m/s,  with a standard deviation of 0,10m/s and a 
variance equal to 0,01m/s. Log Pearson 3 id the best distribution according to Chi Quadro Test. 
 
Log-Pearson 3 a=3,23824567165044  b=0,09818532584403  g=-1,01835145251965 
 
Table 10. Log Pearson 3 parameters for Minimal Speed 
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Graphic 15. Min Speed distribution 
 
Weidmann deeply analyzed the influence of several factors on the variation of speed as well as free flow speed. In 
particular he underlined the influence of age, gender and size of people, the trip purpose, the day period, the weather 
conditions and the length of the facility. [123] 
The author noticed an increase in men speed of 10.9 % in respect of women, with a men mean speed of 1.41 m/s and 
a women mean velocity about 1.27 m/s. Weidmann [123] also observed that different speeds are used by people 
with various purposes. Specially he individuated four groups: commuters, costumers, workers and tourists. 
He quoted the following speeds for the different groups:, Commuters: 1.34 m/s, Costumers: 1.04 m/s, Workers: 1.45 
m/s and Tourists: 0.99 m/s. In the case of this study, the pedestrian behavior is assimilable to commuter, so that 
what express from Weidemann reinforce the reliability of the tool.  
The results was also compared with the study developed by Daamen and Hoogedorn [84,85] Delf University. Their 
aim was to derive free speed distributions for different flow conditions: one-directional flow, opposite flows, 
crossing flows, wide bottleneck and narrow bottleneck.  The results show higher free speeds than these found in 
previous works, with a maximum speed of 1.64 m/s and a minimum one of 1.44 m/s.  
 
 
2.3.4.3 Speed, density, flow: fundamental diagrams 
Fundamental relationships between the main magnitudes speed, density and flow were and are deeply analyzed from 
researchers. These three parameters have been chosen during the years to describe pedestrian movement because 
they give a meaningful description of flow characteristics and because of their easy way to be measured and 
understood [123,100,84]. In particular here will be analyzed the speed - density relationship, the flow - density one 
and the speed - flow comparing literature main data with empirical values obtained from video surveys through 
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PEDONI algorithm. A lot of different fundamental diagrams exist, all derived from various experiments and no one 
agrees completely with the others [123,21,88,103,84]. Besides that, all diagrams have a common trend. The most 
elaborated fundamental diagram is the one given by Weidmann [123]. Also Schadschneider et al. [21] tried to make 
a comparison of fundamental diagrams found by different researchers: in particular, they used the fundamental 
diagrams for pedestrian movement in planar facilities, like sidewalks, corridors or halls. An interesting study about 
the fundamental diagram has been performed also by Seyfried et al.[125] . They carried out an experiments both in 
Germany and in India and they then compared the results. 
Here follow a brief description about the key concept of density and flow – flow rate and flow per unit of width. 
- PEDESTRIAN DENSITY: it is the average number of pedestrians per unit of area, expressed in [p/ft²] or 
[p/m²] [106].Various experiments have been made taken into account pedestrian density [126,89,90,91,92]. 
As a matter of fact this parameter influences a lot walking behavior, as the research of Daamen and 
Hoogedorn [89-92] demonstrates. They carried out an experiment studying pedestrian behavior at 
bottlenecks and they discovered that low densities permit a more free movement of walking people. In the 
particular conditions they worked, they noticed that at low densities, pedestrians tend to walk in the middle 
of the bottleneck, while at higher ones, they use the available space more efficiently, forming two lanes 
[89,90].  
- PEDESTRIAN FLOW RATE: it represents the number of pedestrian passing a point per unit of time. Point 
refers to a line of sight across the width of walkway perpendicular to the pedestrian path. This magnitude 
can be expressed as pedestrian per minute or as pedestrian per 15 minutes. [106] Kretz et al.[94] performed 
an experiment to examine pedestrian flow. In particular he formed a bottleneck, whose width was made 
varying in a range from 40 cm to 160 cm. He noticed particularly that there was an increase in flow 
variation for widths of 100 cm and above. Moreover he observed that in the width range of 40 – 100 cm, 
there seems to be a deviation from linearity: the specific flow appears to be smaller for bottleneck widths of 
60 cm and below than for larger widths.  
- PEDESTRIAN FLOW PER UNIT OF WIDTH: it is the average flow of pedestrians per effective walkway 
width. It is expressed as [p/min/ft]  or [p/min/m] [106]. Kretz et al. [94] also underlined in his experiments 
the specific flow. Specially he noted a decrease of them until a width of 70 cm. On the other side the author 
[92] observed an increase of the specific flow for widths smaller than 60 cm. This is explained by noticing 
that pedestrians increase the efficiency of the bottleneck rotating their body to the side. 
 
 
2.3.4.3.1 Speed – density relationship 
Several studies dealing with vehicular flow have detected a linear relationship between speed and density [124]. 
Chosen this relationship as basis for the developing of a pedestrian flow theory, some authors such as Older, Fruin, 
Navin and Wheeler [106] have found particular features of the pedestrian relationship. Specifically, they found that 
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this linear relationship is decreasing: this means that, while pedestrian density increases, obviously available space 
decreases and even speed becomes linearly littler [106]. Moreover, Fruin found that pedestrian speeds tend to have 
less variability as increased crowd density restricts the ability to bypass slower pedestrians and to select a desired 
walking speed. This means that increasing density, the degree of mobility afforded to the individual pedestrian 
declines. [106] 
In the following graphic are reported the data collected from video recorded. As explained before the data was 
collected in low density condition, except some particular moments in which crowded condition took place. 
Confirming literature, with an increase of density, the average speed that pedestrian assume are progressively 
limited and they tend to converge into a unique data. The data reported in the following Graphic are original data, 
without any filter applied. 
 
 
Graphic 16. Density - Average Speed; Blue indicators Scenario 1 - Red indicators Scenario 2 and 3 
 
Weidmann [123] let notice that other relationships, different from the linear one, have been found. In particular he 
quotes a double S – formed curve. It can be observed that, even if the relationship is no more linear, the general 
decreasing trend still remains. 
The relationship of Weidemann was implemented into the following graphic in which are reported also empirical 
data obtained from surveys. 
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Graphic 17. Density - Pedestrian Speeds; Green indicators Scenario 1 - Red indicators Scenario 2 and 3 - Blue 
indicators literature data 
 
2.3.4.3.2 Flow – density relationship 
The relationship between flow and density is not linear, and its behavior is expressed in Graphic 19. Here follow the 
results of the data collected. Except for some points due to device source of errors, for low density, condition in 
which surveys were carry on, the data are comparable with values matched in literature. 
 
 
Graphic 18. Density - Flow; Blue indicators Scenario 1 - Red indicators Scenario 2 and 3 
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Graphic 19. Density - Flow; Green indicators Scenario 1 - Red indicators Scenario 2 and 3 – Blue curve line 
literature data, source R.Rastogi1, T. Ilango and S. Chandra 
 
The flow – density relationship can be described using equations, and in specific two alternative expressions can be 
reported: 
(1)       𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒅 = 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒅 ∗ 𝑫𝒑𝒆𝒅 
Where 𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒅 is the unit flow rate, 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒅 stands for pedestrian speed and 𝑫𝒑𝒆𝒅 is the pedestrian density. [100] 
(2)           𝑽𝒑𝒆𝒅 = 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒅𝑴  
Where M stands for pedestrian space [100]. 
Tanaboriboon also found out the flow – space relationship for Singaporean walkers. He discovered a function with 
the same trend of the one reported in HCM: a decreasing function, with a flow peak value for an area module of 
about 0.5 m²/ped, corresponding to a maximum flow of about 90 ped/m/min. Mathematically the function is 
expressed as follows: 
𝒒 = 𝟕𝟑.𝟗𝑴 − 𝟏𝟓.𝟑𝑴𝟐  
 
Where M is the area module expressed in m²/ped. [110] 
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2.3.4.3.3 Speed – flow  relationship 
It is interesting the analysis of the speed – flow chart. Looking at the chart above continuous line can be noted that 
for low flows pedestrians have the possibility of reaching their desired speed. But as the flow increases, pedestrian 
speed decreases: it reaches a critical value when the flow has its maximum, then velocity continues its fall 
simultaneously with the flow till they reach the zero. This trend can be explained thinking at the mutual interactions 
among walkers: as flow increases also the interactions rise, generation a reduction into speed. At the maximum flow 
value the interactions become so strong that neither speed nor flow can more rise, so they decrease till a naught 
value. [100]  
 
 
Graphic 20. Flow - Average Speed; Blue indicators Scenario 1 - Violet indicators Scenario 2 and 3 - Blue curve 
line literature data, source R.Rastogi1, T. Ilango and S. Chandra 
 
Lam et al. [109] focused their attention on this relationship carrying out his experiments in Hong Kong, in different 
areas, analyzing different type of pedestrian behavior and trip purpose. As a matter of fact the author developed the 
experience both in commercial areas and in terminals.  The relations Lam used in [109] are the following: 
𝒔 = 𝟔𝟎𝒍𝒕(𝒗) 
 
Where s is the estimated walking speed, l is the course length and t(v) is the travel time function given by: 
𝒕 𝒗 =    𝒕𝟎 + 𝑩 ∗ (𝒗𝑪)𝒏 
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Where B and n are parameters to be estimated, C is the capacity of the pedestrian facility, v is pedestrian flow, t(v) 
is travel time at flow v and 𝒕𝟎 is free flow travel time. 
Also Tanaboriboon [122] has extended his experiment individuating a speed – flow relationship for Singaporean 
pedestrians: their results confirm the previous statements. The equation expressing this relationship is the following: 𝒒 = 𝝁𝒌 = 𝟕𝟑.𝟗𝒌 − 𝟏𝟓.𝟑𝒌𝟐 
Where q stands for pedestrian flow in ped/m/min. 
 
 
2.3.5 Principals dynamics observed 
In literature there is a relevant portion that study about factors influencing pedestrian space – temporal behavior, not 
only into transport engineering but also in other disciplinary as for example physiology, economic etc. Generally 
individuals choose the  “optimal” path to reach a desired destination, and usually this is considered to be the shortest 
path. [127]. Researches activities manifest consistent differences in human navigational and route selection 
behavior, suggesting that there seem to be various other factors influencing navigational  decisions and walking 
patterns. Findings indicate that there are mainly two categories of behavior influencing factors: internal factors 
(personal characteristics of  individuals) and external factors (characteristics of the environment). Internal factors 
comprise for example socio-demographic attributes (gender, age, health, etc.)  (Daamen and Hoogendoorn 2003), as 
well as culture, lifestyle, level of education,  beliefs, and attitudes (Holden 2000). External factors include 
characteristics of the trip (familiarity, trip length), properties of the infrastructure (type, attractiveness, shelter), and 
environmental characteristics (ambient conditions, weather) (Daamen and Hoogendoorn 2003). External factors can 
also be classified to several dimensions of route qualities, such as physical qualities (distance, acclivity), emotional 
qualities (attractiveness, safety), and cognitive qualities (complexity, landmarks) (Millonig and Gartner 2007).  
The movement of the person that walk across the area recorded can be classified as commuter walker. According 
previous considerations, a heterogeneous flow cross section was recorded in order to avoid specific consideration, 
for specification see 2.3.1. 
During the recording stage different dynamics where observed: 
- Pedestrians moving alone principally have major speed; 
- Pedestrians in group of 2 and more people have a minor speed and are influenced from group elements 
behavior; 
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Graphic 21. Speed distributions for two people groups pairs, average speed 1,16m/s 
 
 
 
Graphic 22. Speed distribution for 3 people groups, average speed 1,11 m/s 
 
 
- Pedestrians occupied into phone conversation or typing with smart phones have a minor speed; 
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Graphic 23. Diagram Speed distribution in relation to the use of technological devices, average speed 1,15m/s 
 
- During congestion pedestrian before stop try to change trajectories several times to move in other 
directions. 
 
 
2.3.6 Microscopic Data application 
The statistic results obtained from surveys were applied into a micro simulation software that use social force 
algorithm. Even if this software is based into a stable pedestrian database with a data collection elaborated into 
several years of surveys at international level, it were obtained significant results. A deeply discussion about micro-
macroscopic models, as well as a full description of social force algorithm can be founded into Chapters 3.4.1 and 
3.4.2. 
In the following Figures there are the qualitative results of two simulation scenarios. In order to obtain a clear 
representation of pedestrian dynamics were plotted the pedestrian trajectories, the speed of loss, the space utilization 
and finally the average density of pedestrians. The same layout, dynamics and Origin – Destination Matrix were 
used to carry out the two simulations. The imagines on the left are the output of simulation done with default values 
of the software used to describe pedestrian behavior, based on its own pedestrian database. In the pictures on the 
right the readers can appreciate the results obtained with variation of the some parameters from default values to 
statistical results obtains from surveys. Principally were applied variation into pedestrian average speed value, 
interaction distance between pedestrian and obstacles and among human beings. 	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Figure 37. Pedestrian trajectories. Left standard values, right survey result values 
	  
Figure 38. Speed loss. Left standard values, right survey result values 
	  
Figure 39. Space utilization. Left standard values, right survey result values 
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Figure 40. Average density. Left standard values, right survey result values 
 
 
 
2.3.7 Qualities and lacks  
After the test and analysis done can be said about the algorithm that: 
- is the right instrument to derive pedestrian behaviors; 
- allows to identify trajectories and micro data necessary to describe the behavior of the single pedestrian as 
well as macro characteristics as areas, densities and flows; 
- after analysis process is possible to obtain, thanks to the structure of outputs file, a heterogeneous database 
with several data for every single pedestrian; 
- thanks to the structure of data generated all next statistical derivations for further use can be done easily; 
- large applicability; 
- performances unchanged also with not optimal lighting conditions; 
- system easy to be used trough GUI developed and USB device compatibility; 
Further developments could be done in order to accelerate the process that allows to obtain database as well as could 
be implemented some skills to describe other key information.  
 
Here can be briefly reported future development options about which the study is going on: 
- Automatic extrapolation of subsequence with flow, stopping acquisition during no flow or according 
temporal intervals; 
- Automatic reporting of data generated from sub sequence analysis into the database; 
- Further tests with high crowded situation; 
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- Further test with rapid light changes; 
- Collect body ellipse and measure them; 
- Evaluate occlusion problems; 
- Detect changes in pedestrian directions to avoid collisions and measure the distance inside which 
pedestrian change trajectories; 
- Develop a combination of multiple cameras configuration to increase area recorded; 
- Detect object different from pedestrian as - cars, bicycles, trucks, motorcycles and bus, categorized them 
and collect data consequently according category; 
- Classify automatically pedestrian behavior into: commuters, shoppers, tourists, businessman, younger, 
older etc. 
 
 
 
Figure 41. Some of future development
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Yasuo Nomura, Fibonacci Scale  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  Utilization of analytical, microscopic and 
macroscopic pedestrian models 
 
The spaces where people move day by day can be analyzed as a sequence of elements through which pedestrian 
dynamics take place. Considered an underground station for example, a pedestrian dynamic, moving from outside 
environment to platform in which there is the train for the desired destination, it will move through a sequence of 
facilities as for example escalators, elevators, walkways, turnstiles, waiting areas, platforms etc.  
Every one of these elements must be correctly dimensioned to ensure an adequate Level of Service. Given 
consistent flows, the facilities performances are hardly tested. It is clear that into a new project or analysis and 
renovation of an actual situation, architecture, structural engineering and transport disciplines must work very 
closely. The comprehension of transportistic needs and its translation into suggestions for the right sizing of spaces 
will led to increase the usability at users benefit.  
With this milestones, in order to provide inputs for next objective function, starting from H.C.M. - Highway 
Capacity Manual - and T.C.Q.S.M. - Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual - was developed a simple but 
punctual tool. This, defined a desired L.O.S. - Level of Service - for every single pedestrian facility inside terminal, 
identified the demand, allows to obtain the dimensional range that satisfy the L.O.S. required.  It was developed a 
specific Graphic User Interface. 
In order to represent pedestrian dynamics, analyzed the theory of V.M. Predtechenskii A.I. Milinskii, and DDr. U. 
Schneider application, their theory was reviewed to model users behavior through the facilities sized in the previous 
way. Finally, to evaluate the domain of optimal solutions that will be generated from genetic algorithm, it were 
analyzed different microscopic and macroscopic models. The capability to act into calibration, verification and 
validation processes, through data obtained previously, and the way in which pedestrian dynamics are modeled, led 
to select Social Force Algorithm. 
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3.1 Literature review 
The issues concerning pedestrian flows have begun to have some relevance only in the last 40-50 years. In a first 
approximation, the studies concerning the analysis of the characteristics of pedestrian traffic can be divided into two 
broad categories (May, 1990): macroscopic and microscopic analysis. 
The first studies were based on direct observation and on the use of photographic material or shooting with cameras 
in slow motion. These studies gave rise to the first macroscopic models: they consisted in the development of the 
concept of “Level of Service” (Fruin, 1971), in deducing design rules for pedestrian infrastructure, or in the 
development of guidelines for planning and design of transport systems (HCM, 1985). The results of this work were 
usually translated into empirical relations between the various quantities involved, which, however, are ill-suited to 
the study of particular cases such as infrastructure and buildings with non “standard” geometries, or in the 
evacuation situations of particular complexity. Moreover, these models took into account the traffic flows in the 
aggregate, without taking into account the inevitable interactions that are established between individual pedestrians, 
and that influence their behavior. 
Therefore, a further step forward was the introduction of so-called microscopic models: mathematical models of 
simulation of pedestrian behavior, both in normal and emergency conditions. One among the first and most 
important of these models assumed for the movement of pedestrians a behavior similar to that of the gases or fluids 
(Henderson, 1974): this model was born first as macroscopic model, then adapted to take into account the 
interactions between the different entities (Helbing, 1992). Later were further developed mathematical models, such 
as models of the “Code” (Yuhaski, Macgregor Smith, 1989), models in the transition matrix (Garbrecht, 1973), 
stochastic models (Ashford, O'Leary, McGinity, 1976). 
In recent years have emerged  models that currently constitute the most used tools in the analysis in the field of 
pedestrian models: model with cellular automata (Blue and Adler, 2000; Muramatsu et al., 1999) and the model of 
social forces (Helbing, 1991) which, together with models based on artificial intelligence and research models of the 
path (way-finding algorithms), form the basis of modern simulation tools of pedestrian traffic. 
Finally, hereinafter get a list of the main simulation models developed and published over the years by various 
authors, analyzed during literature examination. The list comprehends the above described models and many others 
that make up their evolution or variants. For each model it is described the type, the type of pedestrian traffic 
representation, the rules of agents behavior, the scale of representation and the scope. The knowledge of all models 
both analytical and simulative is a big challenge for transport pedestrian engineers as emerged also into 
Transportation Research Board, held in Washington D.C. on 12th – 16th January 2014.. 
 Tm Rapp Rc Sc App 
Model Name 
and Author 
Aeneas (Petersen et al. 2003) Mi As In Di Evac 
AlGadhi et al. (2001) Mi Fa Col Di Gen 
Amanda (Dijkstra et al. 2002) CA As In Di U 
Blue e Adler (2000) CA As In Di Gen 
Burstedde et al. (2001) CA As In Di Gen 
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Di Gangi et al. (2003) C Fa Col Di Evac 
Gordge e Veldsman (1998) Mi Fa Col Di S 
Helbing (1992) G Fa In Con Gen 
Helbing e Molnár (1995) Mi As In Con Gen 
Jiang (1999) Mi As In Di U 
Legion (Still, 2000) Mi As In Con Gen 
Lovas (1994) C As Col Di Gen 
Mipsim (Hoogendoorn e Bovy, 2000) G Fa In Di Gen 
Nomad (Hoogendorn e Bovy, 2000) Mi As In Con Gen 
Paxport (Birchall et al. 1994) Co Fa Col Di A 
Pedflow (Willis et al. 2001) Mi As In Di U 
PedGo (Klüpfel e Meyer-König, 2003) CA As In Di Gen 
Pedroute (Maw e Dix, 1990) Co Fa Col Di S 
Penn (2003) Mi As In Con Gen 
Steps Mi As In Con Gen 
Streets (Schelhorn et al. 1999) Mi As In Di U 
Tajima e Nagatani (2001) CA As In Di Gen 
Teknomo (2002) Mi As In Con Gen 
Yuhaski e Smith (1989) C As Col Di Gen 
Aeneas (Petersen et al. 2003) Mi As In Di Evac 
AlGadhi et al. (2001) Mi Fa Col Di Gen 
Amanda (Dijkstra et al. 2002) CA As In Di U 
Blue e Adler (2000) CA As In Di Gen 
Burstedde et al. (2001) CA As In Di Gen 
Di Gangi et al. (2003) C Fa Col Di Evac 
Gordge e Veldsman (1998) Mi Fa Col Di S 
Helbing (1992) G Fa In Con Gen 
Helbing e Molnár (1995) Mi As In Con Gen 
Jiang (1999) Mi As In Di U 
Legion (Still, 2000) Mi As In Con Gen 
• Type of model (Tm): Cellular Automata (CA), Micro Simulation (Mi), Code (C), Continuous 
(Co), Model analogy gas-fluid (G) 
• Performance (Rapp): Flows aggregates (Fa), Individual Agent (As) 
• Rules of Conduct (Rc): Collective (Col), Individual (In) 
• Scale (Sc): Continue (Con), Fair (Di)  
• Scope (App): Stations (S), Airports (A), Buildings (E), Urban (U), General (Gen), Evacuation 
(Evac) 
 
Table 11. Principal Pedestrian Models 
 
From the above analyzed models and conferences attended in the last years appear the utility to introduce a 
methodology finalized to identify the right layout design, through a combination of models that allow to consider 
the interaction between pedestrian dynamics and infrastructure. 
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3.2 FDRD - Facilities Dimensional Range Definition 
In a pedestrian terminal, as for example Train Stations, Underground Stations, Airports, Bus Station etc but also into 
complex buildings with relevant flow as for example theatres, city malls, square, skyscrapers etc, every day take 
place pedestrians movements from origin to destination. Pedestrian paths are subjected to interaction among 
pedestrians, avoiding obstacles as walls, flower box, fountain, information box etc, that influence their behavior. 
This flow of pedestrian during the movement through terminal moves forward characteristic elements, facilities, as 
platforms, doors, elevators, stairs, escalators and walkways. 
A terminal can be defined as a sequence of characteristic elements through which pedestrian flow move. A good 
equilibrium in terms of capacity/potentiality of these elements imply a good or bad performance of the terminal in 
terms of L.O.S. subjected to a data demand. 
Starting from these general considerations, the need to identify dimensional range for facilities inside which test 
pedestrian behavior in relationship to their paths and interaction, pursued to develop an analytical tool easy to be 
used based into main confirmed approach as H.C.M and T.C.Q.S.M. 
 
Table 12. Facilities dimensional range definition 
 
Defined a L.O.S. - Level of Service - desired, or a L.O.S. range,  identified pedestrian demand and particular 
environmental conditions, as for a platform can be surface not available for pedestrian movement, space reserved for 
disabled etc. the users obtain dimensional range for every single characteristic element of the terminal. This domain 
of possible acceptable solutions will be the starting point for the best solution identification, as will be explained 
into next Chapters. 
 
 
3.2.1 FDRD Tool 
In the case of macroscopic models, pedestrians are studied in the aggregate, similar to what happens in the models 
for the study of fluid dynamics; they are therefore characterized by global parameters such as flow, density and 
speed. In this way can be easily analyzed problems in large scale, even though from a qualitative point of view the 
DESIRED 
L.O.S. 
SELECTION 
PEDESTRIAN DEMAND 
AND CHARACTERISTICS 
PARAMETRES 
DEFINITION 
FACILITIES 
DIMENSIONAL 
RANGE DEFINITION 
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results appear to be rather rough and approximate values. In any case it is possible to obtain sufficient results for the 
evaluation of the infrastructure’s Level of Service (L.O.S., Level of Service) and for the evaluation about the quality 
of the offered service. Models of this type have been developed since the early 70s (Fruin, 1971; Pushkarev and 
Zupan, 1975) and have been adopted and updated by important design manuals, such as for example the H.C.M. 
(Highway Capacity Manual, 1985).  
 
The analytical model developed in Excel environment is structured in different spreadsheets, each focused in the 
analysis of a particular aspect. The methodology for the analysis of data in these spreadsheets derives from the 
procedures described in the two American design manuals: 
Ø Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (HCM 2000) and following publication, famous and large utilized 
reference manual for the design and analysis of different phenomena in transports field; 
Ø Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM), a specialized manual in studies of problems 
related to public transport. 
Starting from the analysis of the above Manuals, taking into account the lack of a simple user friendly analytical tool 
able to assist engineers and designers to find the right dimensional range of facilities inside pedestrian terminals, 
according Passenger Demand, LOS and PHF for facilities as well as to evaluate the LOS of an existing facilities, the 
tool was implemented with the key possibility also to obtain automatic drawing of the layout object of the study 
with facilities dimensional range inserted. 
With the objective to create an instrument easy to be used all the formulation and relationship among characteristics 
were left on the background and useful user graphic interface was developed. This interface and relative controls 
have been developed using VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) programming language, which is an outdated 
language but still easy to use and very popular, especially in Office applications environment. 
Using VBA editor provided with Excel, graphical forms and related commands were developed; the language code 
commands (called “macro”) allows to switch from one form to another, and to interact with spreadsheets in 
background. Each form contains the command buttons, that allow to the user to start the calculation, reset input 
values and switch from one interface to another, assuring the results desired. For a better user’s understanding, 
colors differentiation help users: boxes containing input and output data are distinguished by different cells 
background color for example, white for input data boxes, yellow for intermediate significant output boxes and 
green for final results data boxes.  
Here follow some screenshots of the tool developed realized through VBA. 
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Figure 42. Main Menu 
 
In “Pedestrian Infrastructure L.O.S. Evaluation” Menu the User can find a tool that allows to evaluate the Level 
of Service (L.O.S.) of the different facilities - platform, walkway, doors, stairs, escalators, waiting areas - which can 
be present inside a terminal, or in any other kind of spaces in which pedestrian flows can occurred. By selection of 
this menu, windows dedicated for every single element above mentioned will be available for the user, here follow 
some examples. 
 
 
Figure 43. Pedestrian Infrastructure L.O.S. Evaluation Menu 
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Pressing Reset Button the user can proceed into another analysis, meanwhile through Menu button he comes back to 
Menu. To use the single tools, is necessary that user complete the white cells according specifications required. This 
process will lead to get Level of service according H.C.M. and T.C.Q.S.M. approach.  
In the Main Menu, user can access to “Pedestrian Infrastructure Element Design” Menu. In this menu user for 
every type of facility, selected the L.O.S. desired for the element as well as Hourly Demand and P.H.F. - Peak Hour 
Factor -, and specific parameters case by case,  obtains the right dimensional range. A graphical representation help 
the user to identify the spatial region that satisfy input. 
 
 
Figure 44. Pedestrian Infrastructure Element Design Menu 
 
Obtained the dimensional range compatible with input desired the user has the possibility to access also to a design 
tool. In a preliminary stage, user must draw down the boundaries of the layout in terms of walls as well as obstacles 
and defines the coordinates in which pedestrian facilities must to be inserted. Loaded the file in the dedicated cell 
window, obtained the dimensional range from previous applications and defined the coordinates for insertion of 
characteristic element, the user obtains automatically the layout drawing as .dwg file.  
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Figure 45. Terminal layout drawing generation 
Finally the tool considers also the evacuation dynamics for railway platform. A simple but useful tool conduct the 
user to identify the evacuation time necessary to abandon the platform from pedestrian presence. The regulation  
implemented used NFPA 130 Manual –National Fire Protection Association. This menu is not necessary into 
methodology developed but is a useful mean to evaluate evacuation dynamics into railway stations. 
 
Figure 46. Terminal Evacuation Time Calculation Menu 
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The advantages of the tool realized can be summarized into the following points: 
Ø Simple graphical interface for input-output data; 
Ø Calculation Spreadsheets in background thanks Macro developed in VBA; 
Ø Simple buttons identification to start calculation, reset inputs and switch from one interface to another; 
Ø Different colors boxes: white for input data, yellow for intermediate significant output, green for final 
results;  
Ø L.O.S. evaluation; 
Ø Facilities dimensional range identification; 
Ø Terminal layout automatic design generation; 
One possible further improvement that nowadays represent a limitation into tool application, it is left to the user 
which L.O.S. categories definition use as for example his preferable values, or the so called Fruin 1971 – USA, 
Europe, Polus 1995 – Middle East, Tanaboriboon 1995 – Asia, HCM 2000 – USA, HBS 2001 – West Europe range 
values etc. 
 
 
3.3 Pedestrian dynamics model application 
The need to represent pedestrian dynamics in an analytical way conduct the research to evaluate different 
approaches and models both macroscopic and microscopic as explained in Chapter 3.1. 
The goal was identify an instrument that allows to represent flow behavior through terminal facilities and get travel 
time. This imply the possibility to evaluate as every single facility satisfy the flow and how the flow move through 
it. Incorrect dimensions led the pedestrian to have delay into facilities passage increasing the total travel time from 
origin to destination. This lead to select the approach developed from V.M. Predtechenskii A.I. Milinskii [128] and 
in a next moment reviewed and applied from DDr. U. Schneider [129] for evacuation dynamic. Even if this model 
principally is used to evaluate evacuation process, through speed conversions is possible to consider dynamics also 
under comfort and usual conditions.  
 
 
Table 13. Pedestrian dynamics modellization through analytical model 
FACILITIES 
IDENTIFICATION 
INSIDE 
PEDESTRIAN 
TERMINAL 
CAPACITY 
VARIATION 
ANALYSIS 
TRAVEL TIME 
AND DELAY 
CALCULATION 
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The model was implemented into automatic excel spreadsheets, user friendly environment. In order to explain in 
which way the model works, will be useful introduce the case of study analyzed. To analyze a simple but complete 
case of study, it was selected a portion of an underground train station. In this way different facilities will be 
analyzed: platform, openings, walkways and stairs. 
 
Figure 47. Layout case of study, in red color pedestrian path 
 
The model firstly need to know the number of pedestrian that occurs during a typical scenario as for example train 
unloading and loading, its composition and the flow path. Secondly the layout is divided into functional elements 
through which flow should pass. If a train unloading dynamic is considered, the flow will move through the 
following elements: platform, openings, walkways, stairs and finally will reach the exit. Here follow a 
schematization. 
 
Figure 48. Layout schematization and functional element identification 
3 – 1° WALKWAY 
4 – 2° WALKWAY 5 – STAIRS 
1 - PLATFORM 
2 - OPENINGS 
TRACK SIDE 
EXIT SIDE 
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The model developed from the Russian researchers, V.M. Predtechenskii and A.I. Milinskii rose from empirical 
observation done in 1978. The speed and density of foot traffic flows were measured in about 3600 different 
situations. These measurements showed that the speed of the flow is a function of the density and the type of path, 
i.e. in principle they confirmed the facts discovered by S.V. Belyaev. Measurements also showed that for the same 
density the speed of the traffic flow could change drastically.  
They elaborated a relationship Speed – Density from these data, and on this basis the model was elaborated. Before 
starting to use and evaluate the behavior of the model was carry on a comparison with well noted Weidemann  
hypothesis and HCM definitions. The relationships are compatible among them in terms of average values, even if 
change the maximum density tested. The two Russian researchers was intentioned to arrive to collect data until a 
density equal to 8ped/sqm, whereas Weidemann and HCM  approach stopped  the relationship respectively to 
5,4ped/sqm and 4,67ped/sqm. Anyway the target of 8ped/sqm was never reached from the Russian researchers that 
collected data up to 7,36ped/sqm. 
 
 
Graphic 24. Speed – Density Predtechenskii & Milinskii Relationship 
 
From empirical data were appreciated three different speed profiles, according that the users are moving under usual 
condition, comfort situation or emergency situation. For the purpose of this study, this is very helpful, because help 
to identify best layout configuration according the situation at which engineers aim, or simply, identified the layout, 
having different speed profile available, selected one of it, verify the behavior of the terminal and its compatibility 
with laws, as fire regulamentation for example. 
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Figure 49. Original chart for Speed profiles 
 
Starting from the above speed values derived from empirical data, the researchers noted that pedestrian held a 
different behavior and consequently speed profile according if they are moving through a walkways, a stairs 
ascending, a stairs descending or simply if they are passing openings. Thank to these observations they develop 
empirical relationships, that starting from the speed values above identified, derived speeds for every single type of 
facility above mentioned. This value is function of density, D.  
Noted density, the transformation factor m, which empirical formulation was developed specifically for upstairs 
msal, downstairs mdis, and openings mo, multiplied for the value of speed that pedestrian held in walkway v, allows to 
derive speed in the single facility. 
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Stairs, descending:  
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Through a coefficient eµ , which empirical formulation and value are listed below, starting from the speeds above 
described, for every single facility is possible to obtain the speed value that pedestrian held during emergency 
situation ve. To get this value is sufficient multiply speed value as above described for coefficient eµ . 
 
 
Graphic 25. eµ Coefficient 
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For comfort situation the coefficient cµ range vary from 0,63 to 0,86. Results are plotted in  Figure 49. 
The product of density and speed 
q [m/min] = D[m2/m2] v[m/min] 
is called the intensity of movement since the value q, which do not depend on the width of the path, characterize the 
kinematics of the process of the foot traffic flow. Values of the intensity of movement correspond to values of traffic 
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capacity of a path of width 1m. The quantity q is called the specific traffic capacity in earlier publications. For a 
given density, different for each form of path, q reaches a maximum qmax and then falls.  
 
 
Graphic 26. q – D  for usual condition 
 
 
Graphic 27. q – D for emergency condition 
 
An important conclusion following from these considerations is that horizontal and inclined paths of movement, as 
also doorways, have a limit on traffic capacity determined by the density for qmax. This law has an important 
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meaning since, as will be shown later, a density exceeding the density for qmax causes bottleneck and stoppage of 
movement of people at section of the path where this limit is exceeded. The value of q for various densities and 
different paths of movement are computed using the formulas: 
for horizontal paths: 
Dvq =  
for openings: 
000 vDq =  
for stairs, descending: 
disdisdis vDq =  
for stairs, ascending: 
salsalsal vDq =  
 
The traffic capacity Q is a quantity that relates the parameters of movement: density D, speed v and parameter of 
path b, i.e. the number of people passing through a section of path with b in unit time: 
 
Q = D v b [m2/min] 
 
The density of a flow can be expressed: 
1. by number of people on unit area of floor,   D = N / bl person/m2 
2. by the area of floor occupied by one person,   D = bl / N m2/person 
3. by the ratio of the sum of horizontal projections of people to the floor area occupied by the flow 
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Where N is the number of people in the flow, b and l are the width and length of the area in m, f is the area of 
horizontal projection of one person in sqm and p number of person with f* profile projection. 
The size of people varies according to physique, age and dress. Based on the measurement of people and 
generalization from data in the literature, the researchers identify some values, here reported. 
 
Age and dress of person Width a, [m] Thickness c, [m] Area of horizontal projection of f, [m2] 
Adult:    
In summer dress 0,46 0,28 0,1 
In mid season street dress 0,48 0,3 0,113 
In winter street dress 0,5 0,32 0,125 
Youth 0,43-0,38 0,27-0,22 0,09-0,067 
Child 0,34-0,3 0,21-0,17 0,056-0,04 
Adult    
With child in arms 0,75 0,48 0,285 
With baggage in hand 0,9-1,1 0,75 0,35-0,825 
With knapsack 0,5 0,8 0,315 
With light package 0,75 0,4 0,235 
 
Table 14. Mean dimension of a person for computations 
 
The width is taken at the shoulder and the breadth at chest level. The shape of the horizontal projection is taken as 
an ellipse whose axes correspond to the width and breath of the person: 
acf
4
π
=  [m2] 
The first two expression for density are applicable only when the flow is homogeneous (for example, when the flow 
consists only of adults in casual wear or street dress) . The third expression is applicable for flow of random 
composition. The maximum density established in the model and verified under condition was found to be Dmax = 
0.92.  
In the case of study done, the population of pedestrian for mean dimensions was considered as a mix as follow: 60% 
adult in mid season street dress, 30% adult with knapsack and 10% adult with baggage in hand. 
In determining the value of maximum density it is assumed that the ellipse describing the horizontal projection of a 
person is not deformed during the compression of the flow. This condition is assumed as the basis of the design 
methodology. Actually, however, since the human body is flexible this shape changes during considerable 
compression and the area of horizontal projection diminishes. 
The maximum density of flow generally occurs at point where a path sharply narrows. Observations of movement 
through doors show that, other conditions being equal, the wider the door the less the mean density of the flow, the 
narrower the door, the greater the density. 
Here, consider the above graphics and value consideration done for Dmax a table with the maximum value for usual 
and emergency conditions is expressed. 
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q_max  
 WALKWAYS OPENINGS STAIRS DESCENT STAIR ASCENT 
USUAL CONDITION 10.13 10.65 8.14 7.29 
EMERGENCY 
CONDITION 12.42 13.32 9.85 9.19 
q(D=0.92) 
 WALKWAYS OPENINGS STAIRS DESCENT STAIR ASCENT 
USUAL CONDITION 8.31 8.91 3.95 6.03 
EMERGENCY 
CONDITION 9.63 10.32 4.78 7.60 
 
Table 15. q and D max value 
 
It was shown above that the speed of movement of the flow depends on its intensity, the form of the path and the 
degree of tenseness of the process. It has been observed that the movement of people near doorways becomes more 
coordinated than that achieved by higher speed of movement with the same density of flow. Coordination of 
movement apparently helps to reduce the width of the path, forcing people to adjust their psychological state in 
order to pass through a narrower and consequently less convenient segment of the path quickly. Going down stairs 
people expend less energy than walking along horizontal paths. Therefore one can expect higher speed of movement 
but it is necessary to take into account the gradient and the fact of steps. Going up stairs a greater amount of energy 
is expended then when moving along horizontal paths; hence the lower values of speeds are entirely logical. At high 
densities the character of the movement is the same as when descending, not rhythmic, but people feel safer. They 
are not afraid of making false steps or losing their balance. Therefore, in spite of a large expenditure of energy the 
speed of movement going up stairs is somewhat higher than going down. 
 
The boundary of adjoining sections is defined as a section of the path of the traffic flow where the width of the path 
and the form of the path (from horizontal to inclined, from inclined to doorways, etc.) change independently or 
simultaneously. 
Consider the foot traffic flow at the boundary of two adjoining sections of different width, see figure below. 
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Figure 50. Movement of people across minor section to major 
 
Assume that a foot traffic flow with Ni number of person and traffic capacity Qi moves to boundary across section i. 
This flow will continue the movement along the n+1 section with the traffic capacity Qi+1 after reaching the 
boundary. Obviously the same number of persons as reached the boundary along section n will continue beyond the 
boundary along the section n+1: 
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i.e. for unobstructed crossing of the boundary between two section by the flow their capacity should be identical. 
The time that flow will use to move forward will be simply, with L length of path: 
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For computation it is assumed that when the flow crosses the boundary of adjoining segments densities change 
abruptly. However, under actual conditions, when the width of the path changes in a  particular zone a gradual 
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change in density takes place near the boundary. It has been established by observation that when the path diverges 
the trajectories of the foot traffic flow nearest the walls deviate by approximately 30° from the axis of the flow and 
when the path converges, by 45°. 
It has been established by observations that crowding in front of the boundary of adjoining sectors is formed if Qn > 
Qn+1, when the number of people approaching the sector of path n in unit time is more than what the following 
sector of path n+1 can accommodated.  
 
 
 
Figure 51. Movement of people across major section to minor 
 
In calculating foot traffic flow the intensity of the movement  has an effect on the traffic capacity and in these cases 
it happens to be more than qmax for the corresponding form of path: 
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Since the intensity of movement cannot exceed qmax only a certain proportion of the people approaching the 
boundary cross over the sector n+1. The remainder form a crowd, thereby rapidly reducing the speed of flow and 
decreasing the traffic capacity of the sector ahead of the boundary to a value determined by the traffic capacity of 
the next sector. Having been delayed at the boundary, people try to cross it quickly and resume their movement. 
This effort, which is especially intense under emergency conditions, causes the rapid, almost instantaneous increase 
in density ahead of the boundary and at the boundary up to a value Dmax=0,92. 
 
In this last case the time necessary for pedestrian to move forward will be not only the time necessary to cross the 
generics situation, as in the previous case, but should be add a delay factor. The time of delay due to crowding can 
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be determined analytically. It is the difference between the time for the flow to pass though the cross section of 
adjoining sectors. Since the time for the stream to pass through the section of the path is given by the division of the 
number of people by the traffic capacity of the path the delay time is given by: 
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Defined a Range LOS desired, with instrument described in Chapter 3.2.1, is possible to obtain a dimensional range 
for every single facility and so different layout configurations. The model can be applied simply to different 
terminals configuration and is a good mean to identify pedestrian travel time. Through the application of this model 
the total travel time for path execution of pedestrians is obtained. This total time is divided in two components: time 
spent in travel, time spent in line to move forward section according Q variation. 
Selected a layout, the terminal is done from a sequence of facilities. Defined a L.O.S., with FDRD the dimension of 
every single facility is obtained. With this analytical model, the flow through facilities is analyzed, according Q 
variation. Different sizing of characteristic elements imply different surface of facility and consequently costs 
variation, than specific pedestrian travel time.  
Evaluate different possible terminal configurations starting from a L.O.S. range desired could be very helpful to test 
terminal performance subjected to a determined flow, with different configurations of facilities dimensions.  
Appear clearly that the possibility to test the model with a large combinations of values is very helpful to evaluate 
different solutions. 
 
 
3.4 Microscopic and Macroscopic models 
During the years have been developed different models of pedestrian dynamics. Two are the main points of view, 
from which the problem can be seen: the first one is the macroscopic, the second is the microscopic. If the former 
inquires the features of the whole flow, the latter investigates the peculiarities of the single walker, such as its free 
speed, its average speed and its trajectory. From these points are grown up various models: Helbing has developed 
the social force model and a model based on the maximization of pedestrian utility from the side of microscopic 
view, and a fluid dynamic model for the macroscopic one [143,21,148]. Another model based on the cellular 
automata has been advanced by Blue and Adler to understand the microscopic pedestrian movement [145]; Seyfried, 
Steffen and Lippert proposed a modification of the social force model; Hughes developed a dynamic continuum 
model and other authors like Lam et al. revisited it. In  the following Chapters, it will be described the principals 
microscopic and macroscopic models in order to motive the reason for which Social Force algorithm will be 
selected to evaluate the optimal solution generated from genetic algorithm application. 
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3.4.1 Macroscopic models 
Different kinds of macroscopic models exist. Some considering random inputs, other dealing with static flows and 
many other. All these models have the common feature to treat the crowd as a continuum medium characterized by 
averaged quantities like density and mean speed. In the following the main macroscopic models and two particular 
example of them are described deeply: the fluid dynamic model developed by Helbing, the continuum model 
analyzed by Hughes. 
 
3.4.1.1 Stochastic and deterministic models 
Deterministic models are all those models not subjected to randomness: with the same inputs the model will give out 
the same outcomes.  
A stochastic model is, on the other side, a model whose attributes are not known at all and because of that there is 
little uncertainty. Casual variables are given as inputs to determine either specific variables or actions. For the inner 
nature of stochastic models, different random number sequences will produce different results. 
 
3.4.1.2 Event based and time based models 
Event – based models work passing from an event to the next, skipping the points in the middle time. Skipping these 
points does not mean that they are not important, but that in these periods no events occur. In these models the steps 
may vary, corresponding to the intervals between to succeeding events. 
Time – based models work making time progress explicitly from one point to another. The steps do not normally 
vary, and their length depends on the level of detail of the model: typically the time gap can be of 0.1 s or 1.0 s. 
 
3.4.1.3 Static flow and time varying flow models 
The name of static flow or varying flow models depends on the data given as inputs. As a matter of fact, the analyst 
can give just once the inputs, as a set of constants, in this case the model will be a static flow one, or he/she can give 
different sets of data, that allow to make the OD matrix varying. In the latter case the model will be a varying flow 
one. 
It is important to underline that this differentiation does not take into account the possibility of represent time-
varying flows inner the model, due to for example incidents, signal cycling and so on. 
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3.4.1.4 Descriptive and normative models 
Descriptive models work to show how events will unfold after a given situation. Their goal is not to give a set of 
parameters to identify the best performance of the system, they rather try to describe the traffic behavior in specific 
conditions. 
On the other side, normative models try to find the best performance of a system, given an external influence that 
modifies the system equilibrium. This kind of model will give as output a set of parameters describing the best 
behavior. 
The definitions of the two models can be finally summarized as following: if a model has the objective to optimize 
the system behavior, it is a normative model. If it has the objective to describe the system, more than to optimize it, 
it is a descriptive model. 
 
3.4.1.5 Off line and real time models 
Real time models are these that work at the same time of the real one: one simulated second is one real second. 
Some problems can arise if  a large crowd is to analyze: in this case a large amount of computational operation is 
needed and therefore it is necessary to use a model fast enough to carry them out. 
Off line models are used distinctly from real situations: the analyst sets up the model, specifies the input 
magnitudes, leaves the model perform and finally reviews the results. Off line models are more used in studies 
investigating particular scenarios or testing specific conditions. Real time models are used more in training exercises 
or added to traffic signal controller. 
 
3.4.1.6 Fluid dynamic model 
Fluid dynamic models have been developed firstly by Helbing and Henderson. They consist in distinguishing 
pedestrians in groups of different types of motion, representing normally different walking directions. Each 
pedestrian of each group can be featured at a certain time by many quantities, as its place and its speed. In this way 
it is possible to individuate a density of pedestrian having the same kind of motion and showing these characteristics 
at a particular time. For these densities fluid motion equations can be derived from gas kinetic formulas. Differently 
from the real fluid dynamic equations these contain some terms typical of pedestrian movement, like the tendency of 
pedestrians to move with an intended speed, the changes in type of motion and the interactions among pedestrians. 
The equations of the model allow to calculate averaged quantities as density, mean speed and velocity variance of 
pedestrians, that permit to optimize pedestrian facilities by considerations on pedestrian flows. [146]. 
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3.4.1.7 Continuum model 
Continuum models have been chosen by different authors to describe crowd behavior. Lighthill and Whithnam have 
developed a continuum theory for vehicular traffic. Hughes followed their example to derive pedestrian crowd 
movement equations. Specifically he distinguishes two kinds of pedestrian crowd: the first characterized by one 
same type of motion, and the second, more general, featured by different groups of movement. In both cases, the 
author describes pedestrian groups by their density and speed. 
Treating a single kind of motion, he gives three hypotheses that allow to derive pedestrian movement equations: he 
considers pedestrian speed determined just by the density of the flow and by behavioral features of the walkers, he 
imagines pedestrian having a common sense of the potential, that means the task they face to reach their common 
destination, and he thinks walkers try always to minimize their travel time. 
From these hypotheses Hughes derives the following equations governing pedestrian flow: 
 
− 𝛛𝛒𝛛𝐭 + 𝛛𝛛𝐱 𝛒𝐠 𝛒 𝐟𝟐 𝛒 𝛛𝚽𝛛𝐱 + 𝛛𝛛𝐲 𝛒𝐠 𝛒 𝐟𝟐 𝛒 𝛛𝚽𝛛𝐲 = 𝟎 
and 
𝐠 𝛒 𝐟 𝛒 = 𝟏(𝛛𝚽𝛛𝐱 )𝟐 + (𝛛𝚽𝛛𝐲 )𝟐 
For different kinds of motion groups, Hughes adds a new hypothesis: he determines speed still with a function 𝐟(𝛒), 
where  𝛒 is no more the density of a single type, but it is the total density, density of the flow, which is the expected 
number of individuals located within unit area of floor space at a given time, t, and location x, y. 𝚽 refer to direction 
desired from pedestrian and finally g (𝛒) is a factor to allow for discomfort at very high densities. 
The general equations become: 
− 𝛛𝛒𝐢𝛛𝐭 + 𝛛𝛛𝐱 𝛒𝐢𝐠 𝛒 𝐟𝐢𝟐 𝛒 𝛛𝚽𝐢𝛛𝐱 + 𝛛𝛛𝐲 𝛒𝐢𝐠 𝛒 𝐟𝐢𝟐 𝛒 𝛛𝚽𝐢𝛛𝐲 = 𝟎 
and 
𝐠 𝛒 𝐟𝐢 𝛒 = 𝟏(𝛛𝚽𝐢𝛛𝐱 )𝟐 + (𝛛𝚽𝐢𝛛𝐲 )𝟐 
With I = 1,…, N 
The peculiarity of this model is that the author treats pedestrians characteristics, as speed and perception, not as 
individual ones, but as a continuum. This allow to use equations collecting pedestrians into tribes of approximate 
type, rather than using the formulas in an integro-differential way. [147] 
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3.4.2 Microscopic models 
Microscopic models are all these models that treat pedestrians as individuals and, because of that, they are able to 
predict pedestrian flow performances. The main microscopic models are quoted in the following. 
 
3.4.2.1 Social Force Model 
Helbing has introduced in [143] the idea of social force model. This concept can be interpreted as a vectorial 
quantity 𝐅𝛂(𝐭) that describes the systematic temporal changes 𝐝𝐰𝛂 𝐝𝐭 of the preferred velocity 𝐰𝛂(𝐭) of a 
pedestrian α. This force must represent the effect of the environment on the behavior of the described pedestrian.  
However, the social force is not really exerted by the environment on a pedestrian’s body: it can be thought as a 
quantity that describes the concrete motivation to act. 
There are four reasons that cause the motion of a pedestrian α: 
A walker normally wants to reach its destination as comfortable as possible and without detours. This way will 
usually have a polygonal shape with edges named 𝐫𝛂𝟏,… , 𝐫𝛂𝐧 = 𝐫𝛂𝟎. If 𝐫𝛂𝐤 is the next edge the pedestrian will reach, its 
desired direction of motion 𝐞𝛂 (𝐭) will be: 
𝐞𝛂 𝐭 ≔ 𝐫𝛂𝐤 − 𝐫𝛂 (𝐭)𝐫𝛂𝐤 − 𝐫𝛂 (𝐭)  
 
Where 𝐫𝛂 (𝐭) denotes the actual position of the pedestrian α at time t. 
If a pedestrian’s motion is not disturbed, it will walk into the desired direction with a certain desired speed 𝐯𝛂𝟎. A 
deviation of the actual velocity 𝐯𝛂 𝐭  from the desired one 𝐯𝛂𝟎 𝐭 ≔ 𝐯𝛂𝟎𝐞𝛂(𝐭) due to the necessary deceleration 
processes leads to a tendency to reach 𝐯𝛂𝟎 𝐭  again with a certain relaxation time 𝛕𝛂.  So can be introduce an 
acceleration term of the form: 
𝐅𝛂𝟎 𝐯𝛂 , 𝐯𝛂𝟎𝐞𝛂 ≔ 𝟏𝛕𝛂 (𝐯𝛂𝟎𝐞𝛂 −   𝐯𝛂 ) 
 
The motion of a pedestrian α is influenced  even by other pedestrians. A person  keeps distance from other people 
and this distance depends on pedestrians density and the desired speed. A pedestrian normally feels increasingly 
uncomfortable the closer it gets to a strange person. This results in repulsive effects of other pedestrians β, 
represented by vectorial quantities: 𝐟𝛂𝛃 𝐫𝛂𝛃 ≔   −𝛁𝐫𝛂𝛃𝐕𝛂𝛃[𝐛 𝐫𝛂𝛃 ] 
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It is assumed that the repulsive potential 𝐕𝛂𝛃(𝐛) is a monotonic decreasing  function of b with equi potential  lines 
having the form of an ellipse that is directed into the direction of motion. The reason for this is the forward space 
already introduced in the second section. 
Pedestrians feel also uncomfortable the closer to  a border they are. Therefore, another repulsive effect has to be 
taken into account. This is described by the following expression: 𝐅𝛂𝐁 𝐫𝛂𝐁 ≔   −𝛁𝐫𝛂𝐁𝐔𝛂𝐁[ 𝐫𝛂𝐁 ] 
 
Moreover pedestrian can be sometimes attracted by other people or objects, for example by buckers or by shopping 
windows. These attractive effects 𝐟𝛂𝐢 at place 𝐫𝐢 can be modeled by attractive, monotonic increasing potentials 𝐖𝛂𝐢( 𝐫𝛂𝐢 , 𝐭) similarly to the way we have modeled the repulsive effects: 𝐟𝛂𝐢 𝐫𝛂𝐢 , 𝐭 ≔   −𝛁𝐫𝛂𝐢𝐖𝛂𝐢[ 𝐫𝛂𝐢 , 𝐭 ] 
The main difference is the following: the attractiveness is usually decreasing with time t since the interest is 
declining. These attractive effects are one of the reasons of the formation of pedestrian groups. 
In summary the repulsive and attractive effects on pedestrian’s behavior are given by: 𝐅𝛂𝛃 𝐞𝛂, 𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝛃 ≔ 𝐰 𝐞𝛂 −   𝐟𝛂𝛃 𝐟𝛂𝛃(𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝛃) 𝐅𝛂𝐢 𝐞𝛂, 𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝐢, 𝐭 ≔ 𝐰 𝐞𝛂 −   𝐟𝛂𝐢 𝐟𝛂𝐢(𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝐢, 𝐭) 
Assuming that the total effect of the previously mentioned influences is given by the sum of all effects, we can now 
write the pedestrian’s total motivation 𝐅𝛂(𝐭). 𝐅𝛂 𝐭 ≔ 𝐅𝛂𝟎 𝐯𝛂, 𝐯𝛂𝟎𝐞𝛂 +    𝐅𝛂𝛃(𝐞𝛂, 𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝛃)𝛃 +    𝐅𝛂𝐁(𝐞𝛂𝐁, 𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝐁)𝐁 +    𝐅𝛂𝐢(𝐞𝛂, 𝐫𝛂 − 𝐫𝐢, 𝐭)𝐢  
The social force model is finally defined by: 𝐝𝐰𝛂𝐝𝐭 ≔ 𝐅𝛂 𝐭 +   𝐟𝐥𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬 
The fluctuations take into account the random variations of pedestrian behavior. 
Finally, the model is completed by a relation between the actual velocity and the preferred one. Since the actual 
speed is limited by pedestrian’s maximal acceptable speed 𝐯𝛂𝐦𝐚𝐱, we assume that the realized motion is given by: 𝐝𝐫𝛂𝐝𝐭 =   𝐯𝛂 𝐭 ≔ 𝐰𝛂 𝐭 𝐠( 𝐯𝛂𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐰𝛂 ) 
 
Where  
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𝐠 𝐯𝛂𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐰𝛂 ≔ 𝟏                                      𝐢𝐟   𝐰𝛂 <   𝐯𝛂𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐯𝛂𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐰𝛂                                               𝐨𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐰𝐢𝐬𝐞 
 
3.4.2.2 Utility maximization model  
This model, developed by Helbing [143], is based on the idea that pedestrian decisions cannot be totally random, but 
they have to show some regularities. In specific, the author have proposed that the common denominator to all 
pedestrian decisions is the walker’s utility maximization. Moreover, he treats some behaviors of pedestrians as 
attractive and repulsive effects. On this point of view, the model is similar to the social force one.  
Helbing himself underlines that such a model cannot be exactly valid, because of the intrinsic fluctuations of 
pedestrian behavior. As a matter of fact, the author take as starting point of his work the concept that every 
man/woman has already experienced the most situations he/she meets during a trip. But it can succeed that a non 
standard situation happens, or that he/she has not learned the optimal strategy yet, or also that emotional reasons 
influence the movement. 
Helbing starts from giving particular properties to the velocity of motion. He assumes that if a pedestrian i wants to 
arrive at a destination 𝐱𝐢𝟎 at time 𝐓𝐢, being at place 𝐱𝐢(𝐭) at time t, its speed may be: 
As uniform as possible: 𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭 ≈ 𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐬𝐭. 𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭 ≔    𝐬𝐢(𝐭)𝐓𝐢!  𝐭   if the remaining distance is 𝐬𝐢 𝐭 ≔ 𝐱𝐢𝟎 − 𝐱𝐢(𝐭)  and the remaining time is 𝐓𝐢 −   𝐭 . 
Moreover, the direction 𝐞𝐢  of the movement should be in the simplest case directly oriented towards the destination 𝐱𝐢𝟎, that means: 
𝐞𝐢 ≔ 𝐱𝐢𝟎 − 𝐱𝐢 (𝐭)𝐱𝐢𝟎 − 𝐱𝐢 (𝐭)  
As in the previous model, Helbing assumes that if the way to the destination is not rectilinear, it can be 
approximated to a polygon with edges 𝐱𝐢𝐧,… , 𝐱𝐢𝟎 where 𝐱𝐢𝐧 represents the starting point. 
The author then assumes that a moving pedestrian i of mass 𝐦𝐢, walking with speed 𝐯𝐢 𝐭 ≔ 𝐝𝐱𝐢(𝐭) 𝐝𝐭, applies a 
force: 
 
(1) 
𝐟𝐢 𝐭 ≡ 𝐦𝐢 𝐝𝐯𝐢 𝐭𝐝𝐭 ≔ 𝛄𝐢[𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 − 𝐯𝐢 𝐭 ] 
 
To get the acceleration 𝐝𝐯𝐢 𝐭𝐝𝐭  towards the intended velocity of motion: 
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(2) 
𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 ≔ 𝐞𝐢 ∗ 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐧                                          𝐢𝐟  𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭 < 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭           𝐢𝐟  𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐧 < 𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭 < 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐱                                        𝐢𝐟  𝐮𝐢𝟎 𝐭 < 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐱  
 
So, the force 𝐟𝐢 𝐭  is proportional to the difference between intended and actual velocity, and it vanishes when both 
are equal. 
By (1) the reader can notice that 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢 𝐭  approaches 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭  with a relation time of 𝐦𝐢 𝛄𝐢. 
The term 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭  represents the motivation to go ahead. Besides that, 𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭  has been cut off at 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐧 and 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐱 
because speeds under 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐧 are felt boring  and the ones over 𝐮𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐱 are felt uncomfortable. In the following has been 
made the assumption of 𝐯𝐢𝟎 = 𝐮𝐢𝟎. 
An Object or person j met from the pedestrian i can sometimes induce a psychic reaction in the pedestrian, 
motivating i to approach or avoid j. this behavior can be described by the attractive or repulsive effects 𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐚 or 𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐫  . 
These are  known as gradient of approach or avoidance and they are not forces, but rather measure of the direction 
and strength of the psychic motivation of j to approach/avoid j. The strength of these motivations will lessen with 
increasing distance 𝐫𝐢𝐣 = 𝐱𝐣 − 𝐱𝐢  of i and j. the direction 𝐞𝐢𝐣 is oriented towards or away from j, that means: 
𝐞𝐢𝐣 = ±𝐫𝐢𝐣 = ± 𝐱𝐣 − 𝐱𝐢𝐱𝐣 − 𝐱𝐢  
So, if 𝐫𝐢𝐣 is represented as following: 𝐫𝐢𝐣 ≔   𝐱𝐣 − 𝐱𝐢 = 𝐫𝐢𝐣 ∙ 𝐫𝐢𝐣 
Finally is found the expression of the attractive/repulsive effects: 𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐚|𝐫 𝐫𝐢𝐣 = ±𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐚|𝐫 𝐫𝐢𝐣 ∙ 𝐫𝐢𝐣 
If there are not other motivations, the total effect becomes the sum of the previous attractive and repulsive effects 
induced by j: 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐫𝐢𝐣 = 𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐚(𝐫𝐢𝐣) + 𝐟𝐢𝐣𝐫(𝐫𝐢𝐣) 
That means that the effect given by j plays an analogous role as the motivation to go ahead 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 . 
This would lead to a movement according to the expression: 
 
(3) 
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𝐦𝐢 𝐝𝐯𝐢 𝐭𝐝𝐭 = 𝐟𝐢 𝐭 ≔ ( 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 +𝐣 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 ) − 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢 𝐭  
Often is not optimal to behave according to (3), in particular in the case of contradictory motivations 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭  and 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 , because it evokes psychic conflict. In this case it is better for the individual to take a decision, whereby the 
alternative with the maximal utility will be preferred. 
Following the Lewins field theoretical view, as Helbing does, once a decision is taken, a new motivation arises as 
substitute of the original one. This motivation is a sort of psychic tension that causes the pedestrian to act in the way 
of decreasing this tension. Because of that, the body of the walker will be induced to generate a physical force 𝐟𝐢 𝐭 ≔ 𝐟𝐢𝟎(𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 , 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 , 𝐭) − 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢 𝐭  
Which causes a movement according to: 
(4) 
𝐦𝐢 𝐝𝐯𝐢 𝐭𝐝𝐭 = 𝐟𝐢(𝐭) ≔ 𝐟𝐢𝟎(𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 , 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 , 𝐭) − 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢 𝐭  
A pedestrian stops to move only when the motivation vanishes: 𝐟𝐢𝟎 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 , 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 , 𝐭 = 𝟎 
By 
𝐟𝐢𝟎 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 , 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭 , 𝐭 = 𝐟𝐢𝐣 𝐭 +𝐣 𝛄𝐢𝐯𝐢𝟎 𝐭  
So equation (3) can be interpreted as a special case of the (4) one. 
 
3.4.2.3 Cellular automata model 
Cellular Automata - CA – micro simulation is an effective technique to model complex behavior. It is based on the 
principle of entities occupying cells and it allows for a time based simulation approach.[148] Each cell can find in 
one of a few states. At each time step, the state of the cells is updated on the base of its previous state and of this of 
its neighbors. This kind of simulation has been applied to vehicular traffic by authors like Rickert, and some 
researchers tried to apply it also to pedestrian movements: Dijkstra developed a first study on CA system for 
visualization pedestrian activity; Schadschneider perform a research about CA, modeling pedestrian dynamics using 
a two dimensional cellular automata model and Blue and Adler proposed a Cellular Automata Model analyzed for 
unidirectional, bidirectional, and four directional flows. 
The increasing interest in CA models is due to the possibility of giving individual properties to each traveler. 
Moreover they are intuitively understandable and they can be considered behavioral models because of their rule 
sets and individual properties. 
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3.4.2.4 Benefit cost cellular models 
Benefit cost cellular models have been proposed by Gipps and Marksjo in 1985. They work very similarly to 
Cellular Automata models: as a matter of fact, they treat people as particles, associating every pedestrian to a cell. 
The cells form all together a grid, in which also obstacles are determined. The difference from CA Models is the 
mechanism, with whom pedestrian movement is realized: this models use the maximum net benefit one. It consists 
in assigning a numeric value – score – to all nine cells in pedestrian’s neighborhood – also pedestrian’s cell is 
included. The score expresses the benefit the pedestrian acquires by moving to the considered cell. When two 
walkers fields overlap, the score is the sum of the two. Each pedestrian will move to the cell with the maximum 
benefit. 
 
3.4.2.5 Discrete choice models 
Discrete choice models are disaggregate behavioral models designed to forecast  the behavior of pedestrians in 
choice situations. These models treat the demand as the result of various decisions, made by each individual of the 
considered population.[149]  
They assume that each alternative in a choice experiment can be associated with a value, called utility. The 
individual selects the alternative with the highest value. The utility is a variable modeled as random variable 
depending on attributes of the alternative and the socio economic characteristics of the decision maker.  Several 
decision rules theories have been developed and can be used to describe the decision-maker behavior: from 
neoclassical economic theory to random utility model and nested logit ones. 
 
3.4.2.6 Queuing models 
A queuing model uses a discrete event Monte Carlo simulation, where each room is denoted by a node and doors by 
links; each pedestrian departs from a node, queues in a link and arrives in another node.  Each person has a location 
goal, its route and travel time is recorded in each node. 
When a pedestrian arrives in a node, it makes a weighted random choice to decide what link is better to choose. If it 
is not possible to use a link, the pedestrian waits or chooses another link. At the initial node the person needs a 
certain time to start the movement, while in the last one the individual stops the entire motion. 
 
3.4.2.7 Magnetic force models 
Magnetic force models first were developed by Okazaki during the last half of XX century. They represent the 
application of magnetic models and equation of motion in magnetic field to pedestrian movement. 
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Pedestrians, their destinations and obstacles are represented by poles: pedestrians and obstacles are the positive one, 
while their goals are represented by the negative pole. Walkers move towards their goal and avoid collisions. They 
are subjected to two kind of forces: a magnetic force given by Coulomb’s law, depending on the distance between 
pedestrians and by the intensity of magnetic load of the walkers; the second type is a repulsive force that avoids 
pedestrian collision with obstacles or other individuals. The total forces deriving from other pedestrians, goals and 
obstacles act to each pedestrian and determine its speed at each time. [Buzna, Teknomo] 
 
3.4.2.8 Agent based models 
Agent based models permit to treat individually each pedestrian and then to model pedestrians in groups or their 
interactions. The agents are software objects modeling pedestrian movement in a virtual environment. They contain 
in themselves local data and algorithms. The firsts describe pedestrian’s individuality while the seconds model the 
set of context – mediated behavioral rules. These rules highly depends  from empirical analysis, interviews and 
surveys and they are consequently strictly connected to the single study. Pedestrian movement is moreover 
motivated by agent’s goals, updated according to external circumstances.[Buzna] 
 
 
3.4.3 Micro vs Macro: Social Force Model selection 
Finally it can be interesting making a short comparison between microscopic and macroscopic models. 
Microscopic models have surely the advantage that they can study the factors that lead pedestrians towards their 
destination considering the interactions among them and, because of that, they give a realistic view of pedestrian 
movement and behavior. Their problem is their hard analytical manipulability and their computing cost. Among all 
the model introduced, the more adequate for the purpose of this work is the social force algorithm, according 
information provided; more than that the possibility to calibrate it through the results of PEDONI Algorithm 
increased its potentiality. 
Macroscopic models, on the other side, are maybe easier to manipulate, but the performances they give of pedestrian 
movement seems to be unrealistic: as a matter of fact, they treat walkers like unthinking particles. They give a 
general overview of pedestrian movement calculating pedestrian flow, density and speed. Moreover they permit to 
general estimate the level of comfort and the possibly congestion situations in a network, which have all to be then 
better analyzed thanks to microscopic models.  
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“… Se la perfezione non fosse una chimera,  
            non avrebbe tanto successo …” 
 
     Honoré de Balzac, Massime e pensieri di Napoleone, 1838 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4  Optimal definition of terminal layout: 
methodology developed 
 
Following the analytical tools developed and applied in the previous Chapter, it was necessary to combine 
infrastructure characteristic magnitudes with performances itself is able to assure at benefit users. Obviously this 
imply to consider costs connected with spaces and pedestrians. The combination and the research of the right trade 
off among infrastructure and pedestrian costs was express through the objective function elaborated.  
The term that allows to quantify pedestrian cost inside objective function derived from the schematization of spaces 
through which pedestrians move, splitting users time into time spent walking, during their path from, the time in 
which they are forced to stay in line due to congestion phenomena.  
The need to express infrastructure cost led to identify a coefficient representing construction cost for square meter 
for the different spaces modeled, based into statistical worldwide costs reports published. These coefficients allow to 
express infrastructure cost according sizing. 
Defined the dimensional range inside which facilities definition occurred, the population for genetic algorithm 
application will be performed with Sobol methodology. The next application of  M.O.G.A. - Multi Objective 
Genetic Algorithm - allows to define the domain of optimal solutions for terminal layout configuration according 
the L.O.S. desired and flow estimated. 
The optimal solutions will be consequently evaluated with Social Force Algorithm application. In this way, it is 
possible to obtain qualitative and quantitative indicators for decision makers final evaluation according case by case 
further constrains, will, strategy etc.  
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4.1 Objective function definition  
4.1.1 Pedestrian movement dynamic function  
Firstly is necessary define the travel time necessary for pedestrians to move inside terminal according their path. Let 
to consider Figure 48. Inside layout, pedestrian that starts their path from platform (element 1) and need to arrive at 
exit after stairs (element 5), need to move through, platform - element 1 - , opening - element 2 -, 2 walkways – 
elements 3 and 4, and ascending stairs – element 5. The dynamic is modeled through model explained in Chapter 
3.3. The model used, examined the Q variation between consecutive facilities, provides travel time necessary for 
pedestrian to move from origin to destination. 
During the path, according Q variation, depending from facility dimension, that is to say from FDRD outputs, 
pedestrian can spend their time to move from origin to destination walking or in line, if crowded event occurs due to 
the passage from a section with a major Q than the successive.  
Defined tp(t), the total time that pedestrian needs to move from origin to destination, its calculation will be 
elaborated through the sum of the time that pedestrian requires to pass the facilities, according Chapter 3.3. For 
every facility user acquires a travel time; part of this time is used to walk through the facility and so depending from 
dimension of the facility and part from the time that can be spent in line due to Q variation. 
Defined tm_i, the time that user requires to walk through element i, and tw_i, the time that the user spends in line 
during its travel through element i, tp can be calculated as: 
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where n is the total number of functional element inside terminal. 
Obviously user perceives in different way the time according if he is moving or he is in line.  
Time spent waiting is commonly valued much more highly than time spent travelling. [140] 
This imply that the definition of pedestrian cost function required to weigh the times tm_i and tw_i  in a different way. 
Consequently will be defined cp_m, the weight applied to tm_i, and cp_w the weight of tw_i.  
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Analyzed different sources of literature, where selected the following values: 
- cp_m = 1.28,    cp_w=  2.51 [141]  
 
In the future developments of this work , will be useful to evaluate the function above introduced with other value 
sof cp_m and cp_w to get the consequences that different values determinate in the outputs methodology. 
 
 
4.1.2 Pedestrian Cost  
Travelers usually underestimate and overestimate the actual travel time they experienced. In the psychological 
research field, Roeckelein (2000) reports that time perception has a long history, dating back to the late 18th century. 
Evidences from the psychophysics literature have suggested perceived (subjective) time as a power function of the 
objective clock time. Block’s (1985) cognitive model proposes that duration experience results from an interaction 
among: contents of time periods (e.g., empty or filled time); activities during time periods; subjects characteristics 
(e.g. personality); and temporal behavior (e.g., method of measurement). Hornik’s (1992) research focuses on the 
effect of affective moods as a situational variable on temporal judgment. It is hypothesized that mood biases 
temporal judgment by influencing the information to be recalled from memory. Individuals in a good mood, for 
instance, are prone to retrieve positive information, which in turn biases their judgment in a direction congruent with 
the mood. In transportation research, Bates et al. (2001) argue that it is likely travelers are maximizing utility 
according to their own divergent views of the objective distribution (i.e. based on actual measurements). 
Consequently, travelers will differ in their optimal solutions depending on the degree of distortion of their subjective 
distribution with regards to the objective distribution. Rietveld (2001) notices that in travel surveys most 
respondents apply rounding of departure and arrival times to multiples of 5, 15 and 30 minutes. A possible 
explanation for this effect is that scheduled activities force people to plan their trips in advance which provides them 
with anchor points for their memory afterwards. Explicitly addressing rounding leads to a considerably better 
treatment of variances of reported travel times and enables one to avoid biases in the computation of average 
transport times based on travel surveys. Li (2003) examines the perception of travel time and the evaluation of the 
urban commute experience. Perceived travel time is defined as a function of commute characteristics, journey 
episodes, travel environments, and expectancy. 
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Peer (2013) compares reported travel times by subjects from questionnaires (subjective) to their travel times from 
camera data (objective). He finds that certainly perception error is an issue that need to be taken in consideration. 
More studies using objective travel time measurements may be overestimating the value of time as the objective 
travel time distributions differ from the subjective travel time distributions. If a traveler perceives travel times as 
longer than they actual are (i.e. the subjective travel time is an overestimation of the objective travel time), he is 
expected to overreact to travel times in real-life situation. The Value of Time - VOT - derived from a model which 
defines the attributes of the choice alternatives in terms of objective travel time could overestimate the willingness 
to pay for individuals for a reduction of one hour of perceived travel time (i.e. subjective). Carrion (2013) reports 
that the goodness of fit statistics indicate that the models with self-reported travel times from surveys fit the data 
better in contrast to models with measured travel times from GPS devices. Moreover, the subjects are more 
influenced in their choices by the travel time measures than by socio-demographic variables (e.g. income, gender, 
trip purpose), which are not found statistically significant.  
Time spent travelling during the working day is a cost to the employer’s business. It is assumed that savings in 
travel time convert non-productive time to productive use and that, in a free labor market, the value of an 
individual’s working time to the economy is reflected in the wage rate paid. This benefit is assumed to be passed 
into the wider economy and to accrue in some proportion to the producer, the consumer and the employee, 
depending on market conditions. [140]  
The value of time varies considerably from person to person and depends upon the purpose of the journey, but can 
generally be divided into two sets of valuations: working time and non-working time. This division is appropriate 
because the value of working time (i.e. time spent travelling in the course of work) is calculated differently from the 
value of non-working time (i.e. time spent travelling outside work). 
This is time spent outside work, which might include journeys to and from work and leisure journeys. Since this 
time is not valued in a market, it can only be estimated from revealed preference or stated preference analysis 
techniques, where the real or hypothetical choices of travelers between faster, more expensive modes and slower, 
cheaper modes can be examined. 
For example, if a traveler has a choice between a coach which takes six hours and costs £10, or a train which takes 
four hours and costs £30, we can deduce that if the traveler chooses the train, their value of time is £10 per hour or 
more (because they are willing to spend at least £20 to save two hours' travel time). 
The difficulty in narrowing down the actual value of time from a pair of choices means that hypothetical situations 
are generally used (the stated preference technique) to deduce values of time. 
The value of non-working time is linked strongly to utility theory. 
 
So defined as above fp(t), assumed the value of time cped_h, the pedestrian cost cped  is obtained as follow: 
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In this case the value of time is considered as a non working time and so cped_h  = 8€/h [141].  
Due to the main goal followed in this research activity the definition of cped_h is a functional determination to 
structure the objective function and to obtain an infrastructure cost comparable with pedestrian cost. As future 
development, considered statistical digressions about platoon composition, could be interesting obtain the cped value 
as sum of cped calculated for the different types of pedestrian present inside platoons. 
 
 
4.1.3  Infrastructure Cost 
Esteemed the cost for pedestrian to move forward the infrastructure, cped, is necessary define the cost function for 
infrastructure construction. Obtained this for the infrastructure or any other realization, will be possible to link these 
costs into a unique function, the objective function researched. 
The definition of infrastructure cost is very difficult due to the vast range of factors that involve its identification. 
Before enter in the way in which this research considered the terminals cost, is necessary report some definitions 
about infrastructure. 
Infrastructure is: 
- Free Dictionary [130] reports: 
1. An underlying base or foundation especially for an organization or system; 
2. The basic facilities, services, and installations needed for the functioning of a community or 
society, such as transportation and communications systems, water and power lines, and public 
institutions including schools, post offices, and prisons; 
- Oxford Dictionary [131] reports: 
1. The term infrastructure has been used since 1927 to refer collectively to the roads, bridges, rail 
lines, and similar public works that are required for an industrial economy, or a portion of it, to 
function. The term also has had specific application to the permanent military installations 
necessary for the defense of a country. Perhaps because of the word's technical sound, people 
now use infrastructure to refer to any substructure or underlying system. Big corporations are 
said to have their own financial infrastructure of smaller businesses, for example, and political 
organizations to have their infrastructure of groups, committees, and admirers. The latter sense 
may have originated during the Vietnam War in the use of the word by military intelligence 
officers, whose task it was to delineate the structure of the enemy's shadowy organizations. 
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Today we may hear that conservatism has an infrastructure of think tanks and research 
foundations or that terrorist organizations have an infrastructure of people sympathetic to their 
cause. The Usage Panel finds this extended use referring to people to be problematic, however. 
Seventy percent of the Panelists find it unacceptable in the sentence FBI agents fanned out to 
monitor a small infrastructure of persons involved with established terrorist organizations; 
2.  the basic physical and organizational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, power 
supplies) needed for the operation of a society or enterprise: the social and economic 
infrastructure of a country; 
- Investopedia Dictionary [132] reports: 
1. The basic physical systems of a business or nation. Transportation, communication, sewage, 
water and electric systems are all examples of infrastructure. These systems tend to be high-
cost investments, however, they are vital to a country's economic development and prosperity. 
Infrastructure projects may be funded publicly, privately or through public-private 
partnerships; 
2. Sometimes private companies will choose to invest in a country's infrastructure development as 
part of a business expansion effort. For example, an energy company might build pipelines and 
railways in a country where it wants to refine petroleum. This investment can benefit both the 
company and the country. Infrastructure is also an asset class that tends to be less volatile than 
equities over the long term and generally provides a higher yield. As a result, some companies 
and individuals like to invest in infrastructure for its defensive characteristics. Individuals and 
institutions can invest in infrastructure through infrastructure funds and can even choose 
specialized funds, such as those that invest in transportation infrastructure or water 
infrastructure.  
A pedestrian terminal being a place of public utility, through which people can move for different purpose, is 
correctly defined as an infrastructure.  
As mentioned in the previous Chapters, the goal of this research activity is the selection of the best terminal layout 
configuration. For this purpose the cost of infrastructure, cinf, is defined as a multiplication between two factors, the 
total surface of infrastructure, totsur, and its cost for sqm, csqm. The totsur is a consequence of FDRD. For every 
combination of facilities dimension,  totsur will assume a different value.   
sqmsurctotc =inf  
 
The definition of csqm, wasn’t a simple challenge. For this reason where analyzed different literature sources with the 
goal to obtain an average value. Taking into account the case of study selected, i.e. a portion of an underground train 
station, the goal was look to calibrate a value for this particular type of infrastructure. 
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For the purpose was selected the report issued in 2006 from EC Harris Built Asset Consultancy [133]. Past and later 
edition were also consulted.  
The costs in [133] represent typical guideline ranges of costs that a client could expect to pay, based on  price levels. 
Costs in this report are for square meter or per sq ft of gross floor area, measured to the internal face of the external 
walls. Building costs are affected by a number of factors, building type, location, site accessibility, design, etc. 
However, it is possible to give costs assuming “average design vale”, “average accessibility” etc. The costs in [133] 
are indicative costs for average conditions, that is to say an unrestricted site with no abnormal requirements (for 
demolitions, special foundations etc.). The cost used in this research activity was updated through EC Harris Tender 
Price Index. These updated figures were checked against costs for tenders, according public UK data. 
The study engage not only buildings cost analysis, but provide also costs for roads, bridges and other infrastructures. 
This data  for infrastructure published in the report has come from the work that EC Harris carrying out with the 
Public Ministers and Agencies.  Costs are given for the more common forms of infrastructure. All rates are inclusive 
of preliminaries but exclusive design, planning and supervision, and VAT.  
In the case of study selected, EC Harris reported [133] a price for square meter specific for pedestrian underground 
infrastructure equal to 6150£/sqm. 
This imply to assume:  
 
Csqm = 6150£/sqm equal to 7366€/sqm - Currency change October 2013 [134] 
 
The approach developed aim to be a general approach. For this reason must to be clarified that average values for 
sqm can be easily founded also for other kind of infrastructure, in the same report or in other similar texts also. 
Specific conditions, as well particular requirements for the infrastructure, imply a case by case  deep analysis. 
Finally some clarifications are necessary. In this infrastructure cost estimation weren’t considered some setting that 
usually must to be consider into business plan elaboration. Any considerations were carry on about terminal 
management for example, usual maintenance, extraordinary maintenance, hardware management and renovation, 
securities adjustment in fire prevention, electronic systems, surveillance etc, as well as the cost of employees. Other 
evaluations should be carry on about land costs and public utility, preferably through the use of cost benefit  
analysis. To conclude considerations about the terms of investment, as cost of money, interests rates, risk analysis 
weren’t performed. 
The goal of the present research activity was to define the objective function for the next Genetic Algorithm 
application, reason for which the above elements were not considered deeply, being out of the core of this study. A 
deeply collaboration with economical disciplines will be necessary to increase the accuracy of infrastructure cost.      
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4.1.4 Objective Function  
Obtained the cost of pedestrian to move through infrastructure cped, and defined the cost of infrastructure cinf, the 
following objective function was elaborated: 
inf_ ccpc pedlifeusefultot +=  
where puseful_time, is the number of pedestrians during the useful time of infrastructure. 
The objective was the research of the minimum value of the total cost, ctot, ensuring the input L.O.S.. This imply the 
research of the right tradeoff between terminal layout configuration and consequent pedestrian travel time. An 
excessive facilities dimension imply an increasing into cinf. This fact allows to pedestrian to move without 
accumulate delay; consequently testing cped function into layout dimensional increasing process, overtaken a 
threshold, after which pedestrians move without delay generated from interactions and crowded situation, cped value 
is expected to increase only proportionality to the travel time necessary to cross the layout, due to the growth of 
terminal dimension. Small layouts size imply a decreasing of cinf., being a decrement into infrastructure square 
meters, and an increasing into cped due to congestions factors that will occur inside terminal.  
For what concern the number of pedestrians during the useful time of infrastructure, the following expression was 
elaborated: 
yeardayptrenddynamiclifeusefullifeuseful dhfpyp dynamicλ__ =  
Where: 
puseful_life  = infrastructure users during its useful life; 
yuseful_life  = useful life of infrastructure; in the case of study value set up to 50; 
pdynamic  = users for every single dynamic: in the case of study a dynamic is “user descending from train 
and reach exit” and vice versa; in the case of study value set up to 250; 
λ trend = flow estimation provisional during the year; in the case of study set up to 1, as simplification; 
fpdynamic  = frequency of the dynamic; in the case of study value set up to 2 minutes, that is to say that 
every 2 minutes 250 users occupy the platform;  
hday  = hours for day in which a dynamic occur; in the case of study value set up to 6 hours/day; 
dyear  = days for year in which dynamic occur; in the case of study value set up to 250 days/year; 
The values above expressed were considered for the case of study analyzed. Although pdynamic, fpdynamic, hday and dyear 
are magnitudes that case by case can be set up when the approach developed will be performed, particular attention 
must to be dedicate to yuseful_life. 
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[135] The useful life of an asset is the estimated length of time during which the asset is able to deliver a given level 
of service. An asset is an object (physical or intangible) that has an identifiable value and a useful life greater than 
12 months, that is or could be used by the entity responsible for it to provide a service. 
Alternate definitions of asset: 
- "A physical component of a facility which has value, enables services to be provided and has an economic 
life of greater than 12 months. " [136]; 
- says that "assets means future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or 
other past events." [137]  
- "an item with an independent physical and functional identity and age, within a facility (e.g. pump, motor, 
Sedimentation Tank, Water Main)." [138] 
- A physical component of a road system or network. An asset is considered worthy of separate identification 
if it delivers services or benefits to the community of sufficient current or future value to warrant control 
and management on an individual basis. Typical assets include sections of pavements, bridges, culverts, 
traffic signals, signs, road furniture, road reserves, etc. [139]  
 
The useful life of most assets will depend on a wide range of environmental factors, but it is usually necessary to 
adopt a standard useful life for a range of asset types for asset management and accounting purposes. It would make 
life much easier if the state or federal governments published a list of default asset useful lives.  
The value above expressed is compatible with value reparable in literature [135]. Anyway this value wants to be 
only an assumption to proceed into process elaboration. 
Is clearly that different scenarios must to be set up in order to define the right trade off that allows to minimize ctot, 
with a L.O.S ensured. From this need the idea to submit object function to a Design of Experiment approach 
combined with Genetic Algorithm to obtain optimal solutions from which start final evaluations through Social 
Force algorithm. 
 
 
4.2 Genetic Algorithm Application 
Defined the objective function as described, to reach the goal of this research activity, it was necessary to test the 
behavior of the function for the consequent application of Genetic Algorithms to obtain optimal solutions. In order 
to evaluate the mathematical expression elaborated, a Design of Experiment - D.O.E. - procedure was selected. 
Different methodologies are available in literature; for the objective pursued Sobol approach was identified to 
reduce clustering phenomena typical in several D.O.E. approaches. 
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The availability of instruments to research optimal solutions led to analyze Evolutionary Algorithm, in particular 
Genetic Algorithms. These kind of approaches generate solutions to optimize problems using techniques inspired by 
natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. The field of application of genetic 
algorithms finds application in several disciplines as for example bioinformatics, computational science, 
engineering, economics, chemistry, manufacturing, mathematics, physics etc. M.O.G.A. - Multi Objective Genetic 
Algorithm - was selected in order to identify optimal solutions. The idea behind this algorithm is natural selection, 
i.e. assume that the best individuals have a higher chance of survival.  
In this case, individuals became the different layout configurations. In every candidate, the single facility, through 
which pedestrian flow moves, assumes specific value extracted through Sobol application. The choice of the value is 
done inside the range defined with tool based into H.C.M. and T.C.Q.S.M.. Consequently, every individual 
generates a travel time for pedestrian according analytical model expressed in Chapter 3. Every single individual is 
evaluated through cost parameter obtained through the objective function formed from the sum of infrastructure and 
pedestrian cost.  
The results of M.O.G.A. generate a Pareto Front, the state of allocation of resources in which it is impossible to 
make any one individual better off without making at least one individual worse off, that led to identify the optimal 
terminal layout configurations. 
 
4.2.1 Evolutionary algorithms 
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are population-based meta heuristic optimization algorithms that use biology-
inspired mechanisms like mutation, crossover, natural selection, and survival of the fittest in order to refine a set of 
solution candidates iteratively. [161,162,163]  
The advantage of evolutionary algorithms compared to other optimization methods is their “black box” character 
that makes only few assumptions about the objective functions. Furthermore, the definition of objective functions 
usually requires lesser insight to the structure of the problem space than the manual construction of an admissible 
heuristic. EAs therefore perform consistently well in many different problem categories.  
[192]Evolutionary algorithms abstract from this biological process and also introduce a change in semantics by 
being goal-driven [164]. The search space G in evolutionary algorithms is then an abstraction of the set of all 
possible DNA strings in nature and its elements g € G play the role of the natural genotypes. Therefore, G will be 
refer as the genome and elements g € G as genotypes. Like any creature is an instance of its genotype formed by 
embryogenesis, the solution candidates (or phenotypes) x € X in the problem space X are instances of genotypes 
formed by the genotype-phenotype mapping. Their fitness is rated according to objective functions which are 
subject to optimization and drive the evolution into specific directions.  
Can be distinguish single-objective and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. 
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Figure 52. The basic cycle of evolutionary algorithms[192] 
 
[192] All evolutionary algorithms proceed in principle according to the scheme illustrated in Figure 52: 
1. Initially, a population Pop of individuals p with a random genome p.g is created; 
2. The values of the objective functions f € F are computed for each solution candidate p.x in Pop. This 
evaluation may incorporate complicated simulations and calculations; 
3. With the objective functions, the utility of the different features of the solution candidates have been 
determined and a fitness value v(p.x) can now be assigned to each of them. This fitness assignment process 
can, for instance, incorporate a prevalence comparator function cmpF which uses the objective values to 
create an order amongst the individuals; 
4. A subsequent selection process filters out the solution candidates with bad fitness and allows those with 
good fitness to enter the mating pool with a higher probability.  
5. In the reproduction phase, offspring is created by varying or combining the genotypes p.g of the selected 
individuals p by applying the search operations (which are called reproduction operations in the context of 
EAs). These offspring are then subsequently integrated into the population; 
6. If the termination Criterion is met, the evolution stops here. Otherwise, the algorithm continues at step 2.  
 
[192]The family of evolutionary algorithms encompasses five members, as illustrated in Figure 53. 
 
In the next list will be only enumerate them in short. Genetic algorithms will be analyzed subsequently in a Chapter 
4.2.2. 
1. Genetic algorithms (GAs) subsume all evolutionary algorithms which have bit strings as search space G; 
2. The set of evolutionary algorithms which explore the space of real vectors X⊆ Rn is called Evolution 
Strategies; 
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3. For Genetic Programming (GP), can be given two definitions: on one hand, GP includes all evolutionary 
algorithms that grow programs, algorithms, and these alike. On the other hand, also all EAs that evolve 
tree-shaped individuals are instances of Genetic Programming; 
4. Learning Classifier Systems (LCS), are online learning approaches that assign output values to given 
input values. They internally use a genetic algorithm to find new rules for this mapping; 
5. Evolutionary programming (EP) is an evolutionary approach that treats the instances of the genome as 
different species rather than as individuals. Over the decades, it has more or less merged into Genetic 
Programming and the other evolutionary algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 53. The family of evolutionary algorithms[192] 
 
 
4.2.2 Genetic Algorithm 
In the computer science field of artificial intelligence, a genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics the 
process of natural selection. This heuristic (also sometimes called a meta heuristic) is routinely used to generate 
useful solutions to optimization and search problems.  
[165] Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to 
optimization problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, 
and crossover. 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a subclass of evolutionary algorithms where the elements of the search space G are 
binary strings (G = B*) or arrays of other elementary types. As sketched in Figure 54, the genotypes are used in the 
reproduction operations whereas the values of the objective functions f € F are computed on basis of the phenotypes 
in the problem space X which are obtained via the genotype-phenotype mapping. [167,168,169,170] 
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Genetic algorithms find application in bioinformatics, computational science, engineering, economics, chemistry, 
manufacturing, mathematics, physics  and other fields. 
[192] The roots of genetic algorithms go back to the mid-1950s, where biologists like Barricelli [171,172,173,174] 
and the computer scientist Fraser [180] began to apply computer-aided simulations in order to gain more insight into 
genetic processes and the natural evolution and selection. Bremermann [187] and Bledsoe [175,176,177,178] used 
evolutionary approaches based on binary string genomes for solving inequalities, for function optimization, and for 
determining the weights in neural networks in the early 1960s [179]. At the end of that decade, important research 
on such search spaces was contributed by Bagley [188] (who introduced the term genetic algorithm), Rosenberg 
[184], Cavicchio, Jr. [182,183], and Frantz [181] – all based on the ideas of Holland at the University of Michigan. 
As a result of Holland’s work [168,189,190,191] genetic algorithms become a new approach for problem solving, 
widely recognized and popular. Today, there are many applications in science, economy, and research and 
development [185] that can be tackled with genetic algorithms. Therefore, various forms of genetic algorithms [186] 
have been developed to. 
 
 
Figure 54. The basic cycle of genetic algorithms 
 
In a genetic algorithm, a population of candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures, or phenotypes) to an 
optimization problem is evolved toward better solutions. Each candidate solution has a set of properties 
(its chromosomes or genotype) which can be mutated and altered; traditionally, solutions are represented in binary 
as strings of 0s and 1s, but other encodings are also possible.[170] 
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The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly generated individuals, and is an iterative process, with 
the population in each iteration called a generation. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the 
population is evaluated; the fitness is usually the value of the objective function in the optimization problem being 
solved. The more fit individuals are stochastically selected from the current population, and each individual's 
genome is modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new generation. The new generation of 
candidate solutions is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when 
either a maximum number of generations has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the 
population. 
A typical genetic algorithm requires: 
1. a genetic representation of the solution domain, 
2. a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. 
A standard representation of each candidate solution is as an array of bits.[170] Arrays of other types and structures 
can be used in essentially the same way. The main property that makes these genetic representations convenient is 
that their parts are easily aligned due to their fixed size, which facilitates simple crossover operations. Variable 
length representations may also be used, but crossover implementation is more complex in this case. Tree-like 
representations are explored in genetic programming and graph-form representations are explored in evolutionary 
programming; a mix of both linear chromosomes and trees is explored in gene expression programming. 
Once the genetic representation and the fitness function are defined, a GA proceeds to initialize a population of 
solutions and then to improve it through repetitive application of the mutation, crossover, inversion and selection 
operators. 
GA is clearly the right instrument to evaluate different terminal layout configurations – individuals -, which fitness 
test consists into submit every possible solution to the objective function described in Chapter 4.1. The definition of 
every individuals - the string of bits -  is generated thanks to FDRD that provide values according L.O.S. desired. 
The criteria with which strings are created will be described in Chapter 4.2.5. 
 
 
4.2.3 ModeFRONTIER 
ModeFRONTIER is an integration platform for multi-objective and multi-disciplinary optimization. It provides a 
seamless coupling with third party engineering tools, enables the automation of the design simulation process, and 
facilitates analytic decision making. In today’s business world, multidisciplinary approach is key for a successful 
design process. Designers are required to simultaneously consider multiple perspectives to determine the global 
optimal solution, facing an ever increasing problem complexity. With modeFRONTIER, the process is stream lined 
combining objectives relating to variables of different disciplines. The powerful workflow allows the execution of 
complex chains of design optimization, innovative algorithms determine the set of best possible solutions combining 
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opposing objectives, and post-processing tools allow the user to perform sophisticated statistical 
analysis, data visualization and decision making. The graphical user interface within modeFRONTIER is the 
gateway to a collection of technologies which assist engineers and designers in quickly investigating several design 
options and understanding the effects of conflicting goals, to identify robust areas of design space.  
With modeFRONTIER engineering problems are channeled into one logical Workflow capable of steering the 
optimization cycles.  The three platform environments are equipped with advanced components and respond to 
designers’ necessities by organizing the process in three steps.[150] 
 
 
Figure 55. The three platform environments of modeFRONTIER [150] 
 
It is developed by ESTECO S.p.A. and provides an environment for product engineers and designers. 
ModeFRONTIER is a GUI driven software written in Java that wraps around the CAE tool, performing the 
optimization by modifying the value assigned to the input variables, and analyzing the outputs as they can be 
defined as objectives and/or constraints of the design problem. 
ModeFRONTIER includes design of experiments (DOE), optimization algorithms and robust design tools, that can 
be combined and blended to build up the most efficient strategy to solve complex multi-disciplinary problems.  
Considered the complexity into apply manually Genetic Algorithms to the several terminal layout configurations 
possibilities, this software was selected to facilitate the computational step. Manual verification during the process 
were performed to verify the reliability of the device.  
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4.2.4 Objective function logical implementation 
The structure of objective function was described in Chapter 4.1. Defined the objective of the study, the 
methodology first of all requires to determinate the level of service desired for every single facility inside the 
terminal and the volume of the flow that will occur. The application of the analytical model based into HCM and 
TCQSM described in Chapter 3.2 provides for every single facility a dimensional range able to satisfy demand. 
Combinatorial calculation generates a wide range of possible solutions for terminal layout. The manual 
identification of every single scenario was a very high time consuming stage. For this reason, a Design of 
Experiment - D.O.E. - methodology, calibrated on the above ranges, was indispensable. The D.O.E. will lead to 
create the population for the next application of Genetic Algorithm. This allows to arrive at the definition of the 
domain with optimal solutions. 
In order to apply D.O.E. and GE the objective function was implemented in ModeFRONTIER through a logical 
flowchart, identifying variable inputs and their range, determined magnitudes, calculation function - mathematical 
expression of objective function - and outputs expected. 
 
 
Figure 56. Model logical implementation 
In green circle are underlined the fixed inputs. During the process developed these magnitudes are assumed 
constant. Variation about their values is allowed before start design of experiment and genetic algorithm application.  
These magnitudes are: 
- Cp_m,  weight for time spent from pedestrian walking 
- Cp_w,  weight for time passed from pedestrian in line 
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- Cped_h,  pedestrian value of time 
- csqm,  infrastructure cost for sqm 
- pdynamic,  users for every single dynamic 
Every single facility as above described has its characteristic dimension. Are statistic inputs the dimension for every 
single facility that have a minor influence into pedestrian dynamic, that is to say in this case the length of the 
walkways, the length of the stairs and the thickness of the door.  
In blue circle there are input variables. These are the dimensions of the facilities with major consequences into 
pedestrian dynamics. With analytical tool FDRD, according the level of service desired and flow, a dimensional 
range for these dimensions is obtained. The values that these input can assume in D.O.E. application will be a value 
inside to this gap. 
 
 
Graphic 28. Input variable 
 
In the case of study the calculation of the dimensional ranges for the input variable was performed considered a 
L.O.S. range B-E with according flow value explicated in Chapter 4.1.4. 
 
In the black circle there are the outputs expected from the calculation process that are: 
- tp(t),  pedestrian time need to move from origin to destination; 
- cped,  pedestrian cost;  
- cinf,  infrastructure cost;  
- totsur, infrastructure total surface; 
B3 – 1° WALKWAY 
B4 – 2° WALKWAY BTREPPE_STAIR
S 
B1 - PLATFORM 
BTUR_OPENING 
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- ctot, total cost; 
In pink circle there are the objectives: minimization of terminal surface and minimization of total cost, sum of 
infrastructure cost and pedestrian cost. 
The core of the logic flow is the analytical model described in Chapter 3.3 - see red circle.  
 
 
4.2.5 Design of Experiment 
Design of Experiments (DoE) is a methodology that maximizes the knowledge gained from experimental data. 
Originated in 1920 by a British scientist, Mr. R. A. Fisher, in his innovative books: "The Arrangement of Field 
Experiments" (1926) and “The Design of Experiments” (1935); it provides a strong tool to design and analyze 
experiments, it eliminates redundant observations and reduces the time and resources to make the experiments. 
Hence, DoE techniques allow the user to try to extract as much information as possible from a limited number of 
test runs.  
Design of Experiments (DoE) techniques enables designers to determine simultaneously the individual and 
interactive effects of many factors that could affect the output results in any design. DoE also provides a full insight 
of interaction between design elements. 
In general usage, design of experiments or experimental design is the design of any information-gathering exercises 
where variation is present, whether under the full control of the experimenter or not. However, in statistics, these 
terms are usually used for controlled experiments. Formal planned experimentation is often used in 
evaluating physical objects, chemical formulations, structures, components, and materials. 
 
 
Figure 57. DoE principle 
 
The purpose of DoE is to determine how a response  depends on one or more input variables or predictors so that 
future values of the response can be predicted from the input variables. 
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In the design of experiments, the experimenter is often interested in the effect of some process or intervention (the 
"treatment") on some objects (the "experimental units"). Design of experiments is thus a discipline that has very 
broad application. 
The Design of Experiments methodologies are used for different applications: 
- evaluate the behavior of a function; 
- screen many input variables for the most important ones; 
- identify and manage the interactions between variables; 
- predict how variability in the input variables induces variation in the response; 
- provide to the optimization algorithms an initial population of designs; 
- generate an appropriate set of support points for response surface approximation;  
- create samplings for sensitivity analysis, the use of DoE is extremely important in experimental settings to 
identify which input variables most affect the experiment; 
- create a set of stochastic points for robustness evaluation and reliability analysis;  
- reduce variation in the response by identifying and controlling the input variables.  
 
 
4.2.5.1 DoE Methods 
Depending on the application, different design of experiments methods can be used. This stage is a key step to 
generate population individuals to the optimization algorithms. 
 
Figure 59. DoE example 
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The selection of the right methodology is a key point to reach the goals above described. Case by case the user must 
to evaluate the best strategy. 
Here follow a list of the most usual methodologies. 
 
- Random Sequence DoE: The random sequence (RNDDoE) spreads points uniformly in design space. It is 
based on the mathematical theory of random number generation;  
 
 
Graphic 29. Random methodology: variables combination example 
 
- Sobol: is a deterministic algorithm that mimic the behavior of the Random Sequence: the aim is again the 
uniform sampling of the design space. But in this case the clustering effects of random sampling are 
reduced. This type of sequence is called quasi-random: that term is somewhat of a misnomer, since there 
is nothing random in this algorithm. The experiments in this type of sequence are maximally avoiding of 
each other, filling in a uniform manner the design space;  
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Graphic 30. Sobol methodology: variables combination example 
-  Full Factorial: in this case the range of variation of each variable is divided into a finite number of 
intervals and the number of individuals obtained is equal to nm, where n is the number of levels of 
discretization and m is the number of levels of  variables. If the problem has a large number of variable, 
using this method is possible to get a first generation too broad; 
-  Reduced Factorial: similar to above but the number of individuals generated is less and equal to nr, where 
r <m; 
-  Latin square: also in this case the variables are discreted in m levels but the number of individuals 
generated is equal to m2; 
-  Monte Carlo is an algorithm based on Gaussian distribution process. Generate random numbers according 
to a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation defined; 
-  Taguchi is a special algorithm developed by G. Taguchi to improve the total quality control in Japan. is 
regulated by orthogonal arrays; 
-  Cubic face centered: it is equivalent to the full factorial with 2 levels and the midpoints of the hypercube 
space of solutions. Individuals are placed into iper-cube space at each vertex, at the center of each face and 
at the center of the hyper-cube. The total number of individuals generated is equal to 2n +2 n +1 with n 
number of variables; 
-  Box-Behnken: is similar to Cubic face centered algorithm, with the difference that aren’t used the 
individuals placed on the corners or end points. Individuals are placed into iper-cube space of the variables 
in the midpoint of each edge and at t the center of the hyper-cube. 
-  Custom: the user can manually define a set of individuals. 
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4.2.5.2 DoE Application 
Implemented the model as described in Chapter 4.2.2, Sobol DoE was applied into the case of study for different 
purposes: verify objective function behavior and generate population for further genetic algorithm application. 
Through Sobol methodology was possible to obtain an uniform sampling of the design space, with limited clustering 
effects, more evident into Random generation. Here follow some Figures in which are plotted into 2D environment 
Sobol application. In Graphic 31 are reported the value assumed from a single variable into 200 Design, while in 
Graphic 32 are reported more variables, each one identified with a different color. Uniformity distribution is 
observable rather that clustering effects. 
 
Graphic 31. Sobol application input variable 
 
Graphic 32. Sobol application all input variables 
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The objective function behavior was tested through DoE Sobol application. 
In the following graphics are manifested the results of DoE applied into the case of study; infrastructure total surface 
- totsur -, on x axis, and total cost - ctot -, on y axis, are plotted. 
 
Graphic 33. Objective function behavior with input L.O.S. range B - E 
 
Graphic 34. Objective function behavior zooming with input L.O.S. range D - E 
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As expected, with low values of terminal surface the function shows a rapid increasing into total cost, due to not 
appropriate dimensions of facilities inside that generate crowded phenomena. This imply an abrupt growth into 
pedestrian cost, due to travel time addition and consequently into the total cost.  
Differently the increasing of the total terminal surface manifests a moderate total cost growth. After a threshold 
value is observed also that, with a constant flow, the total cost rise is only due to major terminal surface. This imply 
that after the threshold the pedestrians movement will be without delays. Case by case the threshold can be defined. 
 
 
Graphic 35. Object function 3D behavior 
 
 
4.2.6 M.O.G.A.: Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm 
Among the several types of optimization algorithm, selected Sobol methodology to generate population was used 
for optimization process M.O.G.A. Algorithm, Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm. 
The idea behind this algorithm is natural selection, it is assumed that the best individuals have a higher chance of 
survival. 
Is defined as individual a design solution, which is the set of information needed for a comprehensive description of 
the approach taken. The goodness of the approach taken, the ability of an individual to meet the objectives of the 
optimization, is said fitness. 
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The encoding of the solution is said string or DNA and can be performed with any type of code (binary, 
hexadecimal, etc.). 
 
All individuals are described by strings of the same length g and it is possible to set some values in them. So, it is 
created a schema whose order is given by the number of assigned values. It defines, instead, the length of a diagram 
the distance between the first and the last element fixed. In Figure 58, for example, can be observed a string of 
length 10, order 3 and with a scheme length equal to 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 58. Schematic representation of an individual used by the algorithm MOGA. 
 
The evolution takes place through a series of "generations" built from an initial and basic operations of this 
algorithm that are: 
- D.O.E. - Design of experiments - in this first step the initial generation of individuals is created. In this 
study we used the methodology Sobol, as described in previous Chapters; 
 
- Reproduction or cross-over: with this procedure new individuals are created but with features already 
present within the population. In fact, two individuals from the current population are chosen randomly and 
determine, again randomly, one or more points where "break" the string representing the latter. Then they 
exchange among themselves portions of strings cut, Figure 59, generating two new individuals; 
 
- Mutation: this process (Figure 60) is designed to introduce within the population of the new features, not 
present in any individual. To do this isolates an individual of the population and randomly chooses a point 
within its string. At this point change the value present at that point, in the case of binary encoding , for 
example, replacing the one with the zero and vice versa; 
 
 
MINIMUM POSITION MAXIMUM POSITION 
RANDOM VALUES 
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Figure 59. Cross-over between two individuals 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60. Individual mutation 
 
- Selection: the algorithm selects the individuals who will have to go to the next generation and to do this is 
adopted the criterion of the roulette wheel. The principle is that the roulette real with the only difference 
that individuals do not all have the same probability of being selected. In fact, individuals with higher 
fitness is assigned a "slice" of the larger plate of roulette, which can be selected more easily. 
 
From the above there can be noticed how it is necessary to get good results simultaneously use both the reproduction 
is the mutation both the selection. Applying only the reproduction, in fact, does not introduce any novelty within the 
population, the risk of not adequately explore all possible solutions. The only mutation is equivalent to a random 
search of the best solutions, while the only selection would lead only to the identification of the best individual of 
the original generation. 
In the methodology developed every individual generated is one possible terminal layout configuration and their 
mutation consist into change sizing of the facilities according process described previously. 
 
CROSS OVER 
POINT NEW INDIVIDUALS 
ELEMENT TO BE 
CHANGED 
ORIGINAL INDIVIDUAL 
NEW INDIVIDUAL 
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4.2.7 Pareto Front 
Pareto efficiency, or Pareto optimality, is a state of allocation of resources in which it is impossible to make any one 
individual better off without making at least one individual worse off. The term is named after Vilfredo 
Pareto (1848–1923), an Italian economist who used the concept in his studies of economic efficiency and income 
distribution. The concept has applications in academic fields such as economics and engineering.  
Many problems in the design of complex systems are formulated as optimization problems, where design choices 
are encoded as valuations of decision variables and the relative merits of each choice are expressed via a utility/cost 
function over the decision variables.  
In most real-life optimization situations, however, the cost function is multidimensional. Consequently, there is no 
unique optimal solution but rather a set of efficient solutions, also known as Pareto solutions, characterized by the 
fact that their cost cannot be improved in one dimension without being worsened in another. The set of all Pareto 
solutions, the Pareto front, represents the problem trade-offs, and being able to sample this set in a representative 
manner is a very useful aid in decision making. [152] 
Multiple-criteria or multi-objective optimization problems have been studied since the dawn of modern optimization 
using diverse techniques, depending on the nature of the underlying optimization problems (linear, nonlinear, 
combinatorial) [153,154,155,156]. One approach consists of defining an aggregate one-dimensional cost/utility 
function by taking a weighted sum of the various costs. Each choice of a set of coefficients for this sum will lead to 
an optimal solution for the one-dimensional problem which is also a Pareto solution for the original problem. 
Another popular class of techniques is based on heuristic search, most notably genetic/evolutionary algorithms 
[159,157], which are used to solve problems related to design-space exploration of embedded systems. A major 
issue in these heuristic techniques is finding meaningful measures of quality for the sets of solutions they provide 
[158]. 
 
Figure 61. Pareto front 
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 [151] A basic single-objective optimization problem can be formulated as follows: 
min f(x), x € S 
where f is a scalar function and S is the (implicit) set of constraints that can be defined as 
S = {x € Rm : h(x) = 0, g(x) ≥ 0}. 
Multi-objective optimization can be described in mathematical terms as follows: 
min [f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fn(x)], x € S, 
where n > 1 and S is the set of constraints defined above. The space in which the objective vector belongs is called 
the objective space, and the image of the feasible set under F is called the attained set. Such a set will be denoted in 
the following with 
C = {y € Rn : y = f (x), x € S}. 
The scalar concept of “optimality” does not apply directly in the multi-objective setting. Essentially, a vector x* € S 
is said to be Pareto optimal for a multi-objective problem if all other vectors x € S have a higher value for at least 
one of the objective functions fi, with i = 1, . . . ,n, or have the same value for all the objective functions. The 
following definitions express when a point can be defined belonging to Pareto Front: 
 
- A point x* is said to be a weak Pareto optimum or a weak efficient solution for the multi-objective 
problem if and only if there is no x € S such that fi(x) < fi(x*) for all i € {1, . . . ,n}. 
 
- A point x* is said to be a strict Pareto optimum or a strict efficient solution for the multi-objective 
problem if and only if there is no x € S such that fi(x) ≤ fi(x*) for all i € {1, . . . ,n}, with at least one strict 
inequality. 
 
Can be also speak of locally Pareto-optimal points, for which the definition is the same as above, except that the 
attention is restricted to a feasible neighborhood of x*. In other words, if B(x*,ε) is a ball of radius ε > 0 around 
point x*, is required that for some ε > 0, there is no x € S∩B(x*,ε) such that fi(x) ≤ fi(x*) for all i € {1, . . . ,n}, with 
at least one strict inequality. 
The image of the efficient set, i.e., the image of all the efficient solutions, is called Pareto front or Pareto curve or 
surface. The shape of the Pareto surface indicates the nature of the trade-off between the different objective 
functions. An example of a Pareto curve is reported in Figure 62, where all the points between (f2(ˆx), f1(ˆx)) and ( 
f2(˜x), f1(˜x)) define the Pareto front. These points are called non-inferior or non-dominated points. 
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Figure 62. Example of a Pareto curve 
An example of weak and strict Pareto optima is shown in Figure 63: points p1 and p5 are weak Pareto optima; points 
p2, p3 and p4 are strict Pareto optima.[151] 
 
Figure 63. Example of weak and strict Pareto optima 
Pareto curves cannot be computed efficiently in many cases. Even if it is theoretically possible to find all these 
points exactly, they are often of exponential size. Thus, approximation methods for them are frequently used. 
However, approximation does not represent a secondary choice for the decision maker. Approximating methods can 
have different goals: representing the solution set when the latter is numerically available (for convex multi-
objective problems); approximating the solution set when some but not all the Pareto curve is numerically available 
(see non-linear multi-objective problems); approximating the solution set when the whole efficient set is not 
numerically available (for discrete multi-objective problems).  
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A comprehensive survey of the methods presented in the literature in the last 33 years, from 1975, is that of Ruzica 
and Wiecek (2005). The survey analyzes separately the cases of two objective functions, and the case with a number 
of objective functions strictly greater than two. More than 50 references on the topic have been reported. Another 
interesting survey on these techniques related to multiple objective integer programming can be found in the book of 
Ehrgott (2005) and the paper of Erghott (2006), where he discusses different scalarization techniques.[151] 
Multi objective optimization (MO) seeks to optimize the components of a vector – valued cost function. Unlike 
single objective optimization, the solution to this problem is not a single point, but a family of points known as the 
Pareto optimal set. Each point in this surface is optimal in the sense that no improvement can be achieved in one 
cost vector component that does not lead to degradation in at least one of the remaining components.[160] 
 
 
4.2.7.1 Case of Study Pareto front identification 
Select as objectives, see Figure 56, the minimization of terminal surface and total cost - sum of infrastructure and 
pedestrian cost, through the application of genetic algorithm M.O.G.A., used Sobol to generate population, is 
obtained the Pareto front. This goal is the key result of the methodology developed, being identified the optimal 
solutions. Pareto efficiency allows to determinate the domain of optimal layout configurations according L.O.S. 
desired and flow estimation. In the following picture the results obtained are plotted. In order to test the behavior of 
the function and Pareto front identification, the methodology was tested in two different scenarios. In Graphic 36 
results generated from L.O.S. input range B - E. In Graphic 37 optimal solutions obtained with a L.O.S. range D - E.  
 
 
Graphic 36. Pareto front obtained with large range values for input variables  
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Graphic 37. Pareto front obtained with strict range values for input variables  
 
 
4.2.8 Terminal layout configurations: optimal solutions  
Is interesting underline as during M.O.G.A. application the dimension of the facilities converges to the best values, 
that combined among them generate the optimal layout configurations, identified through Pareto Front. Here follow 
some examples. Obviously the progressive convergence of the characteristic elements dimensions implies the 
convergence of total surface value and cost.  
 
 
Figure 64. Platform dimension convergence 
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Figure 65. Total cost convergence 
Identified Pareto front, the methodology led to determinate the optimal terminal layout configurations. To represent 
the different terminal layout configurations, some graphical output were selected. In Figure 66 all the possible 
combinations are plotted. Defined the sizing range of facilities characteristic dimension and objectives numerical 
range through vertical lines, a possible terminal configuration is represented from a continuum line that move 
through the vertical lines. The intersection between vertical lines and every transversal line determinates the value of 
the magnitude represented through vertical line for the specific configuration. Different colors allow to identify the 
behavior of objectives. In green are also reported Pareto solutions, optimal terminal layout configurations. 
 
 
Figure 66. Possible layout configurations 
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According specific needs particular filters can be applied to some magnitude; a typical problem is to provide further 
constrains to a specific facility, for example, so that defined numerically its domain will be possible visualize 
solution elaborated and optimal, through automatic filters.  
 
 
 
Figure 68. Terminal layout configuration analysis  
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A further possible result is the possibility to obtain through response surface methods the mathematical surface that 
represent the terminal layout behavior according the objective function elaborated.  Obtained the mathematical 
surface, a tool able to represent automatically the implications that two variables imply into terminal performances, 
is a very success instrument. Polynomial approximation was used for first texts as reported below [193]. In 
particular selected platform dimension and openings to walkways from platform as variables, elaborated the surface,  
the implication that their mutations have into cost are simply derived.  These items hopefully will be developed 
during future research activity.  
 
 
Figure 69. Terminal layout response surface 
 
 
4.3 Microscopic evaluation of optimal solutions 
As deeply explained in Chapter 3.2, after the use of Sobol to generate population for M.O.G.A. next application 
resulted into Pareto front identification, it is necessary a further evaluation step. M.O.G.A. results generate a domain 
of optimal individuals representing the best terminal layout configurations according to objective function. To 
evaluate the different possible solutions through quantitative and qualitative parameters, it was applied a simulation 
approach. Magnitudes, able to express numerically speed losses, space utilization, mean and maximum density, 
average speeds, as well as analyzed users trajectories during their paths, are objective helpful factors to conduct 
decision makers in the selection of the right solution according to their specific needs, constrains and will. Divided 
the layout into portion of spaces, is very useful to identify, for every single cell, the L.O.S. according H.C.M. and 
T.C.Q.S.M. approach, not only to verify the general performances of the terminal, through specific graphical outputs 
B1 BTUR 
TOTAL COST 
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that will be explained during Chapter development, but also to verify the input inserted at the beginning of the 
methodology, when for every single facility was defined a dimensional range according the L.O.S. desired as output. 
Analyzed the literature about the different microscopic models to represent pedestrian dynamics, as explained in 
Chapter 3, it was selected the Social Force Algorithm. Its structure allows to consider model pedestrian behavior in 
a very detailed realistic way.  
To speed up the process to prepare layout according simulation requirements, starting from optimal solutions, 
identified with univocal code every single possible terminal configuration, an automatic tool allows to generate 
basis layout to run simulations. 
The results obtained through case of study manifest the consistent utility to complete the methodology developed 
through a micro simulation process to provide more parameters for closing selection. 
 
 
4.3.1 Micro simulation approach 
Different commercial software were developed in the years. In the following some simulation packages will be 
described.  
Simped is a simulation software developed by Jiang and others as a part of the Virtual Environments for Urban 
Environments (VENUE) project. The software is based on the multi agent simulation: the agents are pedestrian with 
features of speed, heading and movement; objects are represented by locations that can be of interest for pedestrians. 
Pedestrians have the possibility of moving with a purpose or without it. For the random movement move, each 
pedestrian is initialized to head in one of eight directions; when it arrives at a crossing, it randomly chooses a street. 
This type of simulation is used to model pedestrian that do not have a specific goal, as tourists. The purposing 
movement mode, on the other side, is based on the choice of a destination among the proposed ones, and speed is set 
as a normal distribution. 
Simtread, another simulation tool, has been analyzed by Kimura et al. and it is also based on agent simulation. There 
are many differences with the previous software: in particular, Simtread uses a spatial model based on actual 
coordinates. Moreover, it distinguishes three categories: agents, that are pedestrians individuated by their spatial 
position, direction and maximum walking speed; barriers, representing all obstacles that can be met by walking 
people and destinations, that are the locations towards those pedestrians move.  
The last example of simulation software is Ptv Viswalk, a software developed by Ptv. It is a software based on the 
treatment of pedestrians as individuals. It uses a dynamical potential field to calculate the fastest path and the social 
force model, developed by Helbing, to simulate pedestrian walking behavior. The outputs are many and useful for 
different purposes: it can analyze the capacity and the space used to better design facilities, it can visualize flows 
and route choices for event planning, and it can simulate evacuation scenarios for evacuation analysis. 
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Several other software were developed in the years every one with its own advantages and disadvantages. The 
implementation of Social Force model pursued to use Simwalk. 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Simwalk 
The social force algorithm is implemented in different commercial software. One of them is Simwalk, Savannah 
Simulations AG. This is a micro simulation software, able to lead simulation into ordinary dynamics as well as 
during evacuation stages. The algorithm of social force model is run together to an algorithm of minimum path for 
pedestrian. The trajectories of agents are calculated according their intermediate/final destination and are subjected 
to three forces: 
- The force that lead pedestrian to its final destination; 
- An interaction force between pedestrians that avoid collision among them preserving a certain distance; 
- A force to represent interaction between pedestrian and objects, to avoid them in the layout in which 
simulation is performed. 
 
The simulation is run by temporal steps previous determined; step by step to define pedestrian direction and speed 
more then the previous force described the following conditions must to be verify: 
- Pedestrian position must to be inside simulation space; 
- There should be not obstacle into pedestrian movement and its action radius; 
- There should be not pedestrian into agent space influence. 
 
 
 
Figure 67. Agent position verification 
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The force that lead pedestrian and regulate its movement are calculated according a potential field, created in the 
moment in which layout is defined; this layout is divided into cell of equal dimension from user before run 
simulation. Pedestrian try to move in area with minimum potential value, destination area. 
 
 
Figure 68. Movement across area with minimum potential 
 
In this last years the software house is working into a new module called “Planoptimizer” [194], a genetic algorithm 
optimizer module, a prototype created for the pedestrian simulation software SimWalk. Based on CAD plans, the 
module allows optimizing plans and objects (walls, obstacles, etc.) automatically. The user defines and marks a plan 
section for optimization where, for example, pedestrian density problems occur. Additionally, the user defines 
which changes of the built-up environment are allowed, based on boundary conditions predefined by his or her 
architectural or engineering knowledge. After having defined these boundary conditions, the evolutionary process 
performed by the genetic algorithm gets started, and a first generation of plans and predefined populations is 
generated. Every succeeding plan shows random variations of the selected obstacles. To evaluate the fitness of each 
generation, density maps and travel times generated by the software are used to optimize the selected environment. 
According the literature examined and information collected the tool developed is similar to a “What – if” approach, 
different from the methodology developed. 
 
 
4.3.1.2 Social Force Algorithm in Simwalk 
The algorithm implemented into Simwalk is a simplified version of Social Force Algorithm developed from Helbing 
e Molnàr. The total force that move pedestrian through simulation area is the result of different forces: 
 
𝒇𝒊 𝒕 = 𝒎𝒅𝒗𝒊(𝒕)𝒅𝒕 = 𝒎𝒂𝒊(𝒕) = 𝒇𝒊𝟎 𝒕 + 𝒇𝒊𝒋 𝒕 + 𝒇𝒊𝒘 𝒕𝒋!𝒊 + 𝝃𝒊(𝒕) 
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where: 
fi(t) = total force effect pedestrian i; 
fi0(t) = force in the direction of the next destination of the pedestrian (which may also be an intermediate 
destination); 
fij(t) = repulsion force exerted from pedestrian j on pedestrian i; 
fiw(t) = repulsion force exerted from environment (obstacle, area limits) on pedestrian i; 
ξi(t) = fluctuation term respect to average values. 
 
To these forces is possible add other components, such as the attractive forces that exert particular places (for 
example shop windows) or pedestrians. 
In the next paragraph the terms of the above formula are described. 
 
- Force fi0(t) 
𝒇𝒊𝟎 𝒕 = 𝒎𝒊 𝒗𝒊𝟎𝒆𝒊(𝒕) − 𝒗𝒊 𝒕𝝉  
where: 
vi0 = desired speed for pedestrian i; 
ei(t) = unit vector in the direction of the target (generally intermediate) after the time t; 
vi(t) = current speed of pedestrian i at time t; 
τ = "relaxation", which expresses the time necessary to accelerate from the current speed vi(t) to the desired speed 
vi0.  
The term mi, which represents the mass of the walker, for the purposes of the model implemented in software, is 
considered equal to unity. 
- Force fij(t) 
The potential exercised by a pedestrian j on the pedestrian i is defined as: 
𝑼𝒊𝒋 𝒓𝒊𝒋 𝒕 , 𝒕 = 𝑨𝒊𝐞𝐱𝐩   − 𝒓𝒊𝒋(𝒕)𝑩𝒊  
where: 
rij(t) = ri(t) – rj(t) 
ri(t), rj(t) = position vectors respectively of pedestrians i and j at time t; 
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Ai = intensity of the interaction, the measure of the impact of external forces on the pedestrian i;  
Bi = distance of interaction, the measure of the impact of the term rij(t) on the potential Uij(t). 
The force of repulsion between two pedestrians i and j is then given by the gradient of the potential Uij(t), calculated 
with respect to the term rij(t): 
 
𝒇𝒊𝒋 𝒓𝒊𝒋 𝒕 , 𝒕 = −𝛁𝒓𝒊𝒋𝑼𝒊𝒋 𝒓𝒊𝒋 𝒕 , 𝒕 = 𝑫𝒊𝐞𝐱𝐩   − 𝒓𝒊𝒋(𝒕)𝑩𝒊 𝒓𝒊𝒋(𝒕)𝒓𝒊𝒋(𝒕)  
 
where Di = Ai/Bi. 
 
- Force fiw(t) 
The potential that an object (obstacle) exerts on the pedestrian i is given by: 
 
𝑼𝒊𝒘 𝒓𝒊𝒘 𝒕 , 𝒕 = 𝑨𝒘𝐞𝐱𝐩   − 𝒓𝒊𝒘(𝒕)𝑩𝒘  
 
where: 
riw(t) = distance of the pedestrian obstacle; 
Aw, Bw = measures the impact of the obstacle on the pedestrian i (of similar meaning to the terms Ai and Bi). 
 
The force of repulsion fiw(t) is then given by: 
𝒇𝒊𝒘 𝒓𝒊𝒘 𝒕 , 𝒕 = −𝛁𝒓𝒊𝒘𝑼𝒊𝒘 𝒓𝒊𝒘 𝒕 , 𝒕 = 𝑫𝒘𝐞𝐱𝐩   − 𝒓𝒊𝒘(𝒕)𝑩𝒘 𝒓𝒊𝒘(𝒕)𝒓𝒊𝒘(𝒕)  
where Dw = Aw/Bw. 
 
A graphic example of the potential defined above is shown in the following pictures (Figure 69,Figure 70), which 
was modeled after a pedestrian crossing between two currents: 
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Figure 69. Layout of crossing two streams 
 
Figure 70. Potential calculated for the crossing of two flows 
 
Knowing the total force fi(t) acting on the pedestrian i at time t, and therefore its acceleration ai(t), we can calculate 
the speed and the position at time t + ΔT: 𝒗𝒊 𝒕 + ∆𝑻 = 𝒗𝒊 𝒕 + 𝒂𝒊(𝒕)∆𝑻 𝒓𝒊 𝒕 + ∆𝑻 = 𝒓𝒊 𝒕 + 𝒗𝒊(𝒕)∆𝑻 
In SimWalk pedestrian simulation software, in order to reduce the computational complexity, has been implemented 
a simplified version of the model of social forces previously exposed (Steiner, Philipp Schmid, 2007). In this 
reduced version, the forces fi0(t) and fiw(t) are not explicitly modeled, but are part of what is defined as the grid 
potential, which defines for each pawn the optimal path between all the intermediate destinations to the final . This 
path is defined before entering the pedestrian area of study, while the intermediate destinations are defined by the 
user when creating the layout of the simulation environment. 
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In the current version of SimWalk, Aw parameter is set to a predetermined value and can not be changed, while the 
parameter Bw assumes the default value of 0.5 m, but can be modified by the user according to their needs. In the 
case of the simplified model, the speed and the position of the pedestrian i at time t + ΔT are calculated as follows: 
 
𝒗𝒊 𝒕 + ∆𝑻 = 𝒗𝒊𝟎 𝒇𝒊(𝒕)𝒇𝒊(𝒕)  𝒓𝒊 𝒕 + ∆𝑻 = 𝒓𝒊 𝒕 + 𝒗𝒊(𝒕)∆𝑻 
The value of the parameter τ (relaxation time), in the simplified model, is not directly taken into account, the desired 
speed vi0 is randomly assigned to each pedestrian, from a distribution of type normal with mean equal to µ = 1.34 m 
/ s and standard deviation σ = 0.37 m / s. 
 
 
4.3.1.3 Optimal layouts preparation for simulation 
The outputs of genetic algorithm are optimal solutions according objective function minimization. In the 
methodology developed this allows to identify an array in which for every solution there are the facilities dimension.  
Every facility inside terminal has its characteristic dimension. A walkway for example have its length and width, the 
same for the stair, corridors etc. A escalators have its width, length and speed, an elevator its capacity and speed etc.  
In this process for every single facility are fixed the dimensions that have a minor influence into the flow. Affect the 
flow the width in a walkway for example, the speed and width into an escalator etc. A large width into a walkway 
for example implies a cost increasing, meanwhile a narrow walkway could help into cost saving. Both solution 
imply consequences into users comfort. Crowded phenomena and delay into path performances are principally due 
to wrong dimension of facilities, their equilibrium and correlation. 
The need to post evaluate the results get with genetic algorithm implies to use the social force model to obtain 
general performance indicators about terminal, through quantitative and qualitative analysis. From this need rose the 
necessity to elaborate for every single optimal solution obtained – scenario – the layout that will be the environment 
in which simulation should run. 
Identified every single scenario with an ID number and its set of dimension values for facilities, a macro was 
specifically created. This macro, selected the ID, allows to the user to automatically generate the terminal layout 
drawing into a .dwg file. In the case in which the terminal has more than one floor, will be possible, defined 
automatically for every single floor a layer, obtain in the same file .dwg the drawing of all the floors.  
The .dwg file is automatically transformed into a .swd file that is the input file for Simwalk, software through which 
the social force algorithm will be applied. Consequently simulation can be performed for every single scenario. 
The tool developed is a very easy device but very helpful to save time.  
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Figure 71. Window for floor -1 automatic layout drawing 
 
 
Figure 72. Window for floor 0 automatic layout drawing 
 
 
4.3.2 Solutions evaluation 
In the case of study analyzed, the genetic algorithm application found a well defined domain of optimal solutions. 
For every one of these solutions characteristic dimensions of terminal’s facilities are available.  From these solutions 
were extracted 4 possible optimal scenarios, according specific constrains, to be compared with a scenario realized 
without optimization, only according experience and common processes. In  
Table 16 are listed for the scenarios analyzed the infrastructure cost and the mean pedestrian travel times.  
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POSSIBLE OPTIMUM SOLUTION cinf [€] tp(t) [min] 
SCENARIO NUMBER 1 2.615.058 3,28 
SCENARIO NUMBER 2 2.564.997 3,90 
SCENARIO NUMBER 3 3.748.553 3,08 
SCENARIO NUMBER 4 3.728.362 2,85 
SCENARIO NUMBER 5 
without optimization 5.770.317 2,68 
 
Table 16. Some results 
 
Even if all the solutions, taking into account the way in which dimensional range for D.O.E. were set up, are 
compatible with LOS that the terminal should have considering its pedestrian flow, is clear that the decision of the 
best solution cannot be taken only according cost value or pedestrian travel time. For this reason was necessary 
applied social force model to obtain qualitative and quantitative evaluations of terminal performances considering 
the microscopic behavior of pedestrians. 
For every single scenario the simulation with social force algorithm was executed.  
Proceeding as described in Chapter 4.3.1.2, the Origin Destination matrix of pedestrians path must be inserted for 
every single possible scenario through the tool explained in Chapter 4.3.1.3. Its quantification must be coherent with 
pdynamic and fpdynamic as described in Chapter 4.1.4. 
Run the simulations for every scenario a lot of information can be obtain to evaluate the terminal performances. 
The analysis, helpful to evaluate alternatives, are: 
- Qualitative Analysis: paths, trajectories. 
- Quantitative Analysis: travel time, average speed, speed los, distance walked from every single pedestrian, 
average minimum and maximum density and counters. 
In the following figures several outputs are shown. Quantitative evaluation of the above magnitudes are available for 
every single potential cell as described in Chapter 4.3.1.2 and for every temporal step. All the data are available in 
an automatic database sheet for further statistical evaluation. Different scenarios can be evaluated from user and 
tested thanks the social force algorithm. The user thanks to these mean is able to select the final best solution 
according its principles, environment constrains, decision factors, wills or simply can use data obtained for further 
multi decision methods application. 
Calibration, validation and verification stage were carried out thanks to data generated through PEDONI algorithm. 
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Figure 73. Trajectories into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 – right 
 
 
Figure 74. Max density into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 - right 
 
Figure 78. Mean Density into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 – right 
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Figure 79. Spatial utilization into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 – right 
 
 
Figure 75. Speed Loss for scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 – right 
 
Moreover, being the layout divisible into cell of equal size, for every one of these is possible to know the value of 
speed, loss of speed, maximum, minimum and mean density and flow according the temporal steps of the 
simulation. To express terminal layout performances a 3D plot was developed through Matlab code. The code 
consists into count for every single temporal step how many cell there are with the same LOS and plot it. The 
surface obtained is a good indication about the general performance of the layout. 
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Figure 76. LOS representation for scenario 1 
 
 
Figure 77. LOS representation for scenario 5 
 
The data collected were post analyzed also into the database automatically generated. This allow to extract 
distribution for the magnitudes as for example speed loss or travel time, to evaluate pedestrian performances etc. In 
the following Graphics some results are plotted. 
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Graphic 38. Speed loss into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 - right 
 
 
 
Graphic 39. Travel time into scenario 1- left - and scenario 5 - right 
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Figure 78. Scenario 1 pedestrians AVG Speed  
 
 
Figure 79. Scenario 1 pedestrians travel time 
 
The application of social force model and the availability of a database with several data both microscopic and 
macroscopic completed from a 3D representation of terminal performances complete the methodology developed. 
This final step allows to the user to select best solutions among the optimal possible layouts identified with genetic 
algorithm. The selection will be defined according several particular factors case by case determined. 
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5  Conclusions 
 
The major attention for pedestrian dynamics requires more reliable and useful techniques to find solution at daily 
problems. Congestion situations, delays, spaces undersized etc. are frequent in different scenarios.  
After a deep analysis of literature appeared a lack of methods able to provide the right guide to identify the optimal 
layout configurations of nodes subjected to pedestrian dynamics, as for example railway stations, underground 
stations, airports, complex buildings as city malls, skyscrapers, theatres, cinemas, public spaces as squares, green 
area, as well as public events that attract a lot of people. In this direction architects, civil engineer and transport 
engineers should work very closely in order to configure the best layout solutions according to users needs and 
dynamics, compatibly with decision makers constrains.  
Considered the necessity of pedestrian data necessary to calibrate, validate and verify the models used and 
methodology developed, this research activity led firstly to develop an algorithm for pedestrian paths acquisition 
and consequently pedestrian database generation. Tested this tool in different situations, the indicators obtained 
were also used to define micro simulation parameters.  
Consequently, starting from H.C.M. and T.C.Q.S.M. approaches, it was defined a tool able to identify the 
dimensional range of characteristic elements inside terminal layout according to Level of Service required and 
pedestrian prevision. Represented the pedestrian dynamics through an analytical model that allows to define the 
travel time for pedestrian in usual conditions as well as into emergency and comfort situations, it was defined an 
objective function finalized to identify the right trade off between infrastructure and pedestrian costs. The behavior 
of the function was tested through Sobol approach, necessary to generate population for next genetic algorithm 
M.O.G.A. application. 
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The domain of possible optimal solutions was evaluated through social force algorithm, that allows to obtain 
qualitative and quantitative indicators for an objective performances evaluation.   
The application field of the methodology developed is very large and the adjustments required to shift from field of 
practices are really limited. Further developments need to be done to increase the accuracy of the approach and its 
robustness.  
 
 
5.1 Main results 
The need of pedestrian data available to calibrate, validate and verify models as well as the necessity to test the 
methodology developed, led to structure PEDONI algorithm. The potentialities of this system, applied to an 
electronic device of last generation, are widely applicable. Different objectives can be pursued as for example 
pedestrian survey,  users behavior detection and tracking, parameters collection, statistical analysis and derivation, 
surveillance purposes, magnitudes estimation as mean density, spatial utilization, speed losses, trajectories 
identification etc.. The possibility to simply manipulate the algorithm according to user objectives and its simple 
Graphical User Interface increase the appeal of the system developed. The algorithm is able to provide different 
quantitative and qualitative elements to help decision makers and professionals in their daily activities connected 
with pedestrian dynamics. 
The methodology developed allows to approach terminal project definition, its analysis and renovation process, 
from another point of view, thanks to the application of genetic algorithm applied into the objective function defined 
on analytical basis. The process led to obtain optimal solutions about layout configuration according Level of 
Service desired and flow prevision, sometimes also unexpected and difficult to be predicted. Every solution rising 
from analytical background through the Sobol and M.O.G.A application is tested and evaluated with Social Force 
algorithm simulative approach. The outputs obtained are very useful to evaluate terminal performances in an 
objective way, through numerical indicators based into H.C.M. and T.C.Q.S.M. approach. The test done in the case 
of study examined shows that the methodology is able to provide sizing requirements to be adopted in terminal 
layout configuration, finalized into the satisfaction of the demand required, researching the right trade off among the 
magnitudes involved into phenomena. 
 
 
5.2 Future research 
Different are the future research items about which there is an entrenched wish to work. Improvements in the 
different steps explored through the methodology development could increase the efficiency and accuracy of the 
whole process more than reduce the time and costs for its application. 
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Firstly about PEDONI algorithm will be very useful to automate the process to extract subsequences from which get 
data, including a condition in the code that allows to record the images only if a specific condition occur, as for 
example time steps or object presence, according to the finality of the survey. Moreover, it is very helpful for time 
saving reasons, mechanize the generation of database and statistical derivations. To obtain the complete and highly 
reliable instrument some further development could be implemented and tested as for example obtain bodily ellipses 
measurement, test system in different lighting conditions, evaluate system robustness in high densities conditions, 
increase the area of recording through a combined system of cameras and evaluate topic of occlusion. 
About analytical tool it could be interesting to test other models to estimate pedestrian travel time, in order to 
evaluate the variation into results according to method used. In this direction, one of the main future development is 
connected with the possibility to use simulative approach to provide inputs for genetic algorithm application. 
A collaboration with economic sciences is preferable to increase the precision of objective function about 
infrastructure cost estimation and trends indicator to correctly identify the demand during the useful time of 
infrastructure. 
Defined the domain of optimal solutions through Pareto Front, it will be very useful to generate automatically layout 
for simulation application, both for layout drawings and for characteristic elements definition about which build 
agent plans. Automatic representation of qualitative and quantitative outputs could be very useful to speed up the 
evaluation process.  
Finally, it could be very interesting to have the opportunity to apply the methodology in several cases so that it will 
be possible define abacus for terminal layout sizing. 
Several are the items above expressed where this research field will try to move soon, hopefully.
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